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Chapter 1: The 2013 Field Season of the Actuncan Archaeological Project: Research Questions and 
Preliminary Results 

Lisa J. LeCount (University of Alabama)  
 

The Actuncan Archaeological Project investigates the roles households played in the rise of Maya 
kingship and the strategies emerging kings used to usurp household authority during the Preclassic to 
Classic transition (BC 200-AD 500).  I originally proposed two alternative models for the rise of 
centralized power among the Maya.  Long-established families may have resisted mandates to 
relinquish resources to emerging kings while upstart families may have sided with them to achieve 
socio-economic prominence.  If this were true, then early statecraft at Actuncan should be marked by 
the fragmentation of elite households, the appearance of an apical ruler’s residence (a palace), and 
differential prosperity among commoner households.  Alternatively, rulers may have consolidated 
authority over households by incorporating members of rival kin groups into nascent bureaucracies.  In 
this case, elite households should reflect stable growth as centralized authority was established. 
 
These alternative pathways to power can be characterized as reflecting network (exclusive) and 
corporate (inclusive) leadership strategies that varied across time and place in ancient Mesoamerica 
(Blanton et al. 1996). Network strategies are generally considered to have replaced corporate strategies 
during the Early Classic period when Maya kings institutionalized their positions through the building of 
royal dynasties and networking with other kingdoms (Martin and Grube 2008; McAnany 2004).  Blanton 
et al. (1996) operationalizes the division between network and corporate leadership though material 
and symbolic resources.  Corporate leadership strategies result in power-sharing assemblies, 
decentralized household wealth, ideologies that reinforce social solidarity and civic monuments that 
depict cosmological imagery.  Network leadership results in hierarchical bureaucracies, centralized 
wealth, ideologies that reinforce social stratification and civic monuments that depict cult-of-the-ruler 
imagery.  Maya monuments and symbolic objects are particularly illustrative of this division.  In a 
seminal study of art programs and instruments of authority at Cerros, Freidel and Schele (1988) found 
that Preclassic leaders stood juxtaposed with sculptured images of deities on civic monuments to 
demonstrate their connections with supernatural forces and ability to mediate these forces for polity 
members.  In the Classic period, however, monument art programs portrayed rulers as members of 
exclusive dynasties with connections to divine ancestors.  
 
Additional measures are required to operationalize the recursive relationships between rulers and 
households.  Corporate leaders create coalitions through reciprocal relations, hosting community ritual, 
and adjudication, often carried out in their houses.  These houses are relatively larger, more complexly 
organized, and centrally located than others (Feinman and Neitzel 1984).  Although leaders’ houses have 
longer historical trajectories, they are not necessarily wealthier because authority is linked to ancestral 
ties to land and ritual knowledge (Lesure and Blake 2002). Therefore, a corporate leader’s house should 
have higher frequencies of ritual paraphernalia, but equable amounts of wealth compared to others.  On 
the other hand, networking leaders establish exclusive authority through domestic practices revolving 
around wealth, moral order, and elevated lifestyles that legitimize their right to rule and naturalize 
differences between social groups (Baines and Yoffee 2000). In this case, a house will elevate itself 
above others through the creation of private quarters, regalia, and ancestor worship (Inomata 2001; 
McAnany 1998).    
 
Using the corporate-network leadership model, the Project evaluates material and symbolic resources 
found in household and civic contexts to determine if corporate leadership persisted into the Classic 
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period at Actuncan after network leadership arose in other polities.  The 2013 excavations targeted  
residences that are candidates for an early ruler’s house and the E-Group.  Comparative analyses of 
household layouts, domestic goods, and ritual paraphernalia should pinpoint the early kingly residence 
and examine the socio-economic and ideological relationships between rulers and other households.  E-
Group excavations can document the nature of early kingship because rulers commemorated their 
reigns through building regimes and monumental art programs that reflect corporate and network 
sources of power.  
 
Actuncan, located near the Belize and Guatemala border, is an excellent site to conduct this research 
because its civic monuments include hallmarks of early Maya kingship such as a triadic pyramid group, 
an E-Group (a cosmological-ritual complex), and a Preclassic carved stela.   Situated on a ridge top 
overlooking the fertile alluvial valley of the Mopan River 80 km east of Tikal in Peten, the site was 
positioned to experience the social and political transformations taking place at the earliest states in the 
Maya lowlands.  The site itself is composed of two architectural groups linked by a wide causeway: 
Actuncan South, the triadic temple complex, and Actuncan North, a set of civic monuments, elite 
residences, and commoner patio-focused groups.  Arguably, it is the most architecturally impressive 
Preclassic site in the region.  Civic monuments include hallmarks of early Maya civilization such as the 
triadic temple group, an E-Group (a cosmological-ritual complex), and a ballcourt (Estrada-Belli 2011).  
These monuments, in addition to a Preclassic carved stela (Fahsen and Grube 2005:79), are considered 
archeological indicators of an ajaw, a Mayan term for a ruler identified in Preclassic and Classic 
hieroglyphs and iconography (Estrada-Belli 2011; Freidel and Schele 1988).  In the Early Classic period, 
modifications to the sloped façade of Structure 4, the central structure of the triadic temple group, 
included the addition of polychrome-painted stucco masks similar in style to those found at Tikal's 
acropolis (Harrison 1971).   
 
In spite of its impressive architecture, there is no evidence (so far) that Actuncan contains well-furnished 
kingly burials, such as Tikal Burial 85.  Currently, the relationship between Actuncan and other early 
centers is poorly known.  We do know that the site survived the Terminal Preclassic collapse when other 
sites such as Cerros, El Mirador, and Becan were abandoned (Estada-Belli 2011).  Further, evidence of 
later foreign take-overs in the form of mass burials, burning, and fortifications, also has not be found 
indicating that the site may not have been adversely affected by events associated with the Teotihuacan 
Entrada of AD 376 or the ascent of Tikal's hegemonic state, at least through forceful means.   
Nonetheless, new excavations could discover evidence that these events led to a major architectural 
hiatus and changes in political organization at the site.  
 
After five years of research, the Project has discovered that elite households experienced building 
hiatuses more frequently than commoners during the transition to centralized authority.  The Project 
has excavated six commoner patio-focused groups, three elite houses, a Late Classic noble complex, and 
a Terminal Classic integrative structure.  We have found that while commoner household numbers 
expanded and maintained stable developmental trajectories, elite households experienced boom-and-
bust cycles of growth, collapse, and resurgence, which LeCount argues is the result of elite competition 
for exclusive power.  Recent household archaeology at other Maya sites confirms the resiliency of 
commoner households (Lohse and Valdez 2004; Robin 2012), but histories of elite households have 
received much less systematic study.  This is evidenced by the fact that Mayanists still do not 
understand how early dynasties came to power because they have not been able to chart the rise of a 
kingly residence from its initial founding to its apogee as a dynastic house.  This paradox may indicate 
that Preclassic kings were corporate leaders who lived in houses similar to those of other non-ruling 
families.  Or it might be the case that the earliest kings lived in civic architecture, such as a Triadic 
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Temple Group, that does not resemble Classic acropolises.  Because of this paradox, we still do not 
understand the nature of early elite power and political institutions at Actuncan, specifically, and the 
varied nature of kingly power across the Maya lowlands more generally (Demarest 2004; Iannone 2002).  
 
Another major finding of the Actuncan Archaeological Project is the evidence for rapid and punctuated 
periods of growth at the site. Although Maya sites are often characterized as growing accretionally over 
long periods of time, Actuncan’s construction history reflects dynamic episodes of growth and 
diminution suggestive of political cycling and demographic shifts over the course of the site’s 2000 year 
history.  At Actuncan, we have evidence of at least three periods of punctuated growth followed by 
decline: early (Middle Preclassic to Late Preclassic periods), middle (Terminal Preclassic periods), and 
late (Terminal Classic periods).  The periods of growth are evidenced by rapid civic construction, while 
the down-cycles are not so much evidenced by population diminution as construction hiatuses.   
 
During the early occupation of the site, the eastern edge of Actuncan North and Plaza A in Actuncan 
South were the most important loci of civic activities as marked by the building of large plazas, and 
possibly civic constructions such as the earliest stages of the E-Group and the Triadic Temple group.  
Late in the Late Preclassic period, some households appear to have been abandoned before the 
construction of civic monuments that define Actuncan today (Rothenberg 2012).  The Late Preclassic 
household structures were not oriented in the same manner as later ones, nor were they built the same 
way.  At Group 1, the two different stages were separated by layers of relatively sterile yellow fill 
suggesting that earlier populations were unrelated to later ones.  It is my proposition that it is these 
later households, first established sometime early in the Terminal Preclassic period, that participated in 
the institutionalization of kingship at Actuncan.   Sometime during the Early Classic period, probably 
during the so-called Middle Classic, the site undergoes another hiatus.  Although populations did not 
fully abandon the site, many of the buildings---both domestic and civic---fell into disrepair (Jamison 
2013; Mixter 2012).  During the Late Classic period, when the population in the Belize Valley reached its 
peak, the site was fully occupied, but it was not the center of power.  Political authority lay in 
Xunantunich, located just 2 km south of the site.  Actuncan’s Structure 19 was renovated and Group 8 
was built to house a noble family who were probably vassals of Xunantunich’s rulers (Jamison 2013; 
Mixter and Freiwald 2013).  It was not until the Terminal Classic period that the site was the center of 
authority again, albeit in a more heterarchical form of power (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011) and 
household construction surged to levels seen in the past (Mixter et al. 2012).  During this time, Group 4 
likely functioned as a popul nah, or council house, at the site.  
 
Although the previous five years of research have been successful, we still have many questions about 
the nature of power at the site during two time periods: the Late to Terminal Preclassic transition and 
the Terminal Classic period.  Three specific projects target architecture to investigate these periods. 
 

The Actuncan Archaeological Project 2013 Summer Investigations 
 
LeCount’s 2013 investigations focused on two previously tested elite households and the E-Group to 
provide data to evaluate the alternative hypotheses presented above.   
 
Elite Household Excavations 
Household excavations targeted Structures 29 and 73 that, based on their size and location, are likely 
candidates for an early ruler’s residence (Figures 1.2 and 1.3).  Structure 73 is a large pyramidal 
structure with low terraces on the north, east and west sides.  We assume this building is an elite 
residential structure because the architectural layout is very similar to Structures 29 and 41; however, 
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its isolated location off the west side of Plaza B, the large formal sacbe that connects Actuncan North to 
the southern triadic temple and Plaza A, makes this interpretation somewhat problematic.  Nonetheless, 
it could have been the home of a founding elite family.   
 
In 2011, clearing operations and test pits revealed highly complex terminal architecture (Simova 2012).  
The summit appears to consist of two platforms, a lower platform to the east and a larger platform to 
the west.  Units A and B were placed in the saddle of the summit platforms.  There, Borislava Simova 
and her crew located a chert eccentric resting above large limestone capstones indicative of a tomb.  
Excavations at these Operation 18 units were terminated and the capstones were reburied because the 
project lacked time to excavate a presumably time-consuming tomb at the close of the field season.  
Units C and D at the base of the structure on the terrace near the central axis of the building.  Three 
plastered floors, probably associated with the surfaces of the terrace or patio were found.  The deposits 
were highly disturbed by a fallen tree, and excavations were terminated before sterile was found.  Two 
contiguous units (Units E and F) were placed at the top of Structure 73’s pyramidal substructure, near its 
midline, at the base of a possible superstructure located off-center on the western side of the summit.  
There an Early Classic termination deposit of smashed feasting vessels was found beneath architectural 
collapse resting on a deep deposit of dark, rich accumulated soil with artifacts.  It is possible that the 
building was terminated in the Early Classic period, and stood unoccupied for many years.  If this was 
indeed an elite house, the family moved away or was forced to relocate from this prominent location 
during the Early Classic period.  
 
Borislava Simova excavated Structure 73 again this summer.  The first goal was to place an axial trench 
up the south side of the structure that will help us date the construction history of the building.  The 
trench was expanded to more broadly expose the architectural layout.  Second, we placed a block of 
units across the top of the summit.  Carolyn Freiwald led the excavations of burials found there.  The 
horizontal excavations on the summit should allow us to begin to reconstruct the summit architecture 
and provide data to reconstruct activities on the surface. 
 
 Structure 29 is north of Structure 41 and sits on knoll overlooking the eastern periphery of the site.  The 
platform stands only 2.6 meters above the ground surface; however, the dwelling presents an imposing 
façade because it takes advantage of the hill slope.  Like Structure 41, Structure 29’s staircase orients 
the dwelling toward Actuncan South.  It is attached to Structure 26, the eastern platform of the E-Group, 
by a small extension, placing it in an important position on the east side of the site.  In 2004, the Project 
placed five 2 m by 2 m units in the building, four of which were located on the north east corner of the 
build on the terrace.  McGovern (2004) also placed a Unit (100A) off the eastern side of the eastern 
terrace looking for trash but found very little.  The Actuncan Project excavated into the medial terrace to 
the east of the house to understand the placement of the terrace and to find trash tossed off the terrace 
from above.  We found the northern retaining wall of the medial terrace, but since there were no cut-
limestone blocks, we had trouble sorting out which rocks were associated with retaining walls and which 
were collapse and fill of the terrace itself.  One unit placed near the base of the retaining wall 
encountered a large Early Classic platform filled massive river cobbles underlain by an earlier platform 
that is oriented differently.  Unlike the cobble architecture of the Early Classic platform, the wall of this 
earlier platform was constructed of large cut-limestone blocks. Given its distinctly different orientation 
and construction materials, it is possible that this deeply buried platform represents a Terminal 
Preclassic construction. Beneath it, another earlier floor was found suggesting a long occupational 
sequence for the building.  
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This summer, excavations at Structure 29 focused on trenching the front of the house catching the 
southern medial terrace, the building platform surface, and the structure on the summit.  This 
excavation strategy provides better chronological control for the construction history and artifacts from 
the occupation surface.  Deep penetrating excavations within the trench were selected based on 
exposed architecture and time.  Like the 2011 excavations at Structure 41, we excavated downward in 
those locations most likely to provide the best exposure of architecture.  Like excavations at Structure 
41 and 73, we expanded laterally from the trench to expose problematic deposits. 
 
E-Group Excavations 
The mapping and excavations of the E-Group is intended to document the layout and construction 
history of the complex in order to determine the nature of kingly authority.  Studies have shown that the 
onset of dynastic kingship, and accompanying transition to network-based authority, was marked by a 
shift in caching and burial practices at civic monuments (Freidel and Schele 1989). Initially, ritual 
practices revolved around the placement of caches in monuments, but later, rulers' ancestors were 
interred in monuments to fuse human and divine realms allowing living kings to claim descent from 
divine ancestors.  These transformations were also illustrated in monumental art programs that shifted 
from displaying supernatural forces to individual kings. At Tikal, elaboration of the E-group happened 
contemporaneously with the accession of Tikal's first dynast in the 1st century AD (LaPorte and Fialko 
1990).  However, the timing of these practices is site dependent (Chase and Chase 1995).  At Actuncan, 
E-Group has a plan similar to the Cenote subvariant, which is an early variant.  However, modifications 
may have occurred until the Terminal Classic period. 
 
The E-Group was mapped as much as possible after chopping (see Chapter 2).  On Structures 26 and 27, 
two axial trenches were placed to document building stages and ritual features.  The area immediately 
west and in front of Structure 27’s platform was broadly cleared to expose any potential sculpture 
programs, burial or caches on the summit's platform.  The center of Plaza F was not trenched this year.  
In 2011, two units (31A, Q) in Plaza F revealed eight plaster floors in varying states of decay, dating from 
Middle Preclassic to Terminal Preclassic periods (Mixter and Craiker 2013).  Three floors date to the 
Middle Preclassic, two to the Late Preclassic, and two to the Terminal Preclassic, but the terminal floor 
was not dated due to a lack of ceramics.  McGovern also placed shallow test excavations in Structure 26 
near its corner with Structure 31 and into Structure 26A, located on the far southern end of the summit 
of Structure 26.  These excavations exposed Early Classic floors and walls, but did not penetrate them. 
These previous excavations indicate a sequence for Actuncan’s E-Group construction, starting in the 
Middle Preclassic and ending in the Early Classic period, a pattern which the Project will test and expand 
upon with deeper and broader excavations in the future.  
 

David Mixter’s Terminal Classic Project 
 
David Mixter is researching Terminal Classic society at Actuncan for his dissertation at Washington 
University in St. Louis.  Excavations have revealed a surprisingly robust Terminal Classic period (A.D. 780 
to 1000) occupation at the site of Actuncan that appears to extend at least into the beginning of the 
Postclassic period (LeCount et al. 2011).  Mixter’s excavations targeted Actuncan’s Terminal Classic 
public architecture.   
 
Group 4 
Group 4 was the largest building constructed during the Terminal Classic, and it was a large low platform 
supporting a C-shaped arrangement of superstructural elements aligned along the platform’s north, 
west, and south sides.  The platform’s east side is open to Plaza D to the east.  Three small square 
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shrines (Structures 36, 37 and 38) appear to have been constructed in this plaza in association with the 
construction of Group 4.  Mendelsohn and Keller (2011:38) noted that the construction of Group 4 
created a new public center for Terminal Classic period Actuncan.  While Group 4 rests within the earlier 
site, Classic Period buildings are not incorporated into the design of the Terminal Classic complex.  The 
Terminal Classic shift in public space and architectural styles suggest the development of a wholly 
different set of sociopolitical institutions, perhaps as a reaction to the collapse of the k’ul ajaw political 
system in the upper Belize River Valley region during the middle of the 9th century (Helmke et al. 2010; 
LeCount et al. 2002).  Because Group 4 was the largest construction built during the Terminal Classic 
period, it likely housed the political institutions during the post-collapse era.  Research into the 
building’s form and function attempts to understand the nature of these institutions. 
 
Based on the shape of the superstructural elements on top of the Group 4 platform, Group 4 may be 
comparable to Terminal Classic and Postclassic structures containing C-shaped benches constructed 
during the Terminal Classic at sites including Seibal (Tourtellot 1988) and Ek Balam (Bey et al. 1997) and 
during the Postclassic in the Petén lakes region (Rice 1986), on the island of Cozumel (Freidel and Sabloff 
1984), and at Mayapán (Smith 1962).  During the 2010 preliminary investigations of Group 4, Keller (see 
LeCount et al. 2011) suggested that Group 4 may be a popol nah, or council house, following the 
interpretation of single room structures with C-shaped benches initially hypothesized by Freidel and 
Sabloff (1984).  Unlike these other examples, Group 4 does not have a coherent C-shaped bench.  
Instead, it is surmounted by at least seven discreet superstructural elements.  Based on surface 
observation, each of these elements appears to have been built in a different form using a different 
architectural technique.  Therefore, an alternate to Keller’s hypothesis suggests that this group is a 
collection of shrines organized around a patio, similar to those found along the Caribbean coast during 
the Postclassic (Andrews and Andrews 1975; Freidel and Sabloff 1984).  Preliminary excavations during 
the 2010 season suggested that one of these elements may have been a bench feature.  Another 
appears to have been four stairs leading up to a narrow platform.  Only two of these superstructural 
elements have been excavated to date.  Mixter’s dissertation tests whether Group 4 is a popol nah or a 
shrine group by researching both the group’s formal construction and the nature of activities that took 
place on top of the structure.  While form may provide hints to the use of Group 4, research aimed at 
understanding the activities taking place on top of Group 4 in antiquity will aid in corroborating 
hypotheses based on architecture.   
 
The architectural form of the superstructural elements on top of Group 4 was evaluated through broad 
horizontal clearing of elements and an intensive program of microartifact and soil chemistry analysis to 
identify activity spaces.  The Terminal Classic patio floor rests less than 5 cm below the modern ground 
surface.  Microartifact research has been proven to be a useful technique for identifying activities in 
households and plaza spaces (Cap 2011; Mixter 2011; Sherwood et al. 1995), but has rarely been used 
on public structures.  Microartifact samples were collected over a very large space at 1 m intervals.  Soil 
chemistry analysis provides another useful proxy of activity space (Middleton and Price 1996).  Soil 
samples were collected at a 1 m interval across the same patio zone.  These samples have been analyzed 
in collaboration with project soil chemist Kara Fulton and Christian Wells, and the data will be available 
shortly.   
 
A second way to approach the function of Group 4 comes from excavation of middens associated with 
the structure.  During the 2012 season, an intensive program of sampling the plaza spaces to the west 
and south of Group 4 did not identify any significant artifact highs similar to those previously 
encountered in the West Plaza (Keller and Craiker 2012; Mixter and Craiker 2013).  Another common 
location for middens is along platform edges in otherwise invisible areas.  Excavations in 2004 
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encountered such a deposit off the southern edge of the main Actuncan North platform (LeCount et al. 
2005).  Excavations in the 2013 season targeted test excavations along the southern platform edge of 
Group 8 and off the larger edge of Actuncan North directly to the south of Group 8.  Ceramic forms and 
faunal materials, in particular, can be used to reconstruct food consumption patterns. 
 
Actuncan South 
In addition to monumental construction, the Terminal Classic period was marked by a resumption of 
ritual activity within Plaza A, Actuncan’s ceremonial core.  This 22 m tall triadic pyramid complex was 
constructed primarily during the Late Preclassic and Early Classic based on McGovern’s mapping of 
looter’s trenches.  Mixter hypothesizes that these rituals manipulated the local community’s social 
memory of Actuncan to legitimize new local forms of authority.  The profile of one of the looter’s 
trenches into Structure 5, the eastern pyramid of the triadic group, identified a dense deposit of 
Terminal Classic burned and smashed ceramic materials located on the surface of the structure 
(McGovern 1994).  Following Maya convention, the structure’s location on the eastern side of the site’s 
main temple group suggests it served as the burial place and ancestral shrine of the site’s Classic period 
kings.  Understanding the nature of the ritual activities taking place on top of this building will help 
reveal the relationship between the new Terminal Classic authority and its memory of the Classic period 
past. 
 
The construction of several low platforms (Structure 7, 8, and 9) within Plaza A form an unusual 
courtyard focused around Structure 5 in Plaza A.  Based on the unusual nature of these buildings, Mixter 
suspects that they may relate to the Terminal Classic reuse of this space.  Excavations targeting these 
buildings aim to date their construction and determine if they are associated with ritual deposits.  A 
series of excavation units targeted three low platforms in Plaza A: Structures 7, 8, and 9.  These 
structures appear to be intrusive constructions not aligned to the prescribed form of the major triadic 
pyramid complex constructed during the Late Preclassic and Early Classic periods.  Due to the intrusive 
nature of these structures, they seem likely to have been constructed during the Terminal Classic period.  
If they had a ritual function, these structures may have served as a location for the Actuncan Maya to 
revere their Preclassic period antecedents represented by the earlier triadic group.  Excavations aim to 
expose the terminal construction phase of each small structure in order to understand their form and 
date of construction.  Evidence of ritual activity associated with a building would be in the form of 
deposited materials or burning. Further, test units were placed at the ends of each structure.  Spent 
ritual materials from activities on shrines were often swept to the edges of the structure leaving small 
deposits of ritual trash (Pugh 2001).  This kind of trash will be useful for reconstructing the nature of 
ritual activity that took place on these shrines.  Penetrating excavations were initiated to collect 
ceramics or carbon to date each structure. 
 

Carolyn Freiwald’s Summer Osteological Analyses 
 
Carolyn Freiwald continues her skeletal analysis of Actuncan burials 1-12, identifying basic age and sex 
profiles, and focusing on the taphonomy of the burials to understand changing funerary practices at the 
site.  Anna Novotny recorded qualitative dental traits of these burials in 2011, but did not record LEH or 
other dental defects.  Scopa Kelso (2005) analyzed teeth from Burials 1-4, excavated during 2001 and 
2004, but the skeletal analysis remains incomplete.  Nick Billstrand (University of Mississippi, MA 
candidate) has been recording dental defects (e.g., LEH) and documenting pathologies in the Actuncan 
skeletal population, complementing existing research and providing valuable information on health and 
pathologies at Actuncan as part of his broader comparative study of inland and coastal sites.   
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Comparative analyses of existing non-Actuncan burials are also on-going.   Billstrand is working to 
complete a Master’s thesis comparing basic childhood and adult health of coastal and inland 
populations during the Late and Terminal Classic periods.  He has recorded linear enamel hypoplasias 
(LEH) and other dental defects that form during early childhood in tooth enamel, recording non-specific 
stressors that may include illness and malnutrition.  These data are helpful in understanding the distinct 
age at death profiles of burials at select inland and coastal sites (discussed below), where the coastal 
burial populations are comprised of a large number of juveniles, and the inland populations consist 
mainly of adults.  More intriguing is Glassman’s (1995) analysis of the coastal populations, which 
interprets a healthy population based on estimates of stature and a lack of overall pathologies.  He did 
not publish information on dental defects that may relate to juvenile health patterns.  Billstrand 
currently is a Master’s student at the University of Mississippi in the Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology, where Freiwald is supervising his thesis.   Freiwald is curating several skeletal collections 
from Belize at the department that Billstrand includes in his study, including the inland sites Floral Park, 
Esperanza, and Blackman Eddy, and coastal sites Chac Balam and San Juan excavated on Ambergis Key 
during the 1980s by James Garber and colleagues (1995).    
 

Some Preliminary Observations from the 2013 Excavations 
 

Excavations continue to provide evidence for two processes: 1) the dynamic sequencing of political 
power and household demographics in the upper Belize River valley and 2) the corporate nature of early 
kingship at Actuncan. Growth periods are evidenced by rapid household and civic construction, while 
the down-cycles are characterized not so much by demographic collapse as construction hiatuses.  The 
corporate nature of early kingship is evidenced by the fact that no Preclassic palace has been found at 
the site, and elite houses are similar in style and artifact assemblages.  Although the palace may have 
been deeply buried or completely destroyed during the Late Classic renovation of Structure 19, the small 
size of the Terminal Preclassic platform would limit the grandeur of the building and point to a more 
corporate leadership style. 
 
Structure 29, an elite house.  Like Actuncan’s other two elite houses, Structure 29 is a single large (2 to 3 
m high) platform with a summit structure and broad terraces appended to at least two sides of the 
building.  Its terminal staircase faces south toward Actuncan South’s Triadic Complex, and to the north, 
the building shares a large secluded plaza with the E-Group.  The 18 m long trench ran from the plaza 
surface up the front staircase to the summit building (Figure1.1).  It revealed a short building sequence 
confined almost entirely to the Early Classic period with a single renovation in the Late Classic period.  
The renovation cut away the front façade of the Early Classic building, but did not completely destroy 
two Early Classic floors, one of which is associated with the buried summit building (Structure 29-2nd).  
Structure 29-2nd sits on three Early Classic plaza floors.  At this point, we do not know definitely if the 
Early Classic building was constructed before or after the construction hiatus at Actuncan, but based on 
the style of the ceramics it is quite probable that it was built around AD 250 to 300.  In the ceramic 
assemblage, no Teotihuacan inspired decorative or formal elements such as hollow-work slab feet, short 
cylinder vases, or glyphic symbols were found; rather, Early Classic types are limited to Balanza Black 
and Actuncan Red on Black and formal elements such as basal flange bowls.  
 
Our understanding of Structure 29’s roles in Actuncan’s political hierarchy and social relations is based 
on architectural and artifactual comparisons of contemporaneous households.  All elite houses at 
Actuncan share architectural features that suggest they occupied a similar social status, conformed to a 
single style canon, and displayed a uniform identity.  During the height of the center’s authority, each 
house sported an architectural style called an apron molding. This façade style has pronounced top and 
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bottom edges that frame a central register made by 
stacking and tenoning limestone blocks, which were 
ultimately covered in stucco and painted red.  Apron  
moldings are not unusual in Peten, but they have not 
been reported for this area.  At Structures 29 and 41, 
the apron molding facades were relatively modest in 
size (<1 m high).   
 
Structure 73, an elite house.  Simova’s excavations 
reveal a complex household construction history 
unlike anything seen to date at the site.  The building 
is marked by at least two major building phases and 
a minor terminal modification stage, all covering two 
earlier masonry structures (Figure 1.2).  Aside from 
the summit platform, the terminal structure lacks 
dressed limestone facades and plastered floors, and 
currently its function is a source of debate.  It may 
have been a house, but Simova suggests it served as 
a ritual location.  The Late Classic mass burials found 
on the eastern summit terrace are certainly 
reminiscent of those found at Group 1’s patio near 
the eastern building.  Conversely, the earliest 
architectural stage encountered during excavation 
consisted of two massive structures constructed with 
large, partially plastered limestone blocks similar in 
size and style to those seen in Plaza A.  Terminal 
Classic and possibly Postclassic visitation at Structure 
73 consists of large jute deposits, a scroll foot, a 
carved labret, and an unusual number of chert bifaces and projectile points. 
 
Structure 73’s early architecture can be considered monumental given its massive limestone block 
facade. Its apron molding is substantially larger than other elite houses measuring at least 2 m high and 
its blocks ranging in size from 30 x 20 cm to 90 x 50 cm.  The amount of labor required to build this 
house would have far exceeded that of either Structures 29 or 41 indicating its construction required 
extra-household labor.  Structure 73 also is auspiciously located given that it is the closest house to the 
Triadic Temple Complex.   
  
E-Group excavations at Strsuctures 26 and 27. E-Groups are civic complexes containing an eastern 
platform and a western radial pyramid, and possibly, two small platforms on the north and south sides 
of the E-Group plaza.  This arrangement was originally thought to function as a solar observatory and a 
location for agricultural rituals, although more recent studies tie their initial construction to political 
territories (Doyle 2013) and their later remodeling to the onset of dynastic kingship (Aimers and Rice 
2008; Chase and Chase 1995).  E-Groups are some of the earliest civic buildings on Maya sites, along 
with ball courts and low platforms, and some date as early as the Middle Preclassic period.   
 
David Mixter remapped the area with a total station to reconstruct the size and orientation of the E-
group structures.  We were aided in this task by fires at the site in 2011 and 2013 that allowed us to see 
the staircases on the western radial structure (Structure 23) and get a better understanding of the 

Figure 1.1.  Kelsey Nordine standing on 
Pancake Floor in the Structure 29 trench. 
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orientation of the eastern structure (Structure 26).  
Mixter generated a topographic map of the area to 
create a new map based on shapes and features of 
the landscape.  Our excavations provided a second 
line of evidence for the orientation of the eastern 
building.  The northern (Structure 44) and southern 
(Structure 31) platforms on either side of Plaza F 
were not tested, nor was the radial structure.  Based 
on the new map, the western radial structure is 
approximately 40 m square or larger, although it is 
difficult to precisely size the structure until we 
excavate the staircases.  The eastern platform is 130 
m in length and Plaza F is 38 m east-west and 92 m 
north-south with an orientation of 22 degrees west 
of north.  This orientation is distinctly different than 
that of all other structures at the site.  It may reflect 
the original orientation of the early Preclassic village 
that was buried to build the Terminal Preclassic civic 
center or it may point to an important feature on the 
landscape, such as a witz, which in Classic Mayan is 
translated as sacred mountain.  By Doyle’s standards, 
this is a very large E-group comparable in size to 
those in Peten; however, Actuncan’s eastern 
platform lacks the formal summit buildings found on 
these buildings at Tikal, El Palmar and other sites.   
  
On the summit of the pyramid, a low feature of 
stacked stone represents the remains of an altar.  
Actuncan’s altar may date to the Terminal Preclassic 
period, but unfortunately, very few artifacts are associated with it.  Although the Classic Maya used and 
modified the central pyramid, its terminal stage of construction (Structure 27-1st) dates to the Terminal 
Preclassic period. Interestingly, Structure 27-1st was built of alternating cobble and sterile sand fill.  In 
one layer of cobbles, many large, heavy limestone bifaces interpreted as hoes were found lending 
evidence to suggest that the construction of this pyramid was ritually tied to agriculture or annual 
cycles. Excavations were terminated at 140 cm below the ground surface at a distinct soil change 
indicative of an earlier construction stage. Given our modest progress into the 6 to 10 m high pyramid, it 
is very likely that earlier Late and Middle Preclassic building stages lie buried beneath the terminal stage.    
 
Excavations at the eastern platform, Structure 26, ran up the staircase from the plaza surface to the 
summit.  At the top of the 16 meter long trench, three stages of construction were found: a late 
remodeling limited to the construction of floors, possibly in the Early Classic period, and two stages of 
platform construction dating to the Terminal Preclassic period.  At the base of the platform we 
encountered five plaza floors and three sets of stairs until excavations were terminated at 140 cm below 
ground surface at the end of the season.  Right now, we cannot say for sure how many stages of 
staircases were encountered because stones from the terminal staircase were robbed for Terminal 
Classic construction projects nearby and the penultimate stairs appear to have been a refurbishment of 
an earlier one.    
 

Figure 1.2.  Bobbie Simova in the Structure 
73 trench.  Note the apron molding of 

Baklava Wall to her left. 
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Staircases of civic buildings were the 
location of many activities including 
feasting, dancing, performances, 
presentations, offerings and sacrifices 
(Reents-Budet 2001).  At Actuncan’s E-
Group we found features associated 
with many of these, including a 
staircase cache, a termination deposit, a 
burial and chert eccentrics, all of which 
we interpret as offerings to the 
building.  A very large hole (60 cm in 
diameter) was also found at the top of 
the staircase and may have been the 
location for a large post symbolizing the 
Maya world tree (Figure 1.3).  The 
staircase cache was a plain red pottery 
plate on top the terminal stairs under 
collapse.  The burial of an individual, 
possibly of a subadult, without grave 
goods was found in a small unlined pit 
directly underneath a small platform. 
Smashed ceramics rested on the 
collapsed terminal stairs near the 
bottom of the platform.  Scattered 
across the western edge of the summit 
at the top of the stairs were eight chert eccentrics, which were found on top of the collapse debris 
directly under the humus root zone.  Four eccentrics were large formally shaped pieces and four were 
smaller items made from flakes. Their position on top of the collapse suggests that they were placed 
there late in the Terminal Classic period or sometime during the early Postclassic period after the 
building had fallen apart.  Similar termination rituals were also found at Structure 73, where Postclassic 
scroll feet from dishes and thousands of land snails, commonly referred to as jute, (genus Pachychilus) 
were found.  Their presence is indicative of ritual feasting.  It should be noted that the offerings of 
eccentric flints may not have occurred at the same time.  These practices are consistent with other 
instances of revisitation at the site (Mixter 2011b).   
 
Unfortunately, we did not reach the earliest levels of construction.  In fact, because of the size of the 
building and the number of small caches and special finds, our excavations progressed slowly and we did 
not penetrate the Terminal Preclassic stage.  But based on the height of the structure (3 to 4 m high) 
and the presence of early ceramics found in the fill, there could be a series of Middle and Late Preclassic 
(900 to 300 BC) buildings buried below the Terminal Preclassic stage.  In fact, the probability of a Cunil 
phase (circa 1000 BC) civic building is fairly good.  This would be exciting to find because, currently, Cunil 
phase society is known only by its distinctive pottery and domestic architecture. 
 
In sum, this year’s excavations lend additional evidence to suggest that kingship at Actuncan during the 
Terminal Preclassic and Early Classic periods was more corporate than exclusive in nature.  Structure 29 
was similar in size, layout and style to other elite households, indicating all households shared a similar 
social standing and access to wealth.  The home of the early king may have been Structure 73, given its 
prominent position near the Triadic Temple Complex and its larger size.  Although it does not appear to 

Figure 1.3.  Axial trench into Strs. 26 and 27.  Note the 
oval pit of Burial 18 and nearby posthole into Lupe Fiasco 

Floor on the summit of Structure 26. 
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have possessed greater wealth, the construction of the house would have required additional labor 
beyond the immediate kin group to construct.  Excavations at the E-Group also did not find royal burials 
or art programs indicative of early divine kings; instead the Preclassic burial and scattering of hoes in the 
fill of Structure 27 point to continued corporate rituals centered on agricultural and annual ceremonies.    
 
As a way to conclude this short summary, I would like to return to one of the original questions of my 
research:  “did long-established households loose power with the on-set of hierarchical kingship or did 
they retain their authority and maintain steady domestic grow at Actuncan?”  Preliminarily, I would 
suggest that it appears that both elite and commoner households initially benefitted from centralized 
authority.  During the Terminal Preclassic period political power and authority attracted people to 
Actuncan, and together they built a new capital by burying the earlier Preclassic center and constructing 
new houses and new civic buildings.  However later elites appear to have experienced boom-and-bust 
cycles of growth, collapse, and resurgence more so than commoners, which I argue is the result of elite 
competition for exclusive power.   But this competition appears to have happened later in the political 
history of the site, after the institutionalization of kingship, not concurrent with it.  It bears repeating 
that success attracts peoples.  People move toward successful individuals and places and only later do 
the ramifications of centralized authority spur political competition for power. 
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Chapter 2: Mapping at Actuncan during the 2013 Field Season 
 

David W. Mixter (Washington University in St. Louis) 
 
 Mapping activities during the 2013 field seasons focused on clarifying aspects of McGovern’s 
(2004) original site map based on observations of the modern landscape, increasing the detail of the 
site’s topographic map, and improving our understanding of some structures derived from excavations.  
My work at the site builds on the efforts by Don C. Perez (2011) and Daniel J. Salberg (2012) during the 
2010 and 2011 field seasons to build a comprehensive topographic map of Actuncan North and to 
modify the representation of structures to better match field observations and topographic survey data 
(Figure 2.1).  Following standard conventions in the Maya Lowlands, all structures are represented as 
line drawings following conventions originally defined by Teobert Maler.  The area of the structure’s 
base matches the base of the structure observed in the field, while the structure’s height is represented 
by the distance between the lines at the base and the line representing the platform surface.  This 
convention assumes that a mound’s sides form a 45 degree angle.  However, this is rarely the case, 
leading to distortion between the representation and the mound’s actual form.  When the height and 
plan cannot both be displayed accurately, I chose to be sure the height is accurately reflected.  
 Mapping work during the 2013 field season was mostly limited in scope to improving the 
representation of buildings and groups under excavation and to connecting the map of Actuncan South 
to the site grid established in 2010 by Perez (2011).  Additionally, when the field season began in May, 
much of the site had burned by wild fires that had recently swept across the cow pastures that cover 
most of Actuncan North.  As a result, the grass was very low, allowing for easy visibility of the ground 
surface.  We took advantage of these conditions to map several low structures and alignments of stone 
that were either previously poorly mapped or not visible.  A Topcon GTS-220 Total Station and Carlson 
Surveyor data collector were used to map topographic relief and visible architecture of targeted 
structures.  Additionally, points collected when excavation grids were staked were also integrated into 
the creation of topographic maps.  Data were then entered into ArcGIS and manipulated to create an up 
to date topographic map of Actuncan North and more accurate representations of several structures 
from both the north and south parts of the site core. 
 

Modifications to the Map of Actuncan North 
 
 Mapping efforts in Actuncan North focused primarily on structures that were under 
investigation and those that were exposed by burning (Figure2. 2).  In particular, mapping focused on 
the E-Group (Structures 23, 26 and 27), Group 4 (Structures 33, 34, and 35), and the formal entry 
complex (Structures 15 and 85).  Additionally, stone alignments between Structures 19 and 31 and south 
of Structures 13 and 14 were mapped to show ancient divisions of space that were created using 
methods other than mounded architecture.  Because Actuncan North is constructed on a natural clay 
deposit, any stone within this portion of the site is assumed to have an anthropogenic origin.  Following 
Salberg (2012), I confidently assume that alignments of rocks are archaeologically relevant features. 
 
Mapping the E-Group 
Mapping began with Structures 23, 26, and 27, which collectively form an E-Group around Plaza F.  
Ensuring that these structures are properly represented complements new excavations initiated on 
these structures in 2013 (Donohue, this volume).  Because E-Groups are often related to the observation 
of celestial phenomena (Aimers and Rice 2006) and because they are often related to the earliest 
construction episodes at a site (Doyle 2012; Inomata et al. 2013), they sometimes do not follow the 
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Figure 2.1. The site of Actuncan. 
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standard alignment of structures within a site.  McGovern’s (2004) map of Actuncan indicated that the 
site’s E-Group did not conform to the site’s standard orientation.  Structures 26 and 27, which form the 
eastern side of the E-Group, were constructed at 26 degrees west of magnetic north, while the primary 
site orientation was 14 degrees west of magnetic north.  Furthermore, McGovern mapped Structure 23, 
an 11 m tall pyramid that forms the western observation platform of the E-Group, at the standard site 
orientation.  His orientation indicates that Structure 23 was substantially renovated to shift its 
orientation from 26 to 14 degrees west of north.  Additionally, McGovern mapped a wide terrace on the 
structure’s eastern side, which might point to the building’s front and primary access point later in the 
site’s history.  Because the project was initiating excavations on Structures 26 and 27, we hoped to 
remap this architectural complex to ensure the map’s accuracy (Figure 2.3). 
 
Structure 26 is a single long platform that forms the eastern structure of Actuncan’s E-Group.  In Peten, 
elevated platforms were often constructed on the long eastern platform at the northern and southern 
ends and may have marked the rising sun, at least at some sites (Aimers and Rice 2006).  To date, no 

Figure 2.2.  The northeast quadrant of Actuncan North, maler reconstructions and 1 m contour 
lines. 
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raised platform has been identified on the northern end of Actuncan’s Structure 26; however, this end 
of the structure has been covered in dense secondary growth during the duration of the Actuncan 
Archaeological Project.  The southern platform is very low and McGovern did not designate a separate 
structure number for it, although he did test it.  In contrast, the central platform rises 2.8 m above 
Structure 26 and was designated Structure 27 because it protrudes from the east side of Structure 26.  
This platform likely supported a perishable superstructure.  Based on our remapping of the structure, I 
slightly modified the angle of Structure 26 to 22 degrees west of magnetic north and shortened its 
length to 127 m.  Additionally, I determined that the surface of Structure 27 was slightly narrower than 
mapped by McGovern, and I measured it at 12.5 m wide by 12.5 m deep.  These dimensions and 
orientation were confirmed by excavations in 2013 (Donohue, this volume). 
  
Personal observations of Structure 23 during the 2012 and 2013 field seasons suggested to Lisa LeCount 
and I that Structure 23 might not have as simple a form as previously mapped.  Indeed, walking around 
the structure it is difficult to clearly identify its corners, as the structure appeared more conical or 
possibly octagonal.  The only feature that clearly identifies the structure as pyramidal is the terrace 
mapped by McGovern.  Because of the round or octagonal shape, LeCount and I hypothesized that 
Structure 23 was a radial structure with large outset staircases that obscured the mound’s original shape 
as they collapsed. LeCount claims to have seen the northern outset staircase in the spring of 2013 after 
the fires. The western structures of E-Groups are often radial structures, as at Tikal (LaPorte and Fialko 
1995), and my new reconstruction reflects this hypothesis.  Additionally, I created a detailed 
topographic map across half of Structure 23 and carefully mapped the visible terrace to determine if the 
orientation of the building 
conformed to Structure 26 or the 
remainder of the site as mapped by 
McGovern.  Based on the 
orientation of Structure 23’s eastern 
terrace, we determined that the 
pyramid did conform to the 
orientation of Structure 26 at 22 
degrees west of north, not the 
remainder of the site’s architecture 
as originally mapped.  Future 
research may lead to additional 
modifications to the map of 
Structure 23.  
 
Mapping Structures 29 and 73 
During the 2013 field season, 
intensive excavations were initiated 
on Structures 29 and 73 for the first 
time (Nordine, this volume; Simova, 
this volume).  Each of these 
structures are hypothesized to be 
large single elite houses based on 
their form and similarity to each 
other and Structure 41 (Mixter 
2011, 2012).  Correspondingly, I 
aimed to ensure that the 

Figure 2.3. Map of Actuncan’s E-Group composed of 
Structures 23, 26, 27, 31, and 44 surrounding Plaza F. 
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representation of each structure reflected as nearly as possible reality.  In 2010, McGovern’s map of 
Structure 29 was modified to better reflect the shape of the mound by Perez (2011) when our workmen 
closely chopped the foliage.  During the 2013 season, I recorded a 5 m grid of points to improve the 
topographic map over the Structure 29 to check Perez’s reconstruction.  Based on the improved 
topographic map, I determined that Perez’s reconstruction was consistent with the structure’s location.  
The map of Structure 73 was modified to account for the identification of a new terrace located on the 
structure’s southern side (Figure 4.1).  This terrace was previously mapped as part of the raised 
platform; however, observations and excavations by Borislava Simova (this volume) identified this 
terrace 78 cm below the main platform.  Additionally, the location of the structure was shifted slightly to 
the northeast to match the location of the mapped excavation units on the mound’s morphology. 
  
Group 4 – Structures 30 through 35 
Intensive investigations by Mixter and Nick (this volume) led to the excavation of over 350 m2 of Group 
4’s surface and the collection of many additional topographic points from a 5 m grid placed over the 
group.  As a result, subtle modifications were made to the site map.  McGovern’s topographic map of 
Group 4 was originally modified by Perez (2011), and from his map and limited test excavations, Angela 
Keller produced a more detailed reconstruction of Group 4’s architecture featuring a total of seven 
discrete building platforms (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011).  Based on our excavations, I modified the 
map of Structures 30 through 35 to better fit the layout of these mounds (Figure 2.4). 
 
Although no excavations or mapping took place on Structures 30 or 31 during the 2013 field season, I 
realized that these structures 
were not located precisely on 
the map based on the 
topographic survey of this 
portion of the site.  As a result, 
Structure 31 was moved slightly 
north and Structure 30 was 
moved slightly northeast so they 
would be situated over the high 
points indicated by the 
topography.  Similarly, the 
boundaries of Group 4, which 
supports Structures 33, 34, and 
35, and Structure 32 were 
moved slightly to the east to 
better match the topographic 
map and western edge of the 
Group 4 platform as identified 
through excavations in 
Operation 42 (Mixter and Nick, 
this volume). 
 
Additionally, I modified the 
Maler reconstructions of the 
superstructures on Group 4 to 
match our findings (see Mixter 
and Nick, this volume).  

Figure 2.4. Map of Group 4 showing the revised reconstructions of 
Structures 33, 34, and 35.  Contour lines are at 20 cm intervals. 
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Structure 35, along the southern perimeter of Group 4, appears to be a single basal platform measuring 
14 m east to west by 4 m north to south that supports a single structure with partial masonry walls.  
Structure 34, along the western perimeter, appears to be three distinct structures.  The southern 
structure, Structure 34a, is a small building with partial masonry walls featuring at least two small rooms 
and one bench.  This building was moved slightly east on the platform.  Structure 34b, the middle 
building on the western periphery of Group 4, was tested in 2010 and appears to be an unusual staircase 
up to a narrow platform (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011).  The Maler representation of this building was 
not modified in 2013.  Structure 34c is the least well understood of Group 4’s superstructures consisting 
of a long, low platform.  A low masonry platform edge identified in Operation 44 is the only clear 
architectural feature of Structure 34c identified to date.  Structure 33 consists of two low platforms, 
Structures 33a and 33b.  Identified in Operation 44, Structure 33a abuts Structures 34c to the west and 
Structure 33b to the east.  It appears to be a low platform that likely supported a perishable structure.  
Structure 33b is another low platform that abuts 33a to the west.  In contrast to Structure 33a, Structure 
33b is heavily impacted by erosion and bioturbation and its precise boundaries are difficult to identify. 
 
Mapping the Grand Entrance (Structures 15 and 85) 
Previous scouting by Angela Keller and the author determined that a grand staircase is located on the 
edge of Plaza C’s constructed platform just to the east of Structure 15.  When this portion of the site 
burned this year, it made this staircase and its associated architecture visible.  I took advantage of this 
visibility to map the location of what likely once served as the grand processional entrance into 
Actuncan North.  I ran several transects of points across Structures 15 and 85 to better situate them on 
the landscape.  In tandem, Structure 15 and 85 appear to form a funerary pyramid and reviewing stand 
similar to grand entrances identified 
at other sites, such as Dos Pilas 
(Demarest et al. 2003).  Structure 15 
remains as originally drawn in 
previous versions of the map.  In 
contrast, Structure 85 is now drawn 
as a separate structure for the first 
time (Figure 2.5).  Structure 85 is a 1 
m tall rectangular platform that runs 
along the top of Plaza C’s constructed 
edge.  It is connected to Structure 15 
by a 60 cm tall rectangular platform.  
Its lower platform serves as the top of 
the formal entrance to Actuncan 
North.  To the north, it descends into 
Plaza C, while to the south it adjoins 
to the grand staircase that connects 
to a modern cow lane that runs along 
the edge of Actuncan North.  I 
suggest that an ancient road, not 
currently mapped, ran from this 
staircase along the edge of the 
Actuncan North’s constructed 
platform, and possibly down to the 
river, following the path of the 
modern cow lane.  

Figure 2.5. Map of Structures 15 and 85, Actuncan North’s 
grand entry. 
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Lines of Stone and Assorted Alterations to the Actuncan North Map 
Because of the burning within Plaza C, I was able to map stones that may have had anthropogenic 
origins within Plaza C (Figure 2.6).  The first set of stones form an alignment running east to west from 
Structure 19 to Structure 31.  Although a low elevation change was indicated as running part way across 
Plaza C in previous versions of the map, the visibility of these stones indicate the presence of a low wall 
or plaza elevation change that ran the entire way across Plaza C.  This alignment may have divided the 
open, public southern part of Plaza C from the multi-patio palace complex assembled focused on 
Structure 19 (Mixter et al. 2013). The second set of mapped stones was located just south of Structures 
13 and 14, Actuncan’s only known ballcourt.  Although I originally suspected that these stones might 
form an end zone for the ballcourt, they do not clearly form alignments.  Perhaps excavations could aid 
in evaluating this hypothesis.  Additionally, several buildings were moved slightly to better match their 
topographic outlines from the survey map.  Structure 13 was moved slightly west and Structure 18 was 
moved just northeast. 

 
Mapping in Actuncan South 

 
During the 2013 field season, excavations and survey of Actuncan South were initiated for the first time 
by members of the Actuncan Archaeological Project.  Mapping focused on ensuring that Structures 7, 8, 
and 9 were properly represented (Figure 2.7).  Because Actuncan South is covered by old growth forest, 
clearing activities only removed 
the underbrush to allow for more 
detailed assessments of the low 
platforms encountered therein.  
Although McGovern’s drawing 
approximates the location of 
Structures 7, 8, and 9, I found that 
they were somewhat different in 
shape than he indicated.  
Furthermore, in the space where 
he located Structure 8, I identified 
two distinct platforms.  I named 
the smaller eastern platform 
Structure 93, following the 
sequential labeling system used 
across the site.  Additionally, I 
adjusted the location of Actuncan 
South approximately 8 m to the 
northwest to better match the 
ArcGIS grid location of our 
mapped structures.  As work 
continues within Actuncan South, 
the remainder of the temple 
complex will eventually need to be 
remapped and a detailed 
topographic map created; 
however, this year I focused on 
the low structures within Plaza A. 

Figure 2.6. Map of stones recorded in Plaza C between 
Structures 19 and 31 and south of Structures 13 and 14. 
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McGovern originally drew Structure 7 as a linear platform running parallel to the site’s standard 
orientation.  Based on survey and excavation, I drew Structure 7 as a more complex multilevel platform 
(Mixter and Langlie, this volume).  At the northern and southern ends of the platform are matching 
square platforms (3.4 m by 3.4 m) connected by a lower 60 cm tall platform that is also approximately 
3.4 m wide.  The entire platform is fronted by a lower, 30 cm tall terrace that extends 2.3 m to the east.  
In contrast to the standard alignment indicated by McGovern, our survey indicates that Structure 7 was 
built slightly off the standard site alignment at approximately 4 degrees west of north.  Additionally, the 
southern raised platform appears to have been placed near the line that connects the midpoints of 
Structures 5 and 6.  Further survey of Plaza A’s pyramids would be required to verify this possibility. 
 
Structure 8 was originally drawn by McGovern as a single linear structure running east to west across 
the northern edge of Plaza A.  Based on excavations and observations of the cleared plaza, I determined 
that Structure 8 actually included two separate platforms.  Structure 8 was the subject of excavations in 
Operation 43 (Mixter and Langlie, this volume).  These investigations determined that Structure 8 
consists of a broad platform with raised sections to the north, east, and west.  We interpret these raised 
areas as partial masonry walls that footed a taller perishable structure.  Structure 8 is centered on the 
grand staircase used to access Plaza A 
from the sacbe that connects 
Actuncan North to Actuncan South 
and would have restricted access to 
Plaza A from the stair after the 
construction of Structure 8 during the 
Terminal Classic period.  Additionally, 
my survey identified and mapped 
Structure 93 located just to the east of 
Structure 8.  This low platform 
measures approximately 5 m by 5 m 
and is approximately 50 cm tall, and is 
separate from Structure 8.  Because 
this structure was not the subject of 
excavation, no further details about 
this platform are known.  
Unfortunately, a large tree growing on 
top of Structure 93 has heavily 
impacted it through root driven 
bioturbation. 
 
Structure 9 was originally drawn at an 
angle nearly 45 degrees off the 
standard site orientation.  After 
clearing and excavation as part of 
Operation 45, Mixter and Langlie 
determined that Structure 9 was 
constructed along the standard site 
orientation.  Additionally, its southern 
edge is appended to the northern end 
of Structure 5.  Structure 9 is 

Figure 2.7.  Map of Actuncan South, showing the location 
and shape of Structures 7, 8, 9, and 93. 
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approximately 60 cm tall, 3 m wide and 10 m long.  In the chapter by Mixter and Langlie in this volume, 
we further discuss the arrangement of Structures 7, 8, 9, and 93 in combination.  In short, we 
hypothesize that these created a more limited ritual space within Plaza A that focused attention on 
Structure 5 during the Terminal Classic period.  In the eastern position, Structure 5 would have 
represented the ancestral rulers of Actuncan and is known to have been used as a site of ritual in the 
Terminal Classic period. 
 

Summary 
 
During the 2014 field season, wild fires in Actuncan North, a concerted chopping effort in Actuncan 
South, and excavations on selected structures provided additional information that allowed us to modify 
several distinct sections of Actuncan’s map and to increase the topographic detail within certain 
segments of Actuncan North.  In particular, research focused on redefining the architecture around 
Plaza F, Actuncan’s E-Group.  We determined that Structures 23, 26, and 27 are indeed constructed on 
the similar orientation, but one that is different from the site in general, and that Structure 23 is likely a 
radial structure.  Additionally, excavations within Group 4 led to modifications to our reconstruction of 
Structures 33, 34, and 35.  Structure 85 was substantially redrawn to show the alignment of the formal 
entrance to Actuncan North, and Structure 73 was slightly modified to show a newly understood 
terrace.  Finally, Structures 7, 8, and 9 were each redrawn to reflect findings from excavation, and the 
newly identified Structure 93 was drawn between Structures 8 and 9.  The map of Actuncan continues to 
be a work in progress and will doubtless be modified with continued work during 2014. 
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Chapter 3: The 2013 Excavations in Plaza A 
 

David W. Mixter (Washington University in St. Louis) 
and BrieAnna S. Langlie (Washington University in St. Louis) 

 
During the 2013 field season, the Actuncan Archaeological Project initiated investigations into Actuncan 
South for the first time (Figure 3.1).  Actuncan South is a triadic temple group that forms the southern 
group of Actuncan’s two part urban core.  As part of the tallest architectural complex at the site, 
Structures 1, 2, 3, and 4 collectively form a 26 m high pyramid facing north into Plaza A.  Plaza A is 
flanked to the east and west by Structures 5 and 6, respectively.  These six structures form a triadic 
temple group similar to those constructed across the Maya Lowlands in the Late Preclassic period 
(Hansen 1998).  From 1992 to 1994, James McGovern (2004) of the Xunantunich Archaeological Project 
inspected and mapped the looter’s trenches in the triadic group and excavated test pits into Plaza A in 
order to undertake volumetric analysis of the construction at Actuncan.  He determined that the 
construction of the plaza and Structures 1 to 6 dated primarily to the Late Preclassic and Early Classic 
periods.  Additionally, McGovern discovered and removed a portion of Stela 1, a heavily eroded carved 
stela found in front of Structure 4 (Fahsen and Grube 2005:Figure 4; McGovern 1992).  The image on the 
stela represents an early divine king and is rendered in a style reminiscent of the murals at San Bartolo 
that clearly dates to the Late Preclassic 
period (Fahsen and Grube 2005:79; 
Taube et al. 2010).  Together, the 
architecture and monuments of Plaza A 
point to this location being the focus of 
ritual at Actuncan during the Preclassic 
period. 
 
McGovern (2004:159) also identified 
evidence of Terminal Classic ritual 
reuse of Actuncan South.  Most clearly, 
dense deposits of burned Terminal 
Classic ceramics were identified on top 
of Structure 5, the eastern structure of 
the triadic complex.  Similar deposits 
relating to post-royal activity have 
been identified across the Maya 
Lowlands (Braswell et al. 2004; Chase 
and Chase 2004; Navarro Farr et al. 
2008; Stanton et al. 2008).  
Additionally, he mapped three low 
structures, Structures 7, 8, and 9, in 
Plaza A.  Based on the exposed surface 
architecture, McGovern hypothesized 
that these structures dated to the 
Terminal Classic Period (McGovern 
1992:79).  These low structures do not 
align with the original intended layout 
of Plaza A.  Rather, they appear to 
intentional block the main northern 

Figure 3.1. Map of Actuncan South showing the location of 
excavations. 
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entrance to the plaza and the eastern façade of Structure 6.  Their constructions create a modified 
architectural layout refocused on Structure 5 to the east.  If these structures were constructed during 
the Terminal Classic period, their focus on Structure 5 would make sense given the dense Terminal 
Classic ritual deposits located on the surface of this pyramid. 
 
Investigations in to Plaza A focused on investigating these low structures as part of David Mixter’s 
dissertation research into the Terminal Classic occupation of Actuncan.  In this research, Mixter is 
interested in better understanding the ways the Terminal Classic occupants of Actuncan utilized the 
community’s memory of the site’s deep past during the establishment of post-royal leadership at 
Actuncan.  This summer’s research focused on two main goals.  First, we remapped each of the 
structures.  This resulted in some modification to the official Actuncan map.  Most dramatically, instead 
of an angled structure in the northeast corner of Plaza A, we now understand that Structure 9 abuts the 
northern edge of Structure 5 and runs north parallel to the standard site orientation.  Additionally, a 
new structure, named Structure 93, was mapped in the north eastern portion of the plaza between 
Structures 8 and 9.  In addition, the form and location of Structures 7 and 8 were modified to reflect the 
collection of additional detail regarding the form of each.  These modifications to the map are described 
in more detail in Chapter 2 of this volume. 
 
Additionally, trenching excavations were undertaken on Structures 7, 8, and 9 to date them and look 
into their function.  A 1 m wide trench was excavated through each structure to identify their sequence 
of construction.  Excavations followed methods delineated previously by Mixter (2012) with minor 
modifications.  As with many excavations undertaken during the 2013 season, we moved away from 
universally recording in 1 m by 1 m units.  Instead, our trenches used 1 m by 2 m units as the standard 
for recording.  The details of these excavations are 
described below. No attempt was made to match 
plaza floors across the entirety of Plaza A, so floors 
have different names depending on operation. 
 

Excavations on Structure 7: Operation 41 
 
Structure 7 is a long, low linear structure located in 
the western portion of Plaza A.  At a width of 6.6 m 
and a length of 28 m, Structured 7 entirely blocks 
access to Structure 6, the pyramid located on the 
western edge of Plaza A.  Efforts to remap Structure 
7 during the 2013 field season identified two large 
square platforms measuring 3.4 m by 3.4 m attached 
to the structure’s northern and southern ends.  A 
single 1 m by 10 m trench was placed perpendicularly 
across Structure 7 north of the structure’s center line 
(Figure 3.2).  This trench was composed of five 1 m 
by 2 m units attached end-to-end and called Units E, 
C, B, A, and D from east to west.  Our excavations 
uncovered three distinct construction phases of 
Structure 7 built in association with two plaza 
surfaces (Figure 3.3).  Penetrating excavations 
uncovered two buried plaza surfaces, which may be 
related to one another. 

Figure 3.2. Map of Structure 7 showing the 
location of excavations in Operation 41. 
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Peony Floor, the terminal version of Plaza A that predated the construction of Structure 7, was 
uncovered in all units.  This level plaza floor was recovered in variable condition across the excavation 
area.  In the western half of our excavations, especially under Structure 7, Peony Floor was generally 
well preserved as a polished plaster floor. On the other hand, the eastern half of the floor was 
substantially eroded and only preserved in small patches.  Penetrating excavations below Peony Floor 
recovered few ceramics and analysis of these yielded conflicting data on its time of construction.  Just 
below the floor, excavations encountered evidence of Late Classic constructions, while deeper 
excavations in Unit A date to either the Early Classic or Terminal Preclassic period.  This complexity may 
indicate that we have identified two distinct construction layers that were not clearly bounded by 
plaster floor surfaces. 
 
These penetrating excavations exposed a plaza floor surface that predates Peony Floor.  In Unit E, 
excavations identified Begonia Floor 15 cm below Peony Floor.  Like the section of Peony Floor above, 
Begonia Floor was eroded and only identifiable by a layer of small white limestone ballast.  In contrast, 
in Unit A, Camellia Floor was identified 65 cm below Peony Floor.  This buried floor was a well preserved 
plaster floor.  Between Peony and Camellia, three distinct fill layers were identified – a 15 cm thick layer 
containing small white limestone inclusions, a 20 cm thick layer of medium sized stone fill, and a 30 cm 
thick layer composed of a single layer of large boulders.  Although no floor was clearly identified during 
excavation, it is possible that a plaza surface once existed between the layer of small white limestone 
inclusions and the larger boulders.  A floor at this level would match up with the depth of Begonia Floor.  
Additionally, above this division, the layer of small limestone inclusions contains Late Classic ceramics, 
while the lower boulder fill only contains Early Classic and Terminal Preclassic ceramics.  Alternatively, 
the Begonia and Camellia Floors may have been open during the same time period, though the manner 
of their connection is currently unknown. 
 
Excavations uncovered three discreet construction phases of Structure 7, all apparently built during the 
Terminal Classic period.  The earliest version of the structure, Structure 7-3rd, consists of a 2.4 m wide 
platform approximately 30 cm high.  This platform was constructed directly on Peony Floor and was 
bounded by Dahlia and Lilac Walls to the east and west, respectively.  Dahlia Wall was constructed of a 
single course of large cut stones topped by additional courses of horizontally laid stones, while Peony 
Wall is topped by a course of 20 cm tall stones footed on a course of smaller stones.  These two walls 
were then covered by Rose Floor. Sometime before the construction of Structure 7-2nd, the plaza floor 
west of Structure 7, between Structures 7 and 6, was raised approximately 15 cm with the construction 
of Iris Floor.  Although largely eroded, the construction of this plaster floor meant that all future versions 
of Structure 7 were taller to the east than the west.  Structure 7-2nd was constructed through a minor 
modification to Structure 7-3rd.  The western side of Structure 7-3rd was extended 50 cm further west 
with the construction of Daffodil Wall.  This wall was a relatively informal construction of small cut 

Figure 3.3. South profile of Operation 41 showing the location of architectural features. 
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stones.  It was identified as a distinct construction phase because it covered Lilac Wall and because Rose 
Wall was extended west to Daffodil Wall.  Structure 7-1st represented a reformulation of the platform’s 
form.  The existing platform was raised and further extended the west.  Additionally, a low terrace was 
added to Structure 7-2nd’s eastern side, creating a dual-level platform.  Importantly, the relative timing 
of the main platform expansion and the terrace addition are not understood.  Either of these 
architectural features could have predated the other.  The renovation of the main mound incorporated 
the existing Dahlia Wall.  Additional courses of thin, horizontally placed cut stones were placed on the 
earlier version of Dahlia Wall to extend its height to 50 cm.  The western edge of Structure 7-1st was 
formed by the construction of Lilly Wall, a wall constructed of large cut-limestone blocks.  Two courses 
of stone survived, rising to a total height of 25 cm, though at least one more stone course was likely in 
place in antiquity.  These two walls were connected by Opuntia Floor, a plaster structure floor found in 
terrible condition during excavations.  In total, this platform measured 4.3 m wide. 
 
Additionally, a low terrace was added to the east side in the construction of Structure 7-1st.  This terrace 
was fronted by Tulip Wall, a low line of cut-limestone blocks placed on end (Figure 3.4).  Although this 
wall was partly collapsed in our excavations, it likely consisted of a single course of stone rising 25 cm 
high.  The terrace was constructed on Peony Floor and was topped by Hyacinth Floor, a plaster floor that 
extended from the top of Tulip Wall to Dahlia Wall.  This created a two level construction with a 25 cm 
tall terrace, an additional 25 cm top to the structure’s summit, and likely a 35 cm step down west of the 
structure to the plaza level.   
 
The following sections describe the individual analytical units defined in the excavation of this structure. 
 
Analytical Units 
 Modern Surface – AU1.  Lots Excavated: A/1; B/1; C/1; D/1; E/1.  This analytical unit consists of 
the layer of modern soil development over Structure 7.  The matrix removed was a loose 10YR 3/2 loam 
filled containing 1 to 25 cm limestone inclusions and a high density lots of roots and other plant matter.  
The removal of this layer of active soil development exposed the basic outline of Structure 7 across the 
10 m by 1 m excavation trench.  In Unit E, excavations uncovered the tops of Begonia Wall, an alignment 
of stones that form the eastern boundary of the lower level of Structure 7-1st’s platform.  In Unit C, 
excavations uncovered the top of 
Dahlia Wall, a platform wall facing 
east, that forms the eastern edge of 
Structure 7-1st’s upper platform.  
Running west from Dahlia Wall, 
removal of the humus revealed the 
broken remains of Opuntia Floor, 
represented by layer of small (1 to 6 
cm) limestone ballast.  This floor ran 
across the entirety of Unit B and 
terminated at Lilly Wall, uncovered 
in the middle of Unit A.  This is a 
west facing wall that formed the 
west edge of Structure 7-1st’s upper 
platform.  To the east and west of 
the defined platform, excavations 
terminated at the top of 
architectural collapse. 

Figure 3.4. Tulip Wall is constructed of partially collapsed 
upright stones and forms the eastern face of Structure 7. 
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 Collapse above Iris Floor – AU2.  Lots Excavated: A/3; D/2,3.  This analytical unit contains the 
architectural collapse located west of Lilly Wall.  The matrix removed was 10YR 3/2 loam containing 
medium (6 to 25 cm) stones.  Extending from the base of Lilly Wall, excavations encountered the 
remaining ballast of Iris Floor, the terminal plaza floor located between Structures 6 and 7.  Curiously, 
Iris Floor is approximately 20 cm higher than Peony Floor, the terminal plaza floor to Structure 7’s east.  
Within this collapse deposit, we uncovered a stone projectile point, recovered as Special Find 1. 
 These excavations also uncovered the face of Lilly Wall, the western face of Structure 7-1st.  This 
wall was preserved to two courses of cut-limestone blocks facing west.  These two courses measure 20 
cm tall, though the wall was likely originally taller based on presence of cut stones found in fill of AU2.  
Lilly Wall appears to have been constructed on Iris Floor, which then continued east in association with 
an earlier version of Structure 7. 
 Collapse above Hyacinth Floor – AU8.  Lots Excavated C/2.  This analytical unit consists of the 
architectural collapse located on Hyacinth Floor, likely from the collapse of Dahlia Wall and Structure 7-
1st’s upper platform.  The matrix consisted of 10YR 3/2 clay loam containing small (1 to 6 cm) limestone 
inclusions.  Excavations terminated at Hyacinth Floor a very ephemeral plaster structure surface.  
Hyacinth Floor ran east from Dahlia wall to the top of Tulip Wall, located in Unit E, to form a low terrace 
constructed off the eastern side of Structure 7-1st.  Excavations also uncovered the top three courses of 
Dahlia Wall, a platform surface constructed of thin horizontally placed cut-limestone blocks.  Because 
Hyacinth Floor runs into the middle of Dahlia Wall, it appears as through this eastern terrace may have 
been the final architectural element constructed on Structure 7.  Strangely, Dahlia Wall collapsed 
towards the west, in on itself, indicating that the fill of Structure 7-1st wasn’t well constructed or part of 
it was a free standing wall with little buttressing. 
 Collapse above Peony Floor – AU11. Lots Excavated: E/2.  This analytical unit removed structural 
collapse from the eastern edge of Structure 7.  The collapse consisted of 10YR 3/2 clay loam containing 
small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  Excavations took place in the portion of the unit to the east of 
Tulip Wall, a low wall that formed the eastern boundary of Structure 7-1st’s eastern terrace.  Tulip Wall 
consists of a single course of cut-limestone blocks.  These blocks were found at a 30 degree angle, 
pointing up towards the east (Figures 3 and 4).  Based on this strange position, we reconstruct Tulip Wall 
as an alignment of upright, rather than horizontal, stones.  As such, this wall likely originally formed a 25 
cm high step from the Plaza A floor to Hyacinth Floor, which topped the terrace (see AU8 above). 
 At the base of this analytical unit, excavations uncovered the eroded remains of Peony Floor, 
the terminal version of Plaza A next to Structure 7.  Excavations only encountered a thin layer of small 
limestone ballast demarcating this floor.  Tulip Wall was constructed on this floor and continues west 
under Structure 7-1st’s terrace, indicating the terrace postdates the construction of Peony Floor. 
 Hyacinth Floor Fill – AU5.  Lots Excavated: C/3,7; E/4.  This analytical unit consists of the 
construction fill of Structure 7-1st’s eastern terrace.  The fill is located below Hyacinth Floor and bounded 
by Dahlia Wall to the west and Tulip Wall to the east.  The matrix consisted of 10YR 3/2 clay loam 
containing small (1 to 6 cm) chert inclusions.  In total, the terrace appears to have been about 25 cm 
high.  Excavations terminated at the heavily eroded remains of Peony Floor, on which Dahlia Wall 
appears to have been constructed.  This relationship indicates that Peony Floor predates all versions of 
Structure 7.  Additionally, excavations exposed the full height of Dahlia Wall, although the top of the 
wall had already been removed in excavations before the base was uncovered.  At its maximum, Dahlia 
Wall appears was about 50 cm high and constructed in two phases. The first phase was about 30 cm 
high in association with Structure 7-2nd (see AU10 below), while the additional 20 cm were added for the 
construction of Structure 7-1st.  These two walls connect to Rose and Opuntia Floors, respectively. 
 Opuntia Ballast/Fill – AU3.  Lots Excavated: A/2; B/2.  This analytical unit excavated below 
Opuntia Floor in Units A and B to remove the fill of Structure 7-1st’s upper platform.  Opuntia Floor was 
heavily eroded, only recognizable by a layer of ballast at the base of AU1.  This analytical unit consisted 
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of 10YR 3/2 clay loam containing medium-sized limestone fill measuring 6 to 25 cm.  In Unit A, we only 
excavated the eastern portion of the unit, to the east of Lilly Wall.  These excavations date the 
construction of Structure 7-1st to the Terminal Classic period based on the recovery of a partial Tinaja 
Red carinated bowl identified by Lisa LeCount.  This analytical unit terminated arbitrarily within the body 
of Structure 7-1st to recover a more reliably datable fill sample. 
 Opuntia Fill – AU10.  Lots Excavated: A/5,6; B/3; C/4.  This analytical unit continued to remove 
the fill of Structure 7-1st’s main body.  This analytical unit was only separated from AU3 arbitrarily in 
order to collect a more deeply buried fill sample with less chance of contamination.  This analytical unit 
consisted of 10YR 3/2 matrix with increasing large stone inclusions (6 to 50 cm in diameter) as we 
excavated downward.  These excavations also removed Lilly Wall, and the top portion of Dahlia Wall to 
expose Structure 7-2nd below.  Additionally, close inspection of the archaeological profile indicates that 
Lilly Wall rests on top of Iris Floor, which passes east under Structure 7-1st.  Further, the construction of 
Iris Floor appears to predate the construction of 7-2nd. 
 Structure 7-2nd is a 3.2 m wide platform that rises only 30 cm from Peony Floor to the east.  The 
eastern side is bounded by the original lower portion of Dahlia Wall, which was fully exposed by this 
analytical unit.  The western boundary was formed by Daffodil Wall, a formally constructed wall located 
in the center of Unit A.  Unfortunately, the portion of Daffodil Wall that was exposed was heavily 
disturbed either intentionally during the construction of Structure 7-1st or by later root growth.  There is 
evidence of root activity along this wall, so this may have played a role.  As a result, excavations revealed 
set cut stones protruding from both the north and south profiles, but only a jumble of displaced stone 
along the center of the unit.  Regardless, excavations exposed preserved portions of Rose Floor, the 
plaster floor that connected Daffodil Wall to Dahlia Wall and served as the surface of Structure 7-2nd.  
Daffodil Wall appears to have been constructed on Iris Floor, indicating that the wall post-dated the 
floor.  On its western side, Structure 7-2nd would have been only about 15 cm tall.  Ceramics date this 
analytical unit to the Terminal Classic Period.  Although included here, Lot A/6 includes some material 
from below Iris Floor, as this floor was difficult to identify during excavation. 
 Daffodil Fill – AU9.  Lots Excavated: A/7; B/6.  This analytical unit included Daffodil Wall and the 
fill below Rose Floor.  Excavations should have followed Iris Floor, on which Daffodil Floor was 
constructed, but instead they continued to Peony Floor.  The area below Iris Floor should have been part 
of AU6.  This analytical unit was composed of a 10YR 7/3 clay loam matrix containing small (1 to 6 cm) 
undressed limestone inclusions.  Ceramics recovered date to the Terminal Classic period. 
 The base of this excavation delineated Structure 7-3rd and its relationship to Iris Floor.  
Excavations exposed Lilac Wall, the western platform edge of Structure 7-3rd.  This wall consists of an 
upper row of large cut stones set on a foundation of smaller stones.  An earlier version of Rose Floor 
stretches from the top of Lilac Wall to Dahlia Wall, forming the surface of Structure 7-3rd.  Iris Floor 
terminates half way up the wall, indicating that this floor post-dates the construction of Structure 7-3rd. 
 Iris Floor Ballast/Fill – AU6.  Lots Excavated: A/4; D/4.  In this analytical unit, excavations 
removed the eroded remains of Iris Floor, the floor’s ballast, and the fill layer below the floor.  The 
matrix consists of 10YR 3/2 clay loam with small to medium (1 to 25 cm) stone inclusions.  At the base of 
this analytical unit, excavations uncovered the partially preserved remains of Peony Floor.  Because of 
the later construction of Opuntia Floor, Peony Floor is the penultimate plaza floor between Structures 6 
and 7.  As discussed in the description of AU11 above, to the east of Structure 7 and across most of Plaza 
A, Peony Floor is the terminal plaza Floor.  In Units A, B, and D the plaster plaza floor extends west from 
Lilac Wall.  Peony Floor passes under Lilac Wall and as a result, must predate Structure 7-3rd.  In fact, 
based on excavations described below we know Peony Floor predates all versions of Structure 7.  
Ceramics recovered from this analytical unit date Iris Floor to the Terminal Classic period. 
 Rose Floor Ballast – AU4.  Lots Excavated: B/4; C/5.  Excavations in this analytical unit removed 
the eroded remains of Rose Floor and its ballast from between Lilac and Dahlia Wall.  This 15 cm thick 
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layer of ballast formed the top half of the fill between Lilac and Dahlia Floor.  The matrix consisted of 
10YR 3/2 clay loam with small (1 to 6 cm) undressed limestone inclusions.  Excavations terminated at a 
change in the soil color that appears to represent a change in the fill composition of Structure 7-3rd.  
Alternatively, this change in fill color may indicate a lower bioturbation of the lower fill, described next 
in AU7.  Recovered ceramics date this analytical unit to the Terminal Classic period, although analysis of 
ceramics from AU7 will likely provide a more secure date. 
 Rose Fill – AU7.  Lots Excavated: B/5; C/6.  Excavations in this analytical unit continued down 
between Dahlia and Lilac Walls through the fill of Structure 7-3rd.  As mentioned in the description of 
AU4, this 15 cm thick fill layer was defined by a shift in sediment to 10YR 7/3 clay loam containing small 
(1 to 6 cm) stone inclusions.  At the base of this analytical unit, we uncovered the partially preserved 
remains of Peony Floor as it passes under Structure 7.  Large patches of plaster remained intact. These 
excavations indicated that Peony Floor predated all versions of Structure 7 and the raising of the plaza 
level west of Structure 7 to the height of Iris Floor.  Ceramic analysis dated this construction to the Hats’ 
Chaak phase of the Late Classic period; however, only 45 sherds were collected making this date only 
tentative.  Since AU4 dated to the Terminal Classic period and these likely represent a single 
construction phase, a later date seems possible. 
 Peony Floor Ballast East of Structure 7 – AU12.  Lots Excavated: E/3.  This analytical unit 
represents excavations undertaken to the east of Structure 7 below Peony Floor.  Excavations were only 
undertaken in the portion of the unit to the east of Tulip Wall.  Excavations passed through Peony Floor 
and a 15 cm thick level of fill immediately below.  Excavations were aimed at retrieving a sample of fill to 
use for ceramic dating.  The matrix was composed of 10YR 3/3 clay loam containing a high density of 
small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  Excavations terminated at the plastered Begonia Floor, the 
penultimate surface of Plaza A in this area.  A sample of 51 ceramic sherds dated Peony Floor to the Late 
Classic period; however, in this section, Peony Floor was heavily eroded.  A more accurate date may 
come from excavations in Unit A (AU13 and 14), where Peony Floor was better preserved. 
 Peony Floor Fill under Structure 7 – AU 14.  Lots Excavated: A/8,9.  This analytical unit contains 
excavations below Peony Floor intended to recover ceramics to date the floor.  The matrix is composed 
of 10YR 8/2 sediment filled with small bits of broken limestone.  In total, this analytical unit was about 
30 cm thick.  At the base of these excavations, we encountered a change in fill to a layer of large 
boulders, described in AU 13 below.  Ceramics from this analytical unit indicate a Late Classic date based 
on a single ash ware sherd.  The total sherd count was only 21, bringing any firm conclusions into doubt. 
 Large Boulder Plaza Fill – AU13.  Lots Excavated: A/10.  This analytical unit included excavation 
through two distinct fill layers.  First, excavations penetrated a single layer of large (6 to 25 cm) 
limestone rubble, approximately 20 cm thick.  Below this, excavations were limited to only the western 
meter of Unit A.  This excavation consisted of a single, 30 cm tall layer of large squared limestone blocks 
up to 65 cm in diameter.  This layer likely is the result of a substantial patio raising event.  At the base of 
these large stone blocks, excavations uncovered Camellia Floor, the plaster floor that preceded Peony 
Floor.  Ceramics from this analytical deposit date tentatively to the Early Classic period. 
 

Excavations on Structure 8: Operation 43 
 
Structure 8 is a long low linear mound centered on the northern margin of Plaza A.  This mound blocks 
the ancient monumental staircase that served as a point of entry to Plaza A from the sacbe connecting 
to Actuncan South to Actuncan North.  Excavations were aimed at determining the layout and 
construction sequence of this building (Figure 3.5).  From the modern surface, one long row of upright 
stones is visible, possibly forming a barrier to the access point at this location.  A single 1 m wide trench 
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was placed to determine the 
sequence and purpose of 
constructing Structure 8 (Figure 
3.6).  The trench was made up 
of three 1 m by 2 m units 
placed end to end.  These were 
called Units A, B, and C from 
north to south.   
 
In addition to the sequence of 
construction, our excavations 
located at least four different 
versions of the Plaza A 
monumental staircase located 
underneath and adjacent to 
Structure 8.  Each of these stairs 
came to nearly the same elevation.  The earliest identified stair, Mahogany Stair, was 3 cm below the 
surfaces of the next two staircases: Honeysuckle and Cedar Stairs.  The final version of this staircase is 
located north of our excavations.  The earliest known version of the staircase, Mahogany Stair, was only 
exposed in a very limited manner.  The stair is only known from the cornering of Oak Floor near the 
boundary between Units B and C.  Here, Oak Floor, the penultimate version of Plaza A’s plaster floor, 
connects to a vertical stair riser.  Only 4 cm of this stair riser were uncovered in our excavations.  The 
third youngest version of the staircase, Honeysuckle Stair, was encountered in Unit B.  Honeysuckle Stair 
connects the terminal surface of Plaza A, Holly Floor, to the vertical Honeysuckle Wall.  The top 15 cm of 
Honeysuckle Wall was exposed.  The stair is created by a smooth layer of plaster.  Interestingly, the 
junction between Holly Floor and Honeysuckle Wall forms a curved corner.  This stair would have 
represented a 45 cm extension on the northern boundary of Plaza A, burying Mahogany Stair and Oak 
Floor.  The penultimate version of the staircase, Cedar Stair, represents a further 80 cm expansion of 
Plaza A.  In contrast to Honeysuckle Stair, Cedar Stair was constructed of large stone slabs placed 
vertically to form stair risers.  These large stones formed square corners.  Both these and the stair treads 
connecting them were covered with a thin coat of plaster.  One full stair was uncovered in Unit A.  This 
stair’s tread measured 45 cm and had a rise of approximately 42 cm.  The fill behind this stair was 
composed of a dense sediment fill containing layered large-stone rubble, with individual blocks as large 
as 25 cm in diameter.  Aspen Floor was constructed on this fill to connect the top of Cedar Wall to Holly 
Floor, which then continues towards the center of Plaza A. The terminal version of the staircase was not 
located within our excavation area and the upper stairs may have collapsed off the Plaza A platform.  
The best chance of reconstructing this stair would be excavations beginning at the base of the stair case. 
 
That said, excavations in Unit A indicate that the terminal staircase was constructed contemporaneously 
with a version of Structure 8.  The earliest construction of Structure 8 was initiated through the 
placement of Elm Wall directly on Cedar Wall.  Structure 8-2nd was built in two stages, Maple and 
Juniper Platforms.  Together, these two platforms form a single wide platform approximately 9 cm 
above Holly Floor.  Unfortunately, the order of their construction is indeterminable since either 
incorporated Elm Wall on one side.   
 
We present two possible reconstructions of Structure 8-3rd, as either Maple Platform or Juniper 
Platform.  For the first possible reconstruction of Structure 8-3rd, the northern platform, Juniper 
Platform, was constructed contemporaneously along with the terminal plaza stair.  In this scenario, Elm 

Figure 3.5. West profile of Operation 43 showing the location of 
architectural features. 
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Wall formed the southern boundary of 
Structure 8-3rd and Juniper Floor was 
constructed running north to the edge of the 
terminal stair.  The replacement of Cedar Stair is 
evident because of continuity between the fill 
below Juniper Floor and the fill overlaying Cedar 
Stair.  This fill was constructed of compact 
sediment with small inclusions placed directly 
on Cedar Stair overlaid with a single layer of 
very large (25 to 50 cm) boulders.  Juniper Floor, 
the surface of Juniper Platform was then laid 
over this construction.  The northern edge of 
Juniper Floor, where it connected to the 
terminal stair, was not located in our 
excavations.  Alternatively, the second possible 
scenario for the reconstruction of Structure 8-
3rd resulted from the construction of Maple 
Platform while Cedar Stair remained exposed.  
The construction of Maple Platform resulted 
from the erection of Elm Wall to the north and 
Pine Wall to the south.  The space between 
these two walls was filled and capped by the construction of Maple Floor.  Under this scenario, Elm Wall 
extended the height of Cedar Wall from 20 to 30 cm.  Excavations revealed two stacked versions of 
Maple Floor, indicating that this platform was renovated at least once.  In comparison to Juniper Floor, 
the preservation of Maple Floors’ two distinct plastering events may be the result of better 
preservation.  Only further excavation will determine which reconstruction of Structure 8-3rd is correct. 
 
Eventually, Structure 8-2nd was constructed through the combination of Juniper and Maple platforms 
into a single wide structure blocking the Plaza A’s terminal staircase.  This platform then served as the 
base for Structure 8-1st, which can be split into two sub-phases.  The earlier version, Structure 8-1st-b 
consisted of the construction of Spruce Wall, a 35 cm tall wall constructed of vertically set limestone 
slabs.  These vertical slabs form the second course of a wall that was at least 2 courses high.  The lower 
course of thin horizontal stones indicates that Spruce Wall faced south.  Additionally, a low row of cut 
stones were placed along the southern face of the vertical stones, possibly to supply structural support 
for the stones standing on end.  The line of vertical stones is visible on the modern surface to the east 
and west, indicating that this alignment continued in both directions along the mound.  A gap roughly in 
the center of Structure 8 may indicate that these upright stones formed a barrier with a small entrance 
in the center.  Additionally, excavations show that some portions of the line are formed by multiple 
courses of smaller stacked stones.  The incoherence in construction technique may indicate that Spruce 
Wall was built from reclaimed stones rather than purposely shaped ones, possibly in rapid order.  
Alternatively, the gaps filled with smaller stones may indicate a sequence of doors that were filled in 
after construction. 
 
The precise form of Spruce Wall remains somewhat enigmatic.  A large quantity of collapsed cut stone 
was found north of this wall.  Some of these stones appear to have been stacked horizontally facing 
north.  These stones provide evidence that Spruce Wall was originally a double sided wall, though how 
wide it may have originally been remains elusive.  We speculate that these fallen stones may have also 
been stacked vertically, leading to a fairly thin wall wide enough to support a set of posts.  The 

Figure 3.6. Map of Structure 8 showing the 
location of excavations in Operation 43. 
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interpretation that Spruce Wall may have supported a perishable superstructure is supported by our 
inspection of the east and west ends of the Structure 8 mound.  At each end, rectangular concentrations 
of stones are visible protruding south from Spruce Wall, possibly forming the base for north-south 
alignments of poles.  In this case, Structure 8-1st may have had a semi-enclosed interior space with no 
southern wall and a single doorway or series of doorways on the more formally constructed northern 
side to allow access from the sacbe to the plaza.  In other words, the structure would have been built 
like a perishable range structure blocking access between the sacbe and Plaza A’s ceremonial precinct. 
Finally, our excavations indicate that a further renovation may have taken place to create Structure 8-
1st-a.  The surface of the modern mound over Structure 8 extends about 1.8 m south of Spruce Wall.  A 
number of stacked stones, called Sequoia Wall, were identified in the eastern profile and appear to form 
a line facing south.  It is possible that this line may have combined with Spruce Wall to form a low 
platform at the height of the modern day mound.  Bioturbation has heavily disturbed this south facing 
line, making conclusive evidence of this kind of structure tentative at best. 
 
The final events surrounding Structure 8 appears to have been ritual.  Our excavations identified a dense 
deposit, or cache, of broken ceramic vessels strewn over Pine wall (Feature 1), at what would have been 
the southern entrance to the structure.  Several vessels are reconstructable, indicating that they were 
smashed in place.  Additionally, a quarter of a jade bead was encountered in this deposit.  Ceramics in 
this deposit date to the Terminal Classic period.  We tentatively interpret this deposit as a single 
termination event; however, there is not enough evidence currently to rule out repeated deposition. 
 
Analytical Units 
 Modern Surface – AU1.  Lots Excavated: A/1; B/1; C/1.  This analytical unit describes the layer of 
modern soil development over the surface of Structure 8.  This analytical unit consists of 10YR 2/2 loam 
containing only small (0 to 1 cm) stone inclusions.  In Unit A, excavations uncovered the top portion of 
Spruce Wall, an alignment of large upright cut stones visible protruding from the modern surface.  The 
excavation units run perpendicular to this stone alignment.  South of Spruce Wall, on the surface of 
Structure 8, a particularly dense concentration of rocks and artifacts were identified, though the 
significance of these materials is not entirely clear.  As noted in the description of AU4, these rocks and 
artifacts may be from the fill of Structure 8-1st-a that were turned up by bioturbation? 
 Collapse above Holly Floor – AU2.  Lots Excavated: C/2,3.  This analytical unit consists of 
collapsed remains from Structure 8 located within Plaza A to the platform’s south.  The matrix consists 
of 10YR 3/2 clay loam containing small (1 to 6 cm) limestone fragments.  This deposit is talus shaped, 
sloping down from the higher structure surface to the north towards the plaza surface to the south. 
 These excavations uncovered both the southern platform edge of Structure 8-2nd and the 
terminal plaza floor that the building was constructed on.  South of the structure, all that remained of 
Holly Floor was a layer of small limestone pebbles that are a combination of the floor’s eroded plaster 
and the ballast it was constructed on.  On the line between Units B and C, excavations uncovered Pine 
Wall, a disturbed line of upright stone approximately 10 cm tall.  This appears to have been the wall’s 
original maximum height.  Only one large wall stone was found in the collapse and it corresponded in 
size and shape to a modern gap in the wall.  Holly Floor continues north under Pine Wall, indicating that 
the construction of Structure 8 post-dates this plaza floor.  Pine Wall formed the southern boundary of 
Structure 8 and served as a low step to access the structure’s surface.  Although once a single wall, at 
least one stone was out of place and the stones remaining in place were no longer even.  Although it 
seems likely that much of this disturbance is the result of post-depositional forces, some evidence 
indicates that the disturbance may have been cultural.  On top and south of Pine Wall, excavations 
encountered Feature 1, a deposit of smashed ceramic materials.  The event that created this cache may 
also have disturbed the wall.  We will separately describe this feature in greater detail below. 
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 Structure 8 Collapse – AU 4.  Lot Excavated: A/2,5; B/2,3,5,6.  This analytical consists of a 20 cm 
thick layer of dark organic soil containing small (1 to 6 cm) limestone bits located on the surface of 
Structure 8.  This deposit is located between Pine Wall to the south and Spruce Wall to the north.  We 
interpret this deposit as the combination of collapse and fill within an extended root zone.  Inspection of 
the excavation profile indicates that much of this analytical unit may have been excavated through the 
Structure 8’s final construction phase.  Two pieces of evidence point to the previous existence of a final 
platform here.  First, the level nature of this deposit would seem to indicate its relationship to a 
constructed platform rather than collapse.  In contrast, collapse deposits are typically sloped.  Second, 
the identification of two cut-limestone blocks in the western excavation profile, Sequoia Wall in Figure 
5, may delimit the southern boundary of Structure 8-1st-a.  Structure 8-1st-a likely consisted of an 85 cm 
wide upper platform, which stepped down to the south to a 35 cm wide elongated stair fronted by Pine 
Wall.  This division was not identified during excavation; therefore, all these lots are lumped in an 
analytical unit, although Lots A/2, A/5, B/5 and B/6 might be used to date this construction phase 
because they were located north of Sequoia Wall.  Ceramics from these tentatively date this 
construction phase to the Terminal Classic period. 
 At the base of this analytical unit, excavations unveiled the form of Maple Platform, the 
southern portion of Structure 8-2nd.  The plastered Maple Floor extends north from the top of Pine Wall 
forming the surface of Maple Platform.  Maple Floor is heavily eroded for about 65 cm north of Pine 
Wall.  In its current state of preservation, evidence of Maple Floor begins about 5 cm below the top of 
Pine Wall.  It is likely that either this floor or a later version once reached the surface of Pine Wall.  The 
next 40 cm of Maple Wall were much better preserved leading up to Spruce Wall. 
 This excavation also exposed the southern face of Spruce Wall, an approximately 35 cm high 
wall built on Maple Floor during the construction of Structure 8-1st-b.  Two lines of stones have been 
identified for Spruce Wall.  The southern, lower line of stones is a single course of horizontal stones 
resting on Maple Floor.  Remnants of plaster remained on this line of stones, indicating that the 
southern face of Spruce Wall was once plastered.  These flat stones likely provided structural support for 
a row of upright stones immediately to the north.  The largest of these stones are 35 cm tall and 
protrude from the modern surface in a line running both east and west from our excavation trench.  
Only one of these upright stones was located in our excavations.  Between these large stones, smaller 15 
cm tall stones form this wall.  It is likely that these lower stones were once topped by an additional 
course of stones to create a level wall.  The southern line of horizontal stones may have provided 
structural support for the vertical stones they abutted.  The horizontal line of stones was not evident in 
our excavation profile, so its approximate location is drawn in as a dashed line. 
 Feature 1 – Ceramic Smashing on Pine Wall – AU3.  Excavated Lots: B/4; C/4.  This analytical unit 
consists of a ceramic smashing encountered on Pine Wall and Holly Floor to the south.  This feature 
consists of several partial vessels that were smashed on Pine Wall, the low step that provided access 
from Plaza A to Structure 8.  These vessels include two different McCrae Impressed dishes (Figure 3.7), 
fragments of a Fine Orange vase, and a piecrust jar rim that date the deposit to the Terminal Classic 
period (Lisa LeCount, personal communication summer 2013).  Additionally, a partial jade bead was 
encountered in B/5 from just below Pine Wall.  This bead was located under the displaced stone from 
Pine Wall located in the east half of the unit, possibly indicating that this stone was displaced during the 
deposition of Feature 1.  All soil surrounding this feature was removed for flotation. 
 Collapse above Juniper Floor – AU5.  Excavated Lots: A/3,4,6.  This analytical unit consisted of 
removing the collapse north of Spruce Wall to expose the northern part of this wall and the surface it 
was resting on.  The matrix consists of 10YR 3/2 clay loam with small stones above and to the north and 
larger cut stones in A/6 near Spruce Wall.  At the base of A/4, excavations uncovered Juniper Floor, an 
eroded plaster floor preserved in patches.  This floor also served as the surface of Juniper Platform, the 
northern portion of Structure 8-2nd.  The southern half of the unit contained a heavily jumbled set of 
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cut stones.  These cut stones were laid horizontally with 
their cut sides facing north.  If these stones form a line, at 
least two courses were excavated.  As noted in the 
description of AU4, the large upright stones that form 
Spruce Wall, likely faced south based on the orientation of 
the row of horizontal stones under these vertical stones.  
The broken line of cut stones likely formed the northern 
side of a 30 cm thick double-faced wall.  Because of the 
disturbed nature of these stones, it is difficult to tell if 
they were stacked horizontally or upright. 
 In Lot A/6, our excavations removed the collapsed 
stones of Spruce Wall.  It became clear that Juniper Wall 
ran below Spruce Wall and joined Maple Floor to form 

Structure 8-2nd.  At the base of A/6, only the large upright 
stone remained in place because it ran into the excavation 
balk. 
 Maple Floor and Fill – AU6.  Excavated Lots: A/7; 
B/7.  This analytical unit consists of Maple Floor and 
ballast.  Excavations date the construction of the Maple Platform portion of Structure 8-2nd.  All fill from 
between Spruce Wall and Pine Wall was removed down to the level of Holly Floor in this analytical unit.  
Excavations uncovered two distinct surfacing episodes of Maple Floor – with the younger placed directly 
on top of the older.  Both were removed as part of the same lot.  Matrix consisted of 10YR3/2 sediment 
with small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  Excavations revealed that Pine Wall was constructed using 
two rows of stones, an informal internal retaining wall and an external façade of cut stone.  Excavations 
terminated at Aspen and Holly Floors, which formed an even plaza surface that continues south of Pine 
Wall into Plaza A.  Structure 8 was built on the plaza surface formed by these two floors.  Continuing 
excavations revealed that Aspen Floor was constructed as an extension of Holly Floor when the entire 
Plaza A platform was expanded by renovating the main northern staircase. 
 Excavations also revealed Elm Wall, a line of horizontally placed cut stones running east to west.  
These stones rest on Aspen Floor and were located directly below Spruce Wall.  They served as a base 
for the junction of Juniper and Maple Floors and the division between Maple and Juniper Platforms.  
Because of the way these two floors join, it is difficult to say whether Maple or Juniper Platform was 
constructed first.  Together, they form Structure 8-2nd, but one of these platforms alone was constructed 
first to form Structure 8-3rd.  Because Maple Floor has two flooring episodes while only one is evident 
for Juniper Floor, we tentatively suggest that the construction of Maple Platform occurred first. 
 Juniper Floor Fill – AU8.  Excavated Lots: A/8,9,10.  These excavations consisted of removing 
Juniper Floor and the fill below it.  Immediately below Juniper Floor in A/8, the excavations encountered 
an intricate set of disturbances from burrowing rodents.  Burrow holes ran the entire length of the 
excavation unit.  Below this disturbance, the fill matrix in A/9 and A/10 was 10YR clay loam with small (1 
to 6 cm) stone inclusions.  In Lot A/9, excavations removed the two large basal stones of Spruce Wall 
encountered in the base of AU6.  Beneath these stones, up to the level of Aspen Floor, the top of a very 
large upright stone was encountered.  This single stone (Cedar Wall) spans the width of the excavation 
unit.  Continuing north of this stone, excavations in Lot A/10 terminated 15 cm below the top of Cedar 
Wall at a fill composed of large (25 to 50 cm) boulders laid in sascab.  Curiously, Elm Wall was placed 
directly on top of Cedar Wall; together, these two stones might have formed a single wall.  If targeted in 
future excavations, he arrangement of these stones may provide further evidence that Maple Platform 
predated Juniper Platform. 

Figure 3.7. Example of a McRae 
Impressed dish recovered from 

Feature 1. 
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 Fill North of Cedar Wall – AU 9.  Excavated Lots: A/12, 13.  This analytical unit is the layered fill 
lots located north of Cedar Wall and below AU8.  The matrix is composed of 10YR 6/2 clay loam 
containing a single layer of large (25 to 50 cm diameter) boulders over a 10 cm layer of compact smaller 
(1 to 6 cm) limestone bits.  At the base of this lot, excavations encountered Cypress Floor, a plaster floor 
extending 80 cm north from Cedar Wall, likely forming the tread of a monumental staircase or terraced 
façade for the Plaza A platform.  The northern 64 cm of Unit A was filled with an additional layer of large 
boulder rubble, covering the rise of the next stair down.  The top of the monumental stone forming this 
rise is evident in our excavations.  Th3 stair formed by Cedar Wall and Cypress Floor is likely the 
penultimate stair of the Plaza A platform.  Lot A/13 was the final lot excavated in Unit A.  Excavations 
ended because we were interested in the Terminal Classic construction, not earlier constructions. 
 Aspen Floor – AU7.  Excavated Lots: A/11; B/9.  These excavations continued below the 
plastered Aspen Floor and its ballast to the south of Elm Wall.  We determined that Holly and Aspen 
Floors were actually a complex, often renovated plaza surface used for multiple versions of Plaza A’s 
platform.  In fact, Aspen Floor is an extension of Holly Floor constructed when the northern stairs of 
Plaza A were renovated, increasing the size of Plaza A’s platform by approximately 75 cm to Cedar Wall.  
This construction episode superseded Honeysuckle Wall, the highest curved plaster stair riser of Plaza 
A’s antepenultimate staircase.  These excavations terminated at a change in fill from plaster floor and 
ballast to a fill of large boulders packed with sascab.  It is important to note that the difference between 
Holly and Aspen Floors were not differentiated until after the excavations of this analytical unit were 
complete.  Therefore, Lot B/9 contains material that belongs in both AU7 and AU12. 
 These excavations terminated at Oak Floor, a similarly complex plaster surface directly beneath 
Holly Floor.  In Unit C, a patched-over dip in Oak Floor may represent the 4th version of the platform.  
When Oak Floor was exposed in Unit B, the top of the curved stair would still have been exposed. 
 Aspen Floor Ballast – AU10.  Excavated Lots: B/10.  This analytical unit continued through the 
small-stone ballast below Aspen Floor.  Excavations uncovered the continuation of Honeysuckle Wall, 
the curved plaster stair riser discussed in AU9.  Excavations terminated at a compact sediment fill 
located between Honeysuckle Wall and the back of Cedar Wall.   
 Fill Below Aspen Floor – AU11.  Excavated Lots: B/11.  This analytical unit consisted of a compact 
10YR 6/2 clay loam with large (10 to 25 cm) inclusions below Aspen Floor.  Excavations continued 15 cm 
down and terminated arbitrarily.  Excavations revealed approximately 15 cm deep portion of 
Honeysuckle Wall in total.  This lot completed our excavations in Unit B. 
 Holly Floor and Ballast – AU12.  Excavated Lots: C/5.  In this analytical unit, we excavated 
through Holly Floor to obtain a date for its construction.  Approximately 8 cm below Holly floor, our 
excavations encountered another plaza floor, Oak Floor.  It extended across Unit C, before dipping down 
just south of the line between Units B and C.  This dip likely represents Mahogany Stair, the staircase 
that preceded Honeysuckle Stair.  However, only the top 4 cm of this stair was encountered, so further 
excavation is needed to confirm this interpretation.  Ceramic analysis dates this analytical unit to the 
Terminal Classic period; however, the heavily eroded nature of Holly Floor makes this date suspect. 
 

Excavations on Structure 9: Operation 45 
 
Structure 9 is a low, linear platform attached to the southern edge of Structure.  Because of its 
attachment, Structure 9 could be named Structure 5b; however, we will maintain the structure’s original 
name established by McGovern (1992).  Structure 9 is approximately 60 cm tall and 10 m long.  Before 
excavation, large rocks protruding from the surface of the mound, especially its northern end, indicated 
that the platform was likely constructed with dry-laid cobble fill. 
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Operation 45 was initiated on Structure 9 in order to determine its date of construction and possibly 
identify evidence of the activities that may have taken place in association with the structure (Figure 
3.8).  Following our broader hypotheses, excavations aimed to test whether the building was 
constructed in association with the Terminal Classic period reoccupation of the site.  Initially, a 1 m by 4 
m trench was placed to penetrate Structure 9 from Plaza A to the west.  The trench was split into 
adjoining 1 m by 2 m units.  Unit A was placed to locate the western platform edge of Structure 9.  Unit 
B continued east from Unit A penetrating the building’s center.  The trench was placed approximately 
midway between Structure 9’s northern edge and its connection to Structure 5.  An additional 1 m by 1 
m unit was added to the northern edge of Unit B in order to fully expose Feature 1, a ceramic cache, 
after it was discovered. 
 
Because of crude construction methods and extensive bioturbation on the platform’s surface, the edges 
of Structure 9 proved difficult to define.  Excavations revealed a single construction phase built of large 
river cobbles, piled up in technique similar to that encountered in late household constructions (Figure 
3.9).  The ancient platform surface that likely topped this structure is now fully eroded.  Instead, the 
structure is topped by a 20 cm thick modern root zone.  The combination of bioturbation and soil 
development has entirely destroyed the platforms ancient surface.  Additionally, excavations in Unit A 
did not uncover a recognizable platform wall.  Because of the large stone fill, distinguishing between fill 
and collapse became impossible.  Either the façade was stripped of its cut-limestone block facing stones 
in antiquity, or the platform face was constructed of river cobbles piled so that their naturally flattened 
sides faced outward.  A single stone with a roughly flat 
face was encountered facing west.  This may have 
formed the basal course of the platform wall, named 
Thunder Wall. 
 
Structure 9 was constructed on top of Rain Floor, the 
terminal plaster floor that formed the surface of Plaza 
A.  Rain Floor was a polished plaster floor found intact 
across all excavations in this area.  Thunder Wall was 
placed directly on top of this floor.  Additionally, a 
cached ceramic vessel, Feature 1, was found at the 
center of Structure 9.  The vessel is a long, narrow, 
rectangular platter with low vertical sides crushed 
under the weight of the overburden (Figure 3.10).  This 
uniquely shaped vessel was placed upright and 
oriented north-south on Rain Floor.  It was then 
covered in large stones used for the fill of Structure 9.  
No special space was prepared to contain the vessel, 
nor was a lid found nearby; therefore, the contents 
would have been exposed.  Placed prior to the 
construction of Structure 9, Feature 1 was likely a 
dedication offering intended to ensoul the platform 
(Freidel and Schele 1989). 
 
Ceramics recovered from Structure 9 indicate that it 
was likely constructed in the Late or Terminal Classic, 
with continued occupation through the Terminal 
Classic period.  This timeline follows the hypotheses 

Figure 3.8. Map of Structure 9 showing its 
articulation with Structure 5, the location of 

units in Operation 45, and the location of the 
looter’s trench in Structure 5. 
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set out at the beginning of the research.   
Unfortunately, the surface of the 
structure had been destroyed by the time 
we began our research and the fill was 
left unsealed.  Findings elsewhere at the 
site have shown that ceramics and other 
materials move post-depositionally 
through Actuncan’s dry laid matrix 
(Mixter and Freiwald 2013). 
 
Excavations continued below Rain Floor 
to uncover a sequence of three plaza 
floors.  Rain Floor was the 2 cm thick 
ultimate floor.  Only a few fragmentary 
ceramic sherds were recovered from this 
floor.  Immediately beneath Rain Floor 
was the 8 cm thick Tornado Floor.  Tornado Floor was exposed in a 2 m by 1 m excavation unit in Unit C 
and the eastern half of Unit B.  Ceramics date the construction of this floor to the Early Classic period.  
Tornado Floor was constructed on a layer of soft white sascab, 6 to 10 cm thick.  This unusual layer 
appears to have served as a soft ballast substitute.  Below this sascab layer, excavations terminated at 
Hurricane Floor, Plaza A’s antepenultimate polished plaster floor.  The following section details the 
individual analytical units of Operation 45. 
 
Analytical Units 
 Modern Surface – AU1.  Lots Excavated: A/1; B/1; C/1.  This analytical unit consists of the zone of 
modern soil development removed from the surface of Structure 9.  The matrix consisted of a 10YR 2/1 
clay loam with 1-6 cm chert pebbles.  In Unit A, this soil was located in the crevices between large chert 
boulders that formed the fill of Structure 9 and that had collapse off its western side to the plaza 
surface.  On the Structure’s summit in Units B and C, excavations ended when the tips of underlying 
chert cobbles began to appear.  This analytical unit lies immediately on top of AU 2 and 4. 
 Root Zone – AU2.  Lots Excavated: B/2,3; C/2.  This analytical unit consists of the thick 
(approximately 15 cm) zone of bioturbation evident on top of Structure 9.  The structure’s large-stone 
fill and apparent lack of retaining walls and 
floors allowed for substantial subsurface 
penetration of plants and animals.  This 
exposure lead to a thick organic layer that 
penetrated into the buildings fill.  The matrix 
in this lot is a 10YR 2/1 clay loam with 
medium stone inclusions (1 to 25 cm).  
Generally, the size of these inclusions 
increased from top to bottom as the 
excavations began to penetrate into the 
structure’s core.  Likely, this size grading is the 
remnant of the structure’s prepared surface, 
which would have been constructed on 
increasing smaller stones, possibly overlaid 
with plaster.  This sorting is the only evidence 
that the platform had a prepared surface.  We 

Figure 3.9. South profile of Operation 45 excavations 
showing a single phase of construction. 

 

Figure 3.10. Cache vessel found in Structure 9. 
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found no extant remains of plaster floor or ballast on the building’s surface.  This AU overlays AU3. 
 Large Stone Fill – AU3.  Lots Excavated: A/5; B/4,5; C/3,4,5.  This analytical unit consisted of the 
large boulder fill that forms the core of Structure 9.  In Units B and C, it was between 35 and 40 cm thick.  
Lot A/5 was only excavated in the eastern portion of Unit A, east of Thunder Wall, the possible western 
edge of Structure 9 (see AU4).  The matrix is composed of clay loam with small to large stone inclusions 
(1 to 50 cm).  Its color gradually transitions from 10YR 2/1 near the top of the AU to 10YR 3/2 at its base.  
At the base of this analytical unit, excavations encountered Rain Floor, a well preserved plaster floor 
that runs under Structure 9.  This floor appears to be a version of Plaza A’s surface on which Structure 9 
was constructed.  Excavations in Lots B/5 encountered Feature 1, a whole cached vessel, located among 
the cobble fill.  This vessel will be described in AU5 below.  The vessel was not located in a prepared 
chamber; rather, it seems to have been simply placed among the stones as Structure 9 was constructed. 
 Ceramics from this analytical unit should be used to date the construction of Structure 9.  
Because of the unsealed nature of these deposits, sherds from deeper lots more accurately date the 
structure.  However, it is important to note that ceramics often move quite dramatically in large-stone 
fill contexts.  A Late Classic construction date is attested to by ceramics including a large Alexander 
Unslipped Type jar rim and a Mount Maloney Black Type jar rim.  A Terminal Classic Mount Maloney 
Black bowl rim was recovered from Lot A/5, indicating use of the structure continued into this time 
period.  Unfortunately, Lot A/5 is the least secure context of all the lots in this analytical unit. 
 Collapse West of Structure 9 – AU4.  Lots excavated: A/2,3,4.  This analytical unit consists of 
construction material that has collapsed from the surface of Structure 9 to the west of Structure 9.  This 
consists of organic 10YR 2/1 matrix containing small stone inclusions.  Excavations through this collapse 
attempted to define the western edge of Structure 9, with only limited success.  Lots A/2 and A/3 cover 
the entire 1 m by 2 m excavation unit.  At the base of Lot A/3, a single stone (labeled Thunder Wall) was 
identified that appeared as though it may have had a cut-stone face.  Excavations in Lot A/4 only 
continued to the west of this stone and revealed Rain Floor directly below the possible cut-stone facade.  
Rain floor is a plastered floor that was the final surface of Plaza A, even though it preceded the 
construction of Structure 9.  We hesitantly suggest that Thunder Wall represents the basal course of 
Structure 9’s western platform wall.  Lot A/5, excavated to the east of Thunder Wall, was included as 
part of Structure 9’s fill (AU3); however, we suspect there is some mixing between these two AUs. 
 Feature 1 – Cached Ceramic Vessel – AU5.  Lots excavated: B/6; C/6.  This analytical unit consists 
of a single cached ceramic platter found resting on Rain Floor (Figure 3.10).  The discovery of a few 
sherds in the southern excavation balk of Unit B resulted in the excavations of Unit C, a 1 m by 1 m 
expansion to the south, to uncover the remainder of the vessel.  The ceramic vessel was placed on Rain 
Floor upright and intact then covered over by Structure 9’s core fill.  No prepared space to hold the 
vessel was identified.  Instead, the fill eventually settled over the vessel, breaking it into at least 66 
pieces.  After laboratory reconstruction of the vessel, its unusual shape became evident.  The vessel is 
large, unslipped, and shaped like a long narrow rectangular basin.  It has high walls that are vertical 
along the long sides and slightly out-flaring on the short sides.  The base is flat and all corners are 
rounded.  A handful of ceramic sherds dating to the Terminal Preclassic were uncovered from the matrix 
surround this vessel.  No other artifacts were uncovered in association with this platter.  All soil from 
within and around the vessel was collected for future flotation. 
 Rain Floor – AU6.  Lots excavated: B/7; C/7.  This analytical unit consisted of the removal of the 
plaster Rain Floor below Structure 9.  Excavations in Unit B were limited to the northern 1 m square of 
the original 1 m by 2 m unit.  This analytical unit consists only of the excavation of the plaster floor 
surface.  The matrix was 10YR 7/1 plaster.  In total, a 1 m by 2 m rectangle crossing both Units B and C 
was excavated.  Rain Floor is a 2 cm thick floor.  Excavations terminated at Tornado Floor, another 
polished plaster floor located directly below Rain Floor. 
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 Tornado Floor – AU7.  Lots excavated: B/8; C/8.  This analytical unit consisted of the removal of 
the plaster of Tornado Floor, an 8 cm thick plaster floor located immediately below Rain Floor.  Because 
of its association with Rain Floor, Tornado Floor is likely the preceding plaza floor.  Unfortunately, with 
only a 2 m2 exposure, we cannot be sure of that interpretation.  Ceramics recovered from the matrix of 
Tornado Floor indicate that it was constructed during the Early Classic period. 
 Tornado Floor Ballast – AU8.  Lots excavated: B/9; C/9.  This analytical unit contains excavations 
that proceeded through a 7 to 10 cm thick sascab ballast lain to support Tornado Floor.  The ballast was 
white (10YR 7/1) and crumbly in texture.  This ballast could be contrasted with the overlying floor based 
on its softness and lack of artifact inclusions.  Curiously, this layer also was free of stone inclusions.  Only 
one ceramic sherd was uncovered, indicating a Late Preclassic construction date.  Beneath this sascab 
layer, another polished plaster floor (Hurricane Floor) was uncovered.  This floor is likely the third oldest 
version of Plaza A.  Excavations terminated at this floor due to the end of the field season. 

 
Preliminary Conclusions 

 
In summary, our excavations into Structures 7, 8, and 9 confirmed our hypothesis that each date to the 
Terminal Classic period.  Both Structures 7 and 8 were constructed in at least three construction phases, 
while Structure 9 was built in one effort.  Importantly, the multiple construction phases indicate that the 
Terminal Classis use of Plaza A took place over a long enough period of time to encourage multiple 
renovations, not a quickly built construction indicative of a single event.  Furthermore, the effort put 
into these structures indicate that they served a significant purpose to the Terminal Classic community. 
 
Importantly, the construction of Structure 7, 8, 9, and 93 each significantly altered the layout of Plaza A.  
Structure 7 blocked Structure 6, effectively deemphasizing this structure and moving the center of Plaza 
A east towards Structure 5.  This construction also deemphasized Structure 4 by moving the center of 
the plaza away from its central staircase.  Similarly, the construction of Structures 9 and 93 refocused 
the center of the plaza north and west, again away from Structures 4 and 6.  By blocking the 
monumental northern staircase, Structure 8 substantially altered patterns of access to Plaza A.  Our 
research suggests that Structure 8 was a perishable range structure that limited access from the north 
through a single or series of doors, but was open to the plaza on its northern side.  Structure 8 might 
have allowed the Terminal Classic community to carefully manage access to Plaza A or contributed to 
the creation a new kind of ritual space within the old plaza.  Additionally, it restricted the old 
processional route, which in earlier times would have proceeded from Structure 19 to Plaza A down the 
sacbe.  The abandonment and termination of Structure 19 during the Terminal Classic period at the 
other end of the sacbe similarly deemphasized this ritual path (Mixter et al. 2013).  This construction 
indicates a change in ceremonial practices from the Classic to Terminal Classic occupations of the site. 
 
Additionally, excavations encountered some evidence of ritual.  The recovery of an unusual cached 
ceramic vessel in Structure 9 points to a dedication ceremony aimed at ensouling this building (Freidel 
and Schele 1989).  In contrast, smashed vessels found deposited on Structure 8 point to the final 
termination and abandonment of this structure very late in the site’s occupation.  Ongoing analysis of 
the artifacts from each of these structures will provide a more detailed look into their use and 
importance to the Terminal Classic community. 
 
Finally, excavations below the terminal plaza provided a window into the earlier construction episodes 
of Plaza A.  Like McGovern (2004), we found that most identified plaza surfaces date to the Early Classic 
or Late Preclassic period.  The possible exception is the terminal version of Plaza A encountered in 
Operation 41; however, the eroded nature of this surface makes a firm construction date difficult to 
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assign.  Broadly, the plaza surfaces identified in these excavations most likely align with McGovern’s 
Plaza Floors 1 and 2.  Only in Operation 41 were other plaza floors identified.  The building of Iris Floor 
raised the Terminal Classic plaza floor between Structures 6 and 7 and likely only exists in this space.  
McGovern didn’t undertake any excavations between these two buildings, but the deeper Camellia Floor 
may match McGovern’s Plaza Floor 3. 
 
Preliminarily, the construction of Structures 7, 8, and 9 appears to have created a new sacred precinct 
for the Terminal Classic Maya of Actuncan focused on Structure 5, where large accumulations of ritually 
deposited material have been previously identified by McGovern.  Further research on the material 
culture recovered from these structures will likely shed additional light on the use of this space. 
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Figures 3A.1, 3A.2, and 3A.3. Harris Matrices of excavations in Operations 41, 43, and 45. 

 
 
 

Table 3A.1: Operation 41 Analytical Units 
 
AU  Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface A/1; B/1; C/1; D/1; E/1 Terminal Classic 

AU2 Collapse above Iris Floor A/3,4; D/2,3 Terminal Classic 

AU3 Opuntia Ballast/Fill A/2; B/2 Terminal Classic 

AU4 Rose Floor Ballast A/6; B/4; C/5 Terminal Classic 

AU5 Hyacinth Floor Fill C/3,7; E/4 Terminal Classic 

AU6 Iris Floor Ballast/Fill D/4 Terminal Classic 

AU7 Rose Fill B/5; C/6 Late Classic II 

AU8 Collapse above Hyacinth Floor C/2 Terminal Classic 

AU9 Daffodil Fill A/7; B/6 Terminal Classic 

AU10 Opuntia Fill A/5,6; B/3; C/4 Terminal Classic 
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AU11 Collapse above Peony Floor E/2 Late Classic 

AU12 Peony Ballast East of Structure 7 E/3 Late Classic 

AU13 Large Boulder Fill A/10 Early Classic? 

AU14 Peony Fill under Structure 7 A/8,9 Late Classic I 

 
 
Table 3A.2: Operation 43 Analytical Units 
 
AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface A/1; B/1; C/1 Terminal Classic 

AU2 Collapse above Holly Floor C/2,3 Terminal Classic 

AU3 Feature 1: Ceramic Smashing on 
Pine Wall 

B/4; C/4 Terminal Classic 

AU4 Structure 8 Collapse A/2,5; B/2,3,5,6 Terminal Classic 

AU5 Collapse on Juniper Floor A/3,4,6 Late Classic II 

AU6 Maple Floor and Fill A/7; B/7 Terminal Classic 

AU7 Aspen Floor A/11; B/9 Terminal Classic 

AU8 Juniper Floor Fill A/8,9,10 Terminal Classic? 
Late Classic I? 

AU9 Fill North of Cedar Wall A/12,13 Terminal Classic? 

AU10 Aspen Ballast B/10 Early Classic? 

AU11 Fill below Aspen Floor B/11 Not Determined 

AU12 Holly Floor and Ballast C/5 Terminal Classic? 

 
Table 3A.3: Operation 45 Analytical Units 
 
AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface A/1; B/1; C/1 Terminal Classic 

AU2 Root Zone B/2,3; C/2 Terminal Classic 

AU3 Large Stone Fill A/5; B/4,5; C/3,4,5 Late Classic? 
Early Classic? 

AU4 Collapse West of Structure 9 A/2,3,4 Terminal Classic 

AU5 Feature 1 – Cached Ceramic Vessel B/6; C/6 Terminal Preclassic 

AU6 Rain Floor B/7; C/7 Classic 

AU7 Tornado Floor B/8; C/8 Classic 

AU8 Tornado Floor Ballast B/9; C/9 Late Preclassic? 
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Chapter 4: Continuing Excavations at Structure 73 
 

Borislava Simova (Tulane)  
with contributions by Carolyn Freiwald and Nicholas Billstrand (University of Mississippi) 

 
Structure 73 is located in the southern region of the civic center of Actuncan North.  It is just west of a 
broad sacbe connecting Actuncan North to the Preclassic ceremonial center forming Actuncan South.  As 
a medium-sized pyramidal platform with low terraces, it is similar to Structures 41 and 29, which are 
elite residences located on the eastern edge of Actuncan North.  However, its more central location and 
distinctive construction history suggest an additional ritual function for this unusual elite residential 
structure.  Investigations of this pyramidal platform were conducted to clarify the nature of household 
authority in the Late Preclassic (300 BC – AD 250) and Early Classic (AD 250 – 600) periods, particularly 
during the transition between them, when Maya kings began to emerge at Actuncan. Ongoing research 
at the site suggests that elite households experienced less stable developmental trajectories than 
commoner households during this period of political reorganization (LeCount 2011).  Unfortunately, 
extensive late period modifications of Structure 73 limit exposure of Early Classic occupation layers that 
are critical to our understanding of this period of political centralization and shifts in authority.  Further 
excavations are required to elucidate the structure’s early history; however, the significance of the Early 
Classic occupation may be gained from analysis of the ritual activities taking place on Structure 73 during 
the Late Classic (AD 600 – 800) period.   
 
Excavations at Structure 73 began in 2011 with a series of test pits placed at the top of the main 
platform and at the southern base of the pyramidal mound (Simova 2012).  These excavations 
uncovered a massive termination deposit of ceramics, a cist burial, and signs of deeply buried formal 
architecture. The 2013 excavations focused on the north-south structure midline on the southern flank 
of the mound in an attempt to define a central staircase, as well as to document the building’s 
construction sequence (Figure 4.1). The 
burial encountered in 2011, now designated 
Burial 15, and newly encountered deposits of 
human remains were excavated by Dr. 
Freiwald with the assistance of a skillful team 
of Belizean excavators.  Additional units were 
placed to expose more of the termination 
deposit along the western edge of the 
central structure platform and within the 
summit platform to acquire a clean sample 
of the terminal mound occupation.  
 
Initial tests suggested that the structure had 
been abandoned in the Early Classic period, 
with the termination deposit left to weather 
over time. It now appears that Structure 73 
continued to be the site of activity through 
the Terminal Classic and potentially into the 
Postclassic period, though it is possible that 
its function as a residence did indeed 
terminate in the Early Classic period.  
 

Figure 4.1. Map of Structure 73 and Operation 18 
excavation units. 
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Structure 73 consists of a central platform flanked by terraces to each cardinal direction, topped by a 
low summit platform with a limestone façade.  Terraces to the north and south are laid out in a 
rectangular configuration and are generally higher in elevation than the terraces to the east and west. 
The latter have more irregular polygonal form and are more extensive in area. Overall, the mound has a 
north-south length of approximately 30 m and an east-west width of approximately 40 m. The pyramid 
stands at about 4 m from the terminal plaza surface to the top of the summit platform. The summit 
platform is offset to the northwest edges of the central platform, or subplatform, creating a two-terrace 
appearance to the East and South. This upper level created by the subplatform is joined to the south 
terrace by a staircase. In its arrangement, Structure 73 is similar to Structure 29, an elite residence, 
suggesting that Structure 73 functioned as a house. Its construction history, however, differs from that 
of other elite residences at the site. After a fairly rapid building up of the platform, living surfaces were 
not prepared with the same care, lacking multiple plastered floors. Additionally, the placement and 
treatment of burials over the structure differs from that encountered in other elite structures, such as 
Structure 41; instead, they more closely resemble burial practices found in Group 1.   
 
Currently, what we know about the mound’s construction history is that it is marked by at least two 
major building phases and a minor terminal modification stage, all covering two earlier masonry 
structures.  The terminal stage is associated with a low platform (> 20 cm) at the mound summit, 
measuring approximately 7.5 m from east to west.  It was constructed over a greatly deteriorated or 
perhaps only partly constructed, ballast-like surface, Plum Floor, dating to the Late Classic period.  The 
ballast is made up of densely compacted small pebbles with sparse chert debitage and is only 5 cm in 
thickness.  The southern edge of the main building subplatform is defined by Pie Wall and remnants of a 
highly collapsed and disturbed stair leading to the south terrace. This terrace extends roughly 3 m to the 
south from the base of the subplatform, where its edge gradually declining to the base of the mound, 
defined by Pudding Wall (Figure 4.2). Aside from the summit platform, the terminal structure lacks 
dressed limestone facades and plastered floors. Conversely, the earliest architectural stage encountered 
during excavation consisted of two massive structures (Structure 73a and 73b) constructed with large, 
partially plastered limestone blocks. Structure 73a was defined by Baklava Wall, a south facing wall with 
two outset portions (Figure 4.3) identified in Unit G. Structure 73b was defined by the west facing 
Strudel Wall, located about two meters south of Baklava Wall and to the east of the structure midline. 
Strudel Wall was identified primarily in the east profile of Unit I, with corners in Unit H and R. From 
current exposure, the two walls do not appear to join. Baklava Wall extends beyond the excavated area 
to the east and west, while the north and south corner of the north-south Strudel Wall were clearly 
identified (See Figure 4.7).  
 
A series of fills differentiated by crude walls, made of chert river cobbles, covered this architecture and 
resulted in a single mound. The architectural stages between the early and terminal iterations of 
Structure 73 are not delineated by formal architectural features such as plaster floors and structure 
facades. However, the presence of construction walls suggests that at least two stages of platform 
elaboration separate the early Structures 73a and 73b from the terminal Structure 73-1st.  This idea can 
be tested by excavating further northward in order to link up and expose platform surfaces and to gain a 
better understanding of summit structural configurations.   
 
Structure 73 served a ritual function by the Late Classic period, at the latest. However, if the termination 
deposit is any indication, its significance was well-established in the Early Classic period. Late Classic 
ritual is signaled by the presence of Burials 15, 16, and 17, which include re- entry into the burial space  
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as well as other 
unidentified disturbance 
to the graves in the Late 
Classic subplatform fill of 
Str. 73-2nd.  These burials 
were encountered south 
of the summit platform, 
approximately 50 cm 
below the modern 
surface. Burials 17 and 
19, as well as other 
unidentified disturbance 
to the graves in the Late 
Classic subplatform fill of 
Structure 73-2nd, 
were located below the 
southern edge of the 
subplatform. Burial 15 was 
located more centrally in 
the southeast corner of the Summit Platform, while Burial 16 was located midway between the south 
edges of the summit platform and the subplatform edge. A number of special deposits of ceramics and 
exotic items, including a fragment of a greenstone adornment (Figure 4.4) within the Late Classic fills of 
the structure also point to greater ritual significance of this structure in comparison with other 
residential structures of this type during this time period. Elite residences at the site of Actuncan lack 
burials of this nature. Two sets of human remains, one adult seated burial and one juvenile burial in a 
ceramic bowl, found in Structure 41 speak to a different type of ritual enactment more clearly related to 
structure dedication and termination cycles and specific instances of ritual enactment.  The cist burial 
and informal graves of Structure 73, on the other hand, suggest commemorative treatment of the 
interred individuals and more long term burial practices overall.   
 
Freiwald (2012) has suggested that this location may have served as a shared burial location, much in 
the way Group 1 did during the Late and Terminal Classic period. This commoner plazuela group 
contains an eastern structure that may have acted as an ancestral shrine, and six burials were excavated 
within the rocky fill of the plaza adjacent to the eastern structure (Freiwald 2012). The burials found in 
Structure 73 appear to follow the same general patterns of those found in Group 1, in particular a north-
south orientation and extensive disturbance of existing interments, including inclusions of additional 
individuals or removal of body parts (Freiwald 2012). In both structures, the manner in which the 
individuals were buried suggests a greater recognition of the space’s ritual significance than that of 
particular graves.   
 
Continued maintenance of the ritual space is evident after burials were no longer incorporated into the 
central platform. Evidence of Terminal Classic and possibly Postclassic visitation at Structure 73 consists 
of large jute deposits, a scroll foot, a carved labret, and an unusual number of chert bifaces and 
projectile points (Figures 4A.1, 4A.2, 4A.3). Much of the jute deposit was concentrated in Unit J, at the 
southeast corner of the terminal staircase. The presence of the scroll foot and discrete jute refuse from 
possible feasting activity echoes ritual deposits observed by Kathryn Brown (2010) in Xunantunich’s 
Group E.  Brown describes a pair of small pyramids at the core of this Preclassic site in the Xunantunich’s 
near periphery.  At this group, two structures---Structure E-1 to the west and Structure E-2 to the east---

Figure 4.3. View of the Baklava (left) and Strudel Walls (right). 
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define a plaza.  These structures were 
abandoned in the Terminal Preclassic period 
but continued to serve as the location of ritual 
activities into the Postclassic period. Along with 
the adjacent monumental platform of site 
O/A2/1, Group E is believed to be the oldest 
part of the Xunantunich site and to have 
functioned as a political seat in the Middle 
Preclassic period (Brown 2010). In the later 
periods, this structure appears to have been 
the place of deep ancestral reverence and 
social memory surrounding the area’s earliest 
monumental complex (Brown 2010:41). 
Residues of Preclassic ritual activity at Group E 
consist of ceramic deposits in front of the 
structure staircases, containing fragments of 
Savana Orange chocolate pots. Evidence of 
continued ritual activity in the Postclassic period 
consists of an Augustine Red scroll foot deposited at the base of Structure E-2 as well as an altar 
associated with an obsidian blade and chert blades and flakes, signaling bloodletting activities (Brown 
2010).    
 
In the case of Actuncan’s Structure 73, the early architecture can certainly be considered monumental 
given its massive limestone block facade, but its antiquity remains to be established, as does its initial 
function and the nature of its abandonment. The later deposits of human remains, ceramic termination 
deposit, jutes, and offerings may have provided a ritual link between the structure’s early function and 
the nature of the later visitation to it. Expanding excavations in Structure 73 have thus far prompted 
new questions and challenged assumptions about its function as an elite residence. Its complex history 
accounts for the difficulty in assessing the Preclassic component of the building and addressing the 
nature of political organization at Actuncan during the site’s transition to divine kingship.  
 

Methods 
 
The primary goals of the 2013 excavation were to delineate the structure’s architectural arrangement 
and probe further into its occupation history. This was pursued through the excavation of a 4 m wide by 
18 m long trench, parceled out in 2 by 2 m units, over the north-south centerline of the mound, with 
additional 2 by 2 m units expanded to the east and west as needed (Figure 4.1). Some 1 by 2 m units 
were also placed to accommodate excavations around previous test units and larger trees. All 
excavations of Structure 73 are part of Operation 18, with Units A through D excavated in 2011 and 
Units G through AC excavated in 2013. Units A and B, in which the capstones of Burial 15 were first 
identified, were the only 1 by 1 m test units reopened in the 2013 season. Within each unit, lots were 
excavated according to cultural strata as much as possible rather than by arbitrary levels. Consequently, 
the numbering of lots represents the order of excavation rather than stratigraphic superpositioning. 
Stratigraphic superposition is charted in the Harris Matrices found in the appendix.  In the following 
sections, lots belonging to the same cultural strata are correlated across units and presented as discreet 
Analytical Units (AU).  A terminus post quem (TPQ) date based on ceramic analysis is provided for some 
of the AUs, but further analysis is needed before a complete chronological sequence for the deposits 
can be presented. Nevertheless, I propose a potential construction sequence within the final section of 

Figure 4.4. Greenstone ornament (SF# 22) 
recovered in platform fill (AU16). 
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this chapter. Analytical Unit descriptions in the next section provide basic soil and fill descriptions, 
stratigraphic relationships with adjacent AUs, and highlight notable finds indicative of structure use. The 
analytical units of the final iteration of the structure, Structure 73-1st, are described first along with 
some observed evidence of late use of the structure. Earlier construction stages are not clearly 
differentiated by walls and floors, so they were not assigned sequential numbers. Nevertheless, Analytic 
Units are described largely in order from latest to earliest.  
 

Structure 73-1st 
 
Structure Overview 
The base of Structure 73-1st is defined by Pudding Wall, exposed in part at the southern edge of the 
structure, in Unit G. Pudding Wall consists of at least two courses of flat-faced river cobbles, standing 
about 50 cm above the terminal plaza surface. It is roughly constructed and substantially collapsed to 
the west. Directly north of it is the gently sloping side of the south terrace. The rise terminates 
approximately two meters above at Jelly 
Retaining Wall visible in Unit K (Figure 
4.5). This construction of loosely arranged 
chert cobbles appears to define the extent 
of the south terrace. Moving northward 
into the structure, the next wall we 
encountered was the two-course Pie Wall 
(> 50 cm) defining the south edge of the 
subplatform. The construction material 
consists mainly of large, flat-faced 
cobbles. A 2½ m wide accumulation of 
cobbles to the west of the structure 
midline appears to have functioned as a 
staircase between the south terrace and 
the subplatform. However, individual 
stairs could not be defined in the heavily 
collapsed and/or disturbed pile of dressed 
limestone blocks and roughly-faced river 
cobbles. A low summit platform rests on 
Plum Floor, which is the terminal surface 
of the subplatform surface. This platform 
is approximately 8 m in length and at least 
4 m in width and is faced with small 
rectangular limestone blocks along its 
excavated southern edge.  
 
The summit architecture dates to the Late 
Classic (LC) period from pottery analyzed 
by Lisa LeCount. The fill behind Pie Wall, 
which defines the edge of the main 
platform, also dates to the LC. Material 
from the structure collapse that is strewn 
across the surface and an intrusive pit 
located in the platform fill just behind Pie 

Figure 4.5. Plan map of the primary architectural 
features of Structure 73-1st. 
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Wall in Unit I have later Terminal Classic (TC) diagnostics.  Most of these TC diagnostics, described first in 
the following section on Analytical Units, were found in units over the south terrace and the structure 
base. The terminal plaza surface at the base of the mound was not excavated this season.  However, a 
sample of the likely terminal surface was excavated in 2011. At that time, the light colored 10YR 4/3 clay 
loam with relatively few medium to large rock inclusions was interpreted as washout from the above 
structure. It overlays an earlier, more compacted plaza floor with Late Preclassic diagnostics. The 
terminal plaza floor excavated in the 2011 test pit was approximately 20 cm thick and extensively 
disturbed from root activity along the east edge of the test units. Ceramics from this Analytical Unit 
dated to the Late Classic period.  
 
Analytical Units 
 Summit Modern Surface – AU1. Lots excavated: G1, H1, H2, O1, O2, P1, P2, P3, Q1, T1, T2, V1, 
V2, W1, W2, Y1, Z1 AA1, AB2, AC1. Soil development over the entire mound is fairly deep, reaching over 
20 cm above terminal surfaces in some areas. Structure 73 is located just outside of the agricultural 
fields and has more vegetation and tree growth than some of the other structures on the site, 
contributing to this well-developed, loose, organic soil. The humus has a very dark gray 10YR 3/2 color 
and a clay loam texture, although recent burning of the site has left thin deposits of bluish white ash 
over some units. A long site occupation history and bioturbation processes contribute to a high number 
of artifacts intermixed in this natural deposit. Analytical Units 1, 2, and 3 all consist of the natural 
humus, however, because of their different locations and elevations over the mound, the formation of 
the deposits and the nature of the artifacts likely varies in important ways. For this reason, the three 
humus analytical units are treated separately based on location.   
 The majority of artifacts from the summit surface consist of lithic debris and ceramics, with very 
little obsidian.  A small clay marble was recovered in the structure platform to the west of the summit 
architecture. In Units AA and AC, two chert bifaces were also recovered in AU1.  These may be part of 
the termination deposit located below or evidence of repeated visitation and placement of offerings 
similar to that discovered on Structure 26 dating to the Terminal Classic, possibly the Postclassic, period 
(Donohue, this volume).  Many of the latest diagnostics in the associated units date to the Late Classic 
period, with some Terminal Classic diagnostics in Unit W, next to the southwest corner of the summit 
platform, and in Unit H. It seems likely that daily activity, or at least the frequency of deposits over the 
mound summit, had greatly subsided by the Terminal Classic period.   
 Terrace Modern Surface – AU2. Lots excavated: I1, J1, J2, K1, N1, R1, R2, S1, S2, U1, X1, X2. Many 
of these units contain Terminal Classic diagnostics, albeit not necessarily in the surface lots. Some of 
these units have small amounts of exotic materials including shell, quartz, and slate, and a ground stone 
mano was recovered in Unit R. Obsidian fragments are sparse. Quite a bit of jute was recovered in this 
region of the mound, especially in comparison to the summit. Within these surface lots, there were over 
2600 jute, with the largest concentrations in Units X, S, and J suggesting that the deposits were not 
banked directly against the platform wall. Many were dispersed over and within the stair collapse as 
well. All these materials hint at specialized activities taking place over the south terrace over long 
periods of time. 
 Modern Surface at Base of Pyramid – AU3. Lots excavated: L1, M1. More Terminal Classic 
diagnostics are apparent at the base of the pyramid than the upper modern surfaces. This is probably 
due to collapsed material that washed down the slope, which also contribute to the thick humus deposit 
in this area. Given that only a small area was excavated at the base compared to the summit and 
terrace, it is interesting that nine slate fragments, a chert projectile point fragment, and common jute 
shell were recovered from the two units. Again, this could be material collapsing onto the lower level, 
but it could also indicate that the pyramid base and terrace were more commonly used as activity sites 
than the summit in the Terminal Classic period.   
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 Summit Terminal Use Debris – AU4. Lots 
excavated: G2, G3, Q2. This analytical unit derives 
from lots cleared around the collapsed architecture 
of the summit platform (AU5). The recovered 
artifacts suggest continued Terminal Classic activity 
over the mound following architectural 
deterioration. The soil matrix is similar to the 
humus, - dark, fairly loose and clayey. A shell 
tinkler was recovered near the collapse of the low 
summit structure in Unit G and a labret with a 
floral motif (SP#11, Figure 4.6) was recovered at 
the edge of the collapse in Unit Q.  Another notable 
find from Unit Q was a point fragment (SP#41) 
recovered in the screen (Figure 4A.4). Other than 
the labret, diagnostics from this analytical unit date 
to the Late Classic period, but it covers a deposit 
with TC diagnostics. Since the contexts are not 
sealed, some TC material could have drifted down. It should be noted that the labret potentially pushes 
the TPQ into the Post Classic period.  
  Summit Platform Collapse – AU5. Lots excavated: G5, O3, Q3. The soil within and around the 
collapsed dressed stone façade and the fill of the summit platform is a very dark (10YR 3/2) clay loam. 
Much of the collapse material is located along the southern edge of the summit platform, concentrated 
in the central Units Q and G. Among the dressed limestone and cobble inclusions, there are frequent 
artifacts. A mano (SF# 14) and a metate fragment (SF# 15) were recovered in this analytical unit. It is 
possible that these artifacts were deposited as termination offerings prior to a purposeful dismantling of 
the low platform. The two are located within a few centimeters of the summit platform façade; 
however, they were not found directly on a surface (Plum Floor, AU13) nor were they at similar 
elevations within the collapse. However, root activity along the façade could explain the disparity in 
elevation. Based on the ceramics recovered with these lots, the collapse occurred during or following 
the Terminal Classic period.   
 Stair Collapse – AU6. Lots excavated: I3, I4, J4, J5, N2, S3, S5. The matrix over the extensively 
disturbed terminal stair material is a dark, 10YR 3/2 clay loam, similar to the humus. There are many 
large, nicely formed cut blocks in these units, but none appear to be in their original location. A 
substantial deposit of jute was found around and below some of the stones, suggesting TC ritual feasting 
deposit on top of the collapsing stair. The level of disturbance and intermixture of jute also point to 
attempted modifications or purposeful destruction of the stair in the Terminal Classic period.  
 Indeterminate Terminal Classic Deposit – AU7. Lots excavated: R3, R4. This deposit is unusual in 
that its location and the size of its inclusions suggest it is collapse from Pie Wall onto the south terrace, 
but the soil color and nature of the recovered material suggest that it is a separate deposit located 
against the southern edge of the subplatform. It has lighter brown, 10YR 4/3, clay loam than other 
encountered collapse material, with generally small rock inclusions apart from some larger cobbles. A 
carved sherd, clay marble, and two point fragments (SF# 40 and 44, See Figure 4A.4) were recovered in 
this deposit and diagnostic ceramics date it to the TC.  
 Collapse at Base of Mound – AU8.  Lots excavated: M2, M3. A dark (10YR 3/2) clay loam 
resembling the modern soil buildup makes up the collapse matrix. It is fairly rich in artifacts and deeply 
banked against the base of the structure, suggesting that the material, at least in part, washed down 
from the terrace above.  A few small dressed stones may indicate deteriorated facades over the mound, 
but for the most part, the final construction phase, Structure 73-1st, appears to have little formal 

Figure 4.6. Carved ornament (SF# 11) recovered 
to the south of the summit platform. 
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architecture. Ceramic diagnostics suggest that this material collapsed to the base of the mound onto 
AU9 before or during the Terminal Classic period, which in itself represents a deterioration of the 
architecture above. A very unique fragment of glittery, black, petrified wood was recovered from this 
context, as were a chert point and biface. Due to the context of this material, not much can be said 
about the activities that led to their deposition. 
 Material Washed Down at Base of Mound – AU9. Lot excavated: M4. The matrix of this 
analytical unit consists of a lighter brown (10YR 4/2) clay loam with frequent limestone flecking. 
Artifacts appeared to be more frequent, but smaller in size. There are some small to medium-small 
cobbles, some with flat faces, within the deposit that suggest that this was collapse trampled and 
partially cleared to form a walking path around the base of the mound. The Terminal Classic TPQ of the 
deposit signal continued activity at the base of the structure following the Late Classic cessation of 
construction. 
 Accumulated Summit Surface – AU10. Lots excavated: P4, T3. This deposit consists of a brown 
(10YR 4/4) clay loam with small rock inclusions and some limestone flecking at surface of P4. It is fairly 
shallow in depth, no more than 10 cm, and its TPQ places its formation into the Terminal Classic period. 
A clear constructed surface appears to be lacking directly under this analytical unit, though AU18 could 
have served this purpose. Toward the base of Lot P4, there was a formed, rectangular limestone artifact 
(SP#13) along the corner of summit platform. An additional special find, a lithic biface (SP# 12, See 
Figure 4A.3), was found between the facing stones of the summit architecture.  
 Accumulated Surface at Base of Mound – AU11. Lot excavated: M6. The soil is similar in color 
and texture to AU9 the above it, but with fewer medium-large cobbles than the above lot. Some ground 
stone, a small piece of slate, and a biface were recovered in this lot, perhaps intentionally deposited 
over the compacted surface at the base of Pudding Wall, on Fig Floor. The biface, found in situ, was 
located at the base of the terrace wall. Fig Floor, which was not sampled, is likely the last intentionally 
constructed surface associated with Structure 73.  
 
Structure 73-1st Construction Analytical Units  
 Summit Platform Fill – AU12. Lots excavated: O4, AB2. The small-cobble fill within the limestone 
façade of the summit platform has a 10YR 3/2 clay loam matrix.  A line of cut blocks, Oreo Wall, buried 
within this fill less than two meters from the terminal edge likely faces an earlier version of the summit 
platform. In Unit AB, as we excavated to acquire a clean ceramic sample to date the terminal 
occupation, more alignments of dressed limestone were encountered, which did not form a complete or 
clear wall. A metate (SF# 23) and small slate fragment were incorporated in this fill, perhaps as offerings 
to the platform modifications. The construction likely dates to the LC, based on the dating of Plum Floor 
(AU12), which underlies the crude limestone façade.   
 Plum Floor and Fill – AU13. Lots excavated: G4, G6. This analytical unit is likely the remnant of 
the terminal surface of the central building platform. The soil is slightly lighter than the humus, and is 
dark brown, consisting of a 10YR 3/3 clay loam with very common small rock inclusions, forming a 
ballast.  The ballast portion is about 5 cm in thickness, according to top and base elevations, and is 
preserved over only about half of a square meter in the northern portion of Unit G. Much of the summit 
platform façade collapsed onto this surface and the standing portions of the wall.  The terminal summit 
architecture was constructed after Plum Floor, since it was found to extend below the standing portions 
of the summit façade. Not much of this floor is preserved beyond the base of the summit platform. The 
available ceramic TPQ for this analytical unit suggests a Late Classic I date for the construction of the 
ballast-like floor. Because of the limited extent and high elevation of this AU, I suspect that it might have 
also been a raised surface immediately around the summit structure (AU11) rather than the surface of 
the central platform itself. If this is the case, the structure surface of AU16, discussed below, should also 
be considered to be part of the terminal Structure 73-1st architecture.  
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 Pie Wall and Associated Fill – AU14. Lots excavated: I5, R5. The soil matrix associated with Pie 
Wall and the upper deposit directly behind it is a fairly dark 10YR 4/4 clay loam with medium to large 
inclusions, mixed with some dressed limestone from the disturbed stair or architectural collapse from 
above, as well as smaller fill cobbles.  Pie Wall inclines outward from the central platform, as had been 
observed in other units, indicating structural decay. The fill behind Pie Wall is thought to be a mix of 
early and late deposits, both because of the way it was collected and the manner in which I believe it 
was constructed. The positioning of Pie Wall over and slightly into AU21 and AU22 suggests that the 
south terrace was delineated by cutting slightly into existing deposits to place Pie Wall. Additionally, the 
base of the stair appears to have been constructed on a lighter color soil surface (10YR 4/6), which is 
more compacted and contains more limestone flecking than the above deposits. This compacted deposit 
may be a cleared surface on top of Terrace Fill (AU15) rather than a newly constructed surface built to 
accommodate structural expansion. Therefore, I suspect that the fill directly behind Pie Wall is an 
admixture of the cut-into fills and perhaps some newly added fills to stabilize the wall.  
 Pie fill is more thinly deposited in Unit R, over the upper portions of the buried Structure 73b, 
compared to that in Unit I.  The artifacts in Lot R5 include more large ceramics, possibly from a smashing 
event over Strudel Wall which is located only a few centimeters behind the last course of Pie Wall. The 
largest sherds were recorded and collected as a Special Find (SF#25). A metate fragment and a round 
hammer stone were the more notable finds in Lot I5.  
 In the eastern edge of Unit I, there is a darker, looser fill with large ceramic fragments that may 
represent an intrusive pit. Because the two contexts were not immediately apparent, the material was 
intermixed in the upper portions of Lot I5, but collected separately as Lot I8 in the lower elevations. I 
suspect that the ceramics from the pit date to the TC while the terrace fill dates to the LCII. The pit does 
not appear to extend into Unit R, ending instead just at the border between the two units. There is a 
possibility that some of the deposit intruded into the southeast corner of Unit H where some large 
ceramic sherds and two lithic bifaces were suspiciously clustered.  
  Terrace Fill – AU15. Lots excavated: K2, L2, M5. The slope of the south terrace was not 
extensively excavated once it was established that a formal staircase did not span the entire length of 
the structure from top to bottom. The excavated terminal construction fill, a 10YR 3/2 clay loam with 
generally small rock inclusions, is likely intermixed with modern soil development, since it is not a sealed 
context. The AU is bound on the north by Jelly Retaining Wall in Unit K, which also forms a rough edge to 
the south terrace surface, and Pudding Wall at the base of the structure.  Jelly Retaining Wall consists of 
two irregular courses of cobbles. Some larger stones are set a little forward from the wall, resembling 
stepping stones to the upper level. Other larger (15-25 cm) cobbles are present in a parallel linear 
arrangement in Unit L, but this was not explored further. At the base of the mount, the cobbles of the fill 
are small to medium-small in size, again with larger cobbles paralleling alignments in other parts of the 
structure. A TPQ date in the Late Classic is consistent with the dated deposits of Structure 73-1st.   
 

Structure 73-2nd 

 
Structure Overview 
In the interest of time, excavations to earlier architectural stages were carried out mainly over the south 
portion of the subplatform. These investigations suggest that the terminal architectural configuration of 
Structure 73 described above consisted of minor modifications to an earlier version of the subplatform 
and the enlargement of the summit platform. The central platform of Structure 73-2nd itself was built up 
in at least two stages, here labeled Structures 73-2nd and 73-3rd, successively covering Structures 73a 
and 73b defined by Baklava and Strudel Walls. Since plastered living surfaces separating the two 
constructions were not identified and the ceramic material from the lower levels has not yet been 
analyzed, the current scheme of construction stages is preliminary. These constructions may in fact 
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represent two stages of infilling within a single building event.  Alternatively, they may even be further 
subdivided into distinct constructions. Future analyses and excavations will help clarify the construction 
sequence.  
 
The Structure 73-2nd platform, Cake Platform, consists of a degraded prepared surface (See AU16 and 
AU17), a medium-sized cobble fill within which we recovered human remains (AU19, AU21, and AU22), 
and a large structure fill (AU27). The edge of Cake Platform likely extended over a meter south of Pie 
Wall, which delineates the terminal subplatform.  Remnants of the wall that define Cake Platform may 
lay buried under the stair collapse in Units J and S to the south or it may be gone in this area,  but it is 
likely associated with the unexcavated retaining wall, Sundae Wall, in the south profile of Unit I and the 
southern edge of Unit R. The Large Structure Fill 1 (AU27) is bound by this retaining wall to the south 
and Tart Wall to the north. It appears to have been deposited first in order to enlarge the existing 
Structure 73-3rd platform. The cobble fill within which Burials 16, 17, and 19 were encountered overlies 
both AU27 and the fills to the north of Tart Wall, perhaps at some point serving as the living surface over 
the top of Cake Platform. The cist burial, Burial 15, appears to be located at the top of this cobble fill, 
suggesting that it was a living surface, extensively disturbed through continued deposition of human 
remains (Figure 4.7). A more clearly constructed, although substantially degraded surface is evident in 
AU16, at the top of Lot G6. For the time being, I have assigned this surface to Structure 73-2nd; however, 
there is a possibility that it was constructed roughly contemporaneously with Plum Floor and therefore 
part of Structure 73-1st. Further analysis should help clarify the associations of these deposits with the 
terminal Subplatform and Cake Platform. 
 
Structure 73-2nd Analytical Units 

Figure 4.7. Plan drawing of Burial 15 capstones in relation to pertinent features of Structure 73-2nd. 
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 Platform Surface and 
Fill 1A– AU16. Lots 
excavated: G7, G8. This 
deposit consists of a 10YR 
3/6 clay loam with small rock 
inclusions and a few larger 
cobbles that intrude from 
the fill below. This deposit 
appears to extend partially 
into Unit I, but since it is 
much more thinly deposited 
outside of Unit G, it was not 
collected as a separate 
cultural context during 
excavations. It also appears 
to continue into Units A, B, Z, 
and Y over Burial 15 and into P and T to the west of the summit architecture. Despite a similar texture, 
the color of the soil matrices in these regions is lighter, so I am treating the deposits as separate 
analytical units. Compacted patches of the surface were most clearly visible along the northern edge of 
the unit, just at the top of Lot G7.  As excavations into this AU progressed, large cobbles from Cobble Fill 
(AU30) were uncovered over the southeast corner of Unit G and the uneven Banana Floor in the north 
and west portions of the unit (AU31). Two special finds were uncovered in the fill just above Cobble Fill 
1: a large fragment of a red plate (SF# 21) and a greenstone ornament (SF# 22).  These artifacts may 
serve as dedicatory offerings to the new platform construction represented by this prepared surface or 
may act as offerings to Burial 15, located directly to the east, below AU17.  
 Platform Surface and Fill 1B – AU17. Lots excavated: Y2, Z2. This analytical unit is similar in 
texture to AU16 but has a lighter color 10YR 4/4 clay loam matrix. The inclusions consist of small 
limestone and chert rocks, appearing somewhat ballast-like at the surface with common limestone 
flecking. It appears to be a prepared, but unplastered surface overlying the cut block capstones of Burial 
15 in Units A, B, Y, and Z. Two loose teeth and bone fragments were recovered from this deposit in Lots 
Y2 and Z2, as was a large jar rim fragment (SF#17) directly east of the burial. I suspect that this fill may 
have been the penultimate Cake Platform surface or possibly even the terminal surface if Plum Floor and 
Fill (AU13) acted as a low terrace beneath the summit platform.  
 Platform Fill 1 – AU18. Lots excavated: P5, T4. The soil of this analytical unit is slightly darker 
than that observed in the accumulated surface above it (AU10). It is a 10YR 3/3 clay loam containing 
small to medium small rock inclusions, likely serving as a prepared floor. In the limited exposure in Unit 
T, the inclusions tended to be larger and included some dressed limestone, possibly from earlier 
collapsed summit architecture. At the base of the lot in Unit P, we encountered a small, uneven, 
compacted patch of dirt, possibly a degraded floor. Large sherd fragments (SF#36) were deposited on 
this lower surface, suggesting perhaps that only a small area was prepared in advance of the sherd 
placement, or alternatively, the placement of the sherds influenced the preservation of the surface.  
Exotic material encountered in the screen consists of small slate fragments. Recovered ceramics yielded 
a LCII TPQ date for the analytic unit. I had difficulty interpreting how the terminal surface to the east of 
the summit platform related to the adjacent Platform Surface and Fill 1B (AU16) to the south of the 
Summit Platform because of the narrow exposure of the excavations.  However, I suspect that the two 
formed a single surface.  
   Platform Fill 2A and Burial 16 – AU19. Lots excavated: H3, H4, H5. The fill consists of 10YR 4/6 
clay loam with small to medium-sized cobble inclusions (1-40 cm) of chert and undressed limestone. At 

Figure 4.8. Ceramic drum (SF# 20) recovered south of Burial 16. 
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the top of the fill, there is some 
indication of degraded ballast along 
the eastern edge of the unit, likely the 
Platform Surface and Fill 1A (AU16). I 
suspect that this fill cut into Banana 
Floor (AU 31) beside it, so it likely 
postdates the adjacent fills in Unit G. 
The most distinctive feature of the 
deposit is the presence of   human 
remains, a nearly complete ceramic 
drum, some scatters of ceramics, and 
a lithic biface.  The large drum 
fragments (SF#20, Figure 4.8), 
diagnostic of the LCI period, were 
recovered in the southwestern 
portion of Unit H.  The drum was 
positioned nearly vertically with the 
base oriented down, as if it were 
placed purposefully into the fill. Large 
fragments of a second vessel were also incorporated into this deposit. Some burned limestone was 
found scattered in the fill, as were a broken biface, a tripod foot, and bone fragments that appear to 
represent a disturbed burial.   
 Ten human teeth were recovered from the southeast corner of the unit and were mapped three 
dimensionally when identified in situ, but most were recovered from the screen despite the best efforts 
of the excavators. Some of these may be related to a Burial 16, a disturbed burial recovered from the 
central portion of Unit H, although duplicate upper right incisors suggest the presence of another 
individual. The bones were intermingled with the cobbles from the surrounding fill, but some long bones 
in Burial 16 remained in a north-south alignment. These remains may be part to be part of a single 
deposition event, which includes the placement of the drum, and as such may be associated with the 
dedication of this building. Alternatively, the ceramic deposit may have been placed in the same location 
as the burial and disturbed the remains. No cranial fragments were associated with the teeth; it is 
possible the teeth from the disturbed burial were scattered as a way of re-interring them in the same 
space. However, despite careful attention by excavators Jimenez and Lopez, no patterning was observed 
in the arrangement of the teeth or other disturbed skeletal material that suggests an intentional 
secondary deposit. 
 Platform Fill 2B and Burial 17– AU21. Lot excavated: I7. The fill of this deposit is very similar to 
that of AU19 and AU22. It consists of a 10YR 5/6 clay loam soil matrix with small to medium small rock 
inclusions. The larger inclusions relate to Pie Wall, behind which this analytical unit is positioned. In the 
northwestern portion of Unit I, we recovered human remains in a north-south alignment, designated as 
Burial 17. As the west profile of the unit was cleared, more remains in a north-south alignment were 
encountered in unexcavated portions of Unit N in the west wall of the unit. In the field, we assumed this 
was a continuation of Burial 17 and removed only the exposed long bones that would not be preserved 
if left in situ (Figure 4.9). It appears that the remains were not deposited in a prepared grave, such as a 
stone lined pit or cist. A small number of bone fragments in Lots I4, I5, and I6 may also be associated 
with Burial 17. Some sherds and lithics were recovered near the remains, but the only artifact that may 
have been specifically associated with Burial 17 was an approximately 10 cm long obsidian blade. Unlike 
the fill surrounding Burial 16 (AU19), this fill lacked deposits of exotic material or unusual ceramic 

Figure 4.9. Burial 17 in profile of Lot I7. 
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fragments. However, it is likely that the two burials 
were deposited in a fill that formed a single, 
contiguous analytical unit. 
 Fill Around Burial 19 – AU22. Lot excavated: 
R6. Similar to AU19 and AU21, the fill consists of a 
10YR 5/6 clay loam with small to medium sized 
inclusions of chert and undressed limestone, fairly 
densely packed at the top of the lot. I suspect that 
they belong to the same analytical unit, which was 
later partially cleared in preparation for the 
construction of Pie Wall.  The human remains of 
Burial 19 were recovered among some of the larger 
cobbles. The bones have a general north-south 
orientation, perpendicular to the south wall of 
Structure 73b, emerging just below this deposit. 
Further excavations into Unit X may uncover more of 
this burial, possibly intermixed with the unexcavated 
Sundae Wall. Perhaps the individuals were 
intentionally interred in association with the buried 
structures, or perhaps they reflect a repurposing of 
the building as a burial ground in which human 
remains were interred in the fill covering earlier 
structures in spaces that were frequently reopened.  
 Large Structure Fill 1 – AU27. Lots excavated: I6, I9, I11, R7, R8, S4. This appears to be the fill of a 
large construction episode, expanding the Turnover Platform, an earlier platform associated with 
Structure 73-3rd, into Cake Platform. The soil matrix is a 10YR 5/6 clay loam. The medium to large 
inclusions are deposited in alternating layers of large cobbles and dirt layers relatively free of cobbles. 
Artifacts from this construction fill seem fairly unremarkable, consisting largely of sherds, lithics, and 
some jute. This analytic unit is defined by Tart Wall to the north (AU28) and Sundae retaining wall visible 
in the south profile of Unit I, which continues into Unit R, over the south face of Structure 73b (see 
Figure 4.11). This configuration suggests that Structure 73b, defined by Strudel Wall, was exposed prior 
to the construction of Cake Platform.  
 

Structure 73-3rd 
 
Structure Overview 
The next stage in the proposed construction sequence consists of the complexly constructed Turnover 
Platform, which abuts the north edge of Structure 73b (Strudel Wall) and fully covers the southern 
façade of Structure 73a (Baklava Wall). The south edge of this platform is defined by the Tart Wall 
(AU28) and the likely candidate for a platform surface, Banana Floor (AU31) (Figure 4.10). Tart Wall and 
Banana Floor were not directly connected, but disturbance related to the deposition of AU19 is likely to 
have occurred over the south edge of Turnover Platform destroying the connection. Another possibility 
is that it acts as an upper portion of Tart Wall, constructed at a later date. In that case, Red Velvet Wall, 
currently interpreted as a retaining wall within the upper portion of Turnover fill, may have acted as the 
platform edge. The platform was in-filled with large cobble fills, which were for the most part separated 
into analytical units based on their relationship to identified retaining walls. A possible plaza floor, 
Cranberry Surface (See AU29), was identified at the base of the platform.  This floor abuts Tart Wall and 
also abuts Strudel Wall of Structure 73b. 

Figure 4.10. Plan drawing of Banana Floor. 
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Some notable features of the platform construction 
include the presence of two retaining walls, 
encasing the façade of the buried Structure 73a, 
and its spatial relationship to Structure 73. As can 
be seen in Figure 4.11, Cobbler Retaining Wall 
projects outward from an outset portion of Baklava 
Wall, the façade of Structure 73a. Red Velvet Wall, 
built at a higher elevation than Cobbler Retaining 
Wall, parallels the Baklava outset. This internal 
structure of Turnover Platform appears to provide 
support and protection to the surviving portions of 
the early architecture, suggesting reverence for the 
structure. Additionally, a ceramic deposit (AU26) 
found near the base of Baklava Wall suggests ritual 
practice related to the termination of the old 
construction and initiation of the new. 
Interestingly, Structure 73b, which appears similar 
in quality of construction to Structure 73a was not 
buried at this time. In fact, Tart Wall terminates at 
its northwest corner, suggesting that Turnover 
Platform was joined to this structure and that it 
remained in use during this time.  
 
Structure 73-3rd Analytical Units  
 Tart Wall – AU28. Lot excavated: I10. Tart 
Wall appears to be a retaining wall composed of 
some dressed limestone blocks and faced cobbles. 
Its construction is fairly irregular and the stones 
range in size from just a few centimeters in length 
up to 40 cm. It extends to the east-southeast from 
the cornerstone of Strudel Wall (Figure 4.11). Below the top course of the wall, we encountered a 
human tooth and some bone, just as we had seen with Red Velvet retaining wall (AU23).  During the 
excavations, Tart Wall appeared to be constructed over Cranberry Surface (AU29); however, two 
dressed blocks seen in the west profile of the excavation trench give the impression that the 
construction continued down into Cranberry Fill (see Figure 4.2).  These two limestone blocks are much 
more nicely formed than any of the limestone and river-cobbles encountered in the rest of Tart Wall and 
may represent a separate dismantled architectural feature. 
 Cranberry Surface and Fill – AU29. Lot excavated: I12. This is a fill with a 10YR 5/4 clay loam 
matrix with a mix of small to large cobble inclusions. Many of the larger cobbles appear to cluster 
around the base of Strudel Wall. At the top of the deposit, there are fewer large cobbles and three 
patchy compacted areas near its contact with Strudel Wall and cut blocks to the west of the wall. 
Therefore it may have been an early floor, possibly of the plaza, at the base of Strudel Wall. This surface 
was not found to extend to Baklava Wall, which terminates nearly a meter below its elevation. The 
dressed limestone blocks that also rest on this surface may represent another architectural feature 
contemporary with Structure 73b.    
 Large Structure Fill 2 – AU20.  Lots excavated: H6. This analytical unit consists of the fill 
surrounding a construction wall, Red Velvet Wall. The soil is a 10YR 5/6 clay loam with small to medium-
sized inclusions of cobbles, undressed and some dressed limestone. Bone fragments were encountered 

Figure 4.11. Plan map showing construction 
walls in relation to Structures 73a and 73b. 
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near the top of the lot in the central 
portion of the unit and likely 
represent a continuation of the 
remains excavated as Burial 16, 
approximately 10 cm above AU20. 
Bone fragments may have fallen 
between the rocks in the unsealed 
contexts, but it also is possible that 
the fragments represent a separate 
deposit and analysis is ongoing. At the 
base of the lot, there is a small 
portion of a compacted surface to the 
northeast of Red Velvet Wall, at the 
top of AU24. 
 Red Velvet Wall – AU23. Lot 
excavated: H7. The matrix of the wall 
consists of 10YR 5/4 clay loam. This 
roughly constructed wall consists of 
large, irregular, dressed limestone 
and faced cobbles. Most of the dressed limestone is found within the top course of the wall. It appears 
to face to the north, perhaps representing the inner side of a double-faced wall. However, I suspect that 
this acted as a retention wall. Interestingly, some bone was found between the cobbles of lower 
courses.  
 Large Structure Fill 3 – AU24. Lots excavated: H8. The soil matrix of this fill is similar to that of 
AU20 (10YR 5/6 clay loam) above it. It also contains large cobble and limestone inclusions. It was 
primarily differentiated from AU20 by a small patch of compacted soil that may have formed from 
leaving the early construction fill exposed to foot traffic between deposits. At the base of this analytical 
unit, we encountered the top course of Strudel Wall. 
  Cobble Fill – AU30. Lots excavated: G9, G10, G13. This analytical unit consists of the cobble fill 
covering the front of Baklava Wall in Unit G. It is likely identical to Large Structure Fill 2 and 3 (AU 20 and 
24), however, its proximity to the large limestone façade of Structure 73a contributed to the inclusion of 
some lighter colored, 10YR 5/6, silty soil. Artifacts within this deposit are typical of structure fills, but as 
was mentioned earlier, some exotic material was deposited at the top of it. Originally this context was 
believed to be intrusive, cutting into an earlier construction, but as excavations continued and more of 
Baklava Wall inset section was uncovered, it became apparent that the fill was merely used to cover 
over this early structure.  
 Cobbler Retaining Wall and Fill – AU25. Lots excavated: H9, H10, H11, G14. The next level of fill 
below AU24 was treated separately because of the presence of a retaining wall, positioned 
perpendicularly to Baklava Wall. Its soil matrix consists of a 10YR 5/6 clay loam. The retaining wall, 
named Cobbler Wall, is positioned so as to support the top outset portion of Baklava Wall, extending 
from the right corner of the outset to Tart Wall between Units H and I. Inclusions on either side of the 
retaining wall are generally small, up to 25 cm in size, while the cobbles of the retaining wall are 
between 25 and 60 cm in size. This construction bin and its fill preserved the face of Baklava Wall, and 
this act suggests that the earlier structure was revered by the Maya who terminated it. 
 Banana Floor – AU31. Lot excavated: G11. Located below AU16, this deposit consists of a 10YR 
6/3 silty clay loam with very few artifacts, predominantly consisting of sherds. Rock inclusions were 
small and sparse, suggesting that this was a prepared floor. Its surface is uneven, but fairly compacted 
and contains a good deal of limestone. The large cobble fill in front of Baklava Wall is partially covered 

Figure 4.12.  Red Velvet Wall. 
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by this surface, suggesting that it topped this large-scale buildup of the structure, before the  fill 
containing Burials 16, 17, and 19 was deposited.  
 Sub-Banana Floor – AU32. Lots excavated: G12. A grayish silty clay (10YR 6/6 with some 10YR 
8/3) fill layer below Banana Floor, but above Felix’s Plaster found over the top of Baklava Wall. Given the 
good preservation of Felix’s Plaster (AU35) discussed below, sub-Banana floor was deposited 
subsequent to the dismantling of the upper portion of Baklava Wall. Undressed limestone and cobbles 
are more frequent here than in the floor above and somewhat larger. Only a handful of artifacts were 
recovered in this context, but among them were a small fragment of marine shell and some slate.   
 Ceramic Deposit – AU26. Lots excavated: H12. This appears to be a termination deposit at the 
base of Cobbler (retaining) Wall. Sherds were fairly large in size with well-preserved surfaces. Field 
observations suggest that this may have been a Terminal Late Preclassic deposit. It is not placed on a 
clear constructed surface. Rather large dressed stone fragments from the fill below are visible at the 
level of the sherds. The only other artifacts recovered at this level were a few lithics. The surrounding 
matrix is a light colored, 10YR 6/4 clay loam. 
 

Structures 73a and 73b 
 
The early architecture of Structures 73a and 73b was indicative of substantial skill and labor investment. 
Baklava Wall of Structure 73a is particularly impressive for its unusual modular outset portions and the 
large size of the dressed limestone blocks (Figure 4.13).  No other domestic architecture exhibits the 
massive ashlar blocks, averaging 40 
cm by 40 cm in size, used to 
construct these façades.  Ashlar 
blocks of comparable size are 
found on Structure 5, the eastern 
pyramid of Plaza A, exposed in a 
looter’s trench.  Baklava Wall 
stands at over 2.4 m with eight 
courses of stones preserved in situ. 
Plaster remnants over the top 
courses suggest that portions of the 
wall were dismantled prior to the 
burial of the structure. The east 
portion of the exposed wall 
consists of a 70 cm tall apron 
molding projecting approximately 
40 cm forward from the rest of the 
wall. It is set about 20 cm above 
another, small outset 
approximately 80 cm in height. The 
recessed eastern portion of the 
wall also has slightly forward 
protruding upper courses.  This 
apron molding is similar to those 
found on Structures 41 and 29, but 
are much larger and more 
substantially built. 
 

Figure 4.13. Architectural drawing of the south façade of 
Structure 73a, the Baklava Wall. 
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The western face of Structure 73b, 
Strudel Wall, is more plainly 
constructed with less standardized 
blocks than those found in the Baklava 
Wall (Figure 4.14). Some of the smaller 
blocks are at most 20 cm in length, 
while the largest measure just over 60 
cm. Strudel Wall stands at about 1.5 
m, with around seven irregular courses 
of dressed limestone. Large river 
cobbles form the lower portions of the 
northern corner of the wall (Figure 
4.14). Most notably, the northern two 
columns of stones are outset slightly 
from the rest of the wall. 
 
As mentioned previously, the two 
walls are about 2 m apart, with 
Structure 73b located to the south of 
Structure 73a and to the east of the pyramidal mound midline (See Figure 4.5). Based on the bottom 
elevations of Baklava and Strudel Walls in relation to a possible patio surface (AU34), the two structures 
were likely constructed at different times. However, because of the similar architectural styles, I suspect 
that they were in use contemporaneously, forming a single residential group. They are described 
together here since little excavation occurred within them.  
 
Structure 73a Analytic Units 
 Mixed Fill at Base of Baklava Wall – AU33. Lot excavated: H13. This lot was noted to have a 10YR 
4/4 clay loam matrix during excavations. Upon further analysis, it appears to combine two fill episodes 
that were placed against the last three visible courses of Baklava Wall, one related to the patio 
construction and a second to Turnover Platform construction. At the top, the fill contains both dressed 
and undressed limestone as well as chert cobble. The soil has a deeper brown color and is fairly loose 
compared to those above (AU26 and AU25). Recovered ceramics have well preserved surfaces, possibly 
intermixed from AU26. Toward the base of the lot, in what is likely a separate analytical unit, the fill has 
more frequent mottles of clay and less frequent ceramics. At the time, it was unclear if we had exposed 
the base of the Baklava Wall at this level, since more limestone blocks were visible, but the quality was 
vastly deteriorated, especially when compared to the top courses. In either case, Baklava Wall seems to 
be set deeper into the patio fill than Strudel Wall, suggesting that Structure 73a predates 73b.   
 Patio Fill – AU34. Lot excavated: I13. This is the earliest encountered fill at the base of the 
Strudel and Baklava Walls, likely from an early patio. It consists of a 10YR 4/6 clay to clay loam soil with 
medium to large cobble inclusions. It was excavated in a very limited area of Unit I due to constraints 
imposed by the depth and the narrow nature of the unit. The base of Strudel Wall ends above this level, 
and, although I am uncertain of its exact position, the base of Baklava Wall extends further within it.  
The same fill is found in Unit H, but unfortunately, it was not collected as a clean lot (see AU33). Float 
sample 14, collected in Unit H belongs to this analytical unit. 
 Baklava Structure Fill – AU36. Lots excavated: G15, G16. This is a thick, 10YR 8/2 limestone and 
marle deposit behind Baklava Wall with some laminations of clay loam in the upper portions. The 
inclusions are larger toward the base of the excavated lots, although still fairly small (1-6cm), and appear 

Figure 4.14. Architectural drawing of the Strudel Wall of 
Structure 73b. 
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to consist primarily of limestone or perhaps lime-coated cobbles. A TPQ date for the seventy or so small 
ceramics recovered is not currently available. Other artifacts are sparse. 
 Felix’s Plaster – AU35. No excavated lots. Since Baklava Wall was not excavated, I included this 
feature of the wall as an analytical unit in order to describe what is known about it and act as its place 
marker in the construction sequence. Felix’s Plaster is a preserved plaster surface over the top outset of 
Baklava Wall’s apron molding. A similar, more degraded portion of plaster was found over the lower 
outset as well. It is not preserved over the face of the stones and extends only about 20 cm back, lipping 
up to a removed portion of the construction. More plaster, referred to as Felix’s Plaster-B, was 
uncovered at a lower elevation over the corresponding inset portion of Baklava Wall (See Figure 4.13).  
 

Feature 2: The Early Classic Termination Deposit and Related Excavations 
 
In 2011, an extensive deposit of large ceramic sherds in a variety of styles was recovered from the 
central platform, to the southwest of the superstructure. The bulk of the ceramics were approximately 
45 cm below the modern surface, deposited over a dirt surface, with substantial movement of the 
ceramics across deposits. Ceramic fragments were heavily eroded and apparently of poor production 
quality. However the diversity of represented forms, including basal flange bowls and short cylinder 
vases with Teotihuacan style feet, indicate special purpose production for the event (Simova 2013). The 
ceramic quicksort indicated an Early Classic date for the deposit. Continued excavations around the 
termination in 2013 were aimed at defining the extent of the deposit and obtaining a larger sample from 
it, ideally including some associated carbon. However, these excavations were secondary to the trench 
excavation, and only succeeded in accessing the upper level of the deposit. Ceramics likely belonging to 
the termination were found in the southwest corner of Unit Q, the south edge of Unit W, and 
throughout Units AA and AC.  
 Fill/Debris Near Termination – AU37. Lot excavated: Q4. In this unit we appear to lack the 
ballast-like surfaces, Plum Floor (AU13) or Platform Surface and Fill 1A (AU16), found in the adjacent 
unit G and elsewhere. So while some Late Classic material is preset above the termination deposit, there 
is a lack of Late Classic floors and construction fills covering the area. The soil is a dark 10YR 3/2 clay 
loam with medium small fill cobbles like those encountered with the collapse above it, but located at 
the level where one would expect fill. In the southwest corner of the unit, within what looks to be a 
loosely constructed arc of cobbles, we encountered large sherds, likely from the termination deposit 
found in 2011. Unit F is located just off the southwest corner of Unit Q, so the placement is consistent. 
This area of the platform does not appear to have been developed in the same way as the rest, outside 
of the construction of the summit platform or structure footing (see AU12) directly to the north. 
Artifacts other than ceramics are conspicuously absent from the deposit, almost as though activity over 
the area was avoided or the deposit more purposely constructed than suggested by its appearance.   
Natural Deposit Over Termination – AU38. Lots excavated: AA2, AC2. This deposit has the appearance of 
naturally formed soil, but is fairly dense in artifacts.  Its soil matrix is a 10YR 3/4 clay loam, slightly lighter 
than the above humus. Two bifaces were recovered in this deposit, but in general non-ceramic artifacts 
were sparse. The rock inclusions in the southern unit, AC, were larger than those in Unit AA, but still 
generally small (up to 25cm) cobbles.   
 

Features: Burials 15, 16, and 17 
 
We excavated disturbed human remains and skeletal elements present in structural fill as three 
separate burials: Burial 15 was a primary burial later disturbed by a second interment; Burial 16 
describes the disturbed remains of one individual; and Burial 17 was the burial of at least one individual 
exposed near the westernmost extent of the excavation.  Additional individuals are present if duplicate 
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teeth and isolated bones in contiguous 
units are interpreted as distinct sets of 
skeletal remains (Units A, B, Z, & Y, Unit 
H, Units I and N in Table 4A.2).  A short 
summary of each burial is presented 
and each will be described in more 
detail once a full osteological analysis is 
complete.   
 
Burial 15 was the interment of a single 
individual in a cist grave lined with cut 
limestone and boulders and covered 
with capstones in an approximate 
north-south alignment (Figure 4.15).  
The individual was buried in a prone 
position with the head oriented to the 
south, as was the norm during the Late 
and Terminal Classic period in the Belize 
Valley (Schwake 2008). The burial was 
poorly preserved.  I suggest that the 
grave was re-entered after the initial interment for the burial of a second individual near the cranium of 
the first (Figure 4.16). This dislodged a portion of the skull and caused the collapse of some of the 
gravestones, which further disturbed the southern portion of the skeleton and shifted the orientation of 
some long bones to a vertical position. No burial goods were identified, but any objects near the 
cranium, such as bowls that were often placed in burials, would have been disturbed, or possibly 
removed, during the second interment event. Burial 15 was excavated in Lots A6 and B6 across two 1 x 1 
m units. Cranial fragments in the grave that extended only several centimeters into Unit Z were 
excavated as Unit B. Lot Z5 outside and above the grave contained a concentration of bones we 
interpret as disturbed cranial fragments from the primary individual in Burial 15. There likely are 
additional individuals buried 
adjacent to or under this burial. 
We excavated a long bone just 
west of the grave in Lot A7 and 
a lower right first incisor in Lot 
A4 above the grave. These 
unassociated remains are not 
included in the minimum 
number of four individuals that 
are described in this report. 
 
Burial 16 includes disarticulated 
remains that we interpret as the 
disturbed burial of at least one 
individual in Lots H3, H4, H5, 
and H6.  The presence of 
duplicate upper incisors in Lots 
H3 and H5 suggests that the 
dentition consists of at least two 

Figure 4.16. Skeletal elements of the two individuals interred in 
the Burial 15 grave. Drawing by Freiwald; image by Billstrand. 

Figure 4.15.  Burial 15 grave in Operation 18, Units A, B, 
and Z. 
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individuals, and Simova interpreted bones in the 
lowest level as potentially a second disturbed 
burial. Freiwald suspects that they form part of 
the same assemblage of bones, but further 
analysis may identify them as a separate 
individual and/or burial event.  Ongoing analysis 
suggest that this individual also was oriented to 
the south,  foot (metatarsals) and lower leg 
bones (tibia and femur) were located on the 
northern end of the deposit and cranial 
elements were at the southernmost  end of the 
concentration of bones.       
  
Burial 17 appears to contain the remains of at 
least one individual who was interred in a prone 
position, based on the position of the femur 
shaft, which is visible in the lower section of the 
Unit I west profile (east edge of Unit N) in Figure 
4.9 as part of the excavation of Lot I7. The distal 
portion of a humerus visible in the upper level of 
the photo is one of several bones uncovered in 
Lots I4, I5, and I6.  We do not yet know which 
burial these disturbed remains, or the isolate 
tooth excavated in Lot N3, are associated with. 
Two teeth were recovered in Lot I10, a lower left 
fourth premolar and a lower left third premolar.  
These represent a distinct individual because 
they duplicate teeth identified in higher levels in 
Unit H. However, the concentration of bones was not designated a burial. Finally, Burial 19 describes the 
human remains excavated in Lot 18 R6 (Figure 4.17). These have not yet been analyzed, but consist of 
the partial remains of a minimum of one individual oriented in a north-south position and include both 
cranial and postcranial remains, with teeth recovered on the southern end of the burial.   
  

Conclusion 
 
At the end of the 2013 excavations of Structure 73, the excavation team produced a deep trench and 
uncovered two unusual early structures buried within the main building platform of the pyramidal 
mound. A clear shift in the function of the architectural space occurred early in the mound’s history, 
resulting in the construction of a single platform in the Classic period. This location appears to acquire a 
great ritual importance, most clearly signaled in the presence of an Early Classic termination deposit and 
Late Classic burials including the formal burial (Burial 15) to the east of the Summit Platform and other 
deposits of human remains (Burials 16, 17, and 19) within the fill of the central platform to the south of 
the summit building. Placement of large ceramic fragments, including much of a drum, valuable 
materials such as greenstone, and a large quantity of chipped stone tools throughout the Late Classic 
mound also point to a function inconsistent with normal domestic activity. However, given the 
structure’s semblance to Group 1, domestic activities could have persisted in other areas of the 
structure. If the structure had been abandoned as a residence at the time the Early Classic termination 
deposit, the presence of the Late Classic burials and the large deposits of jute with Terminal Classic 

Figure 4.17. Burial 19. Drawing by Simova; 
inking by C. Danielle Green. 
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diagnostics suggest a continued reverence for this location.  However, continued use of the structure in 
the Late Classic is also possible, as domestic activities could have taken place on other portions of the 
platform or terraces, while the southern subplatform was dedicated to human interments.  If this were 
the case, the Early Classic termination deposit may have remained exposed as a reminder of the early 
architecture’s lifecycle. In both scenarios, social memory of the importance of the ashlar structures or 
the burial grounds seems to have attracted Postclassic activity to this location.  
 
A lack of constructed floors and dressed stone structure or platform walls presented difficulties in 
interpreting the sequence and nature of construction phases after the construction of Structures 73a 
and b and prior to the formation of Structure 71-1st. I suspect that the mound was built up in at least 
two major phases then modified at least twice, first to accommodate interments over the main platform 
and second, to delineate a new activity area through the elaboration of a narrow south terrace. In terms 
of the earlier structures, so far, it appears that Structure 73a was constructed first, with its foundations 
resting within the fill of AU34. Structure 73b was constructed just south of it over the early patio fill. The 
patio around which they were positioned does not appear to have been plastered or prepared with the 
same amount of care taken for the structures, or perhaps it was greatly disturbed by later building 
events. The alignment of Tart  Wall (AU25) with the north edge of Strudel Wall and its placement over 
Cranberry surface (AU29) also create the impression that Structure 73b was built after Structure 73a 
was buried, perhaps as an appendage to a newly formed Turnover  Platform. At this stage, Turnover 
Platform would have been in-filled by construction bins and fills represented by Cobbler Retaining Wall 
and Fill, Large Structure Fill 2 and 3, and Cobble Fill. Banana Floor and Sub-Banana Floor may have 
capped these fills, forming the summit surface. This supposition would be better supported had the 
south face of Tart Wall been plastered over, displaying a presentable structure façade. At any rate, Tart 
Wall separates two distinct infilling events of the central platform. The second filling event, covering 
over Strudel Wall, is referred to as Cake platform, defined by Sundae Retaining Wall and Large Structure 
Fill 1. Together, these building events appear to have given the structure its final pyramidal form and 
doubled the construction volume at the site.  
 
The deposition of Burial 15 and the cobble fills with scattered human remains took place after this 
elaboration of the mound sometime early in the Late Classic period. The positioning of Platform Fill 2A, 
which surrounds Burial 16, in relation to Banana Floor suggests that this funerary, artifact-rich deposit 
may have extensively disturbed the previous platform surface associated with Structure 73-3rd. Once 
these burial activities at the top of the platform terminated, they were covered by a ballast-like fill 
(AU16) and modifications shifted to the south edge of the platform, where a narrow terrace may have 
been dug into the platform side to delineate a new activity space. At the summit, a low platform or 
structure footing was constructed, which may have signaled a shift in the summit function. Evidence of 
earlier platform constructions is currently not well understood in relation to the central platform 
modifications.  The possible staircase between the two southern terraces suggests that movement 
between the two levels may have been channeled or restricted.  
 
Although the general sequence of deposits described here was well established through the excavation, 
the architectural configuration of intermediate phases is only hypothetical. Further analysis of ceramics 
and other cultural material is necessary to elucidate the nature of the construction events that buried 
the extensive limestone architecture of the structures represented thus far by Baklava and Strudel walls. 
Continued excavation is also necessary in order to determine the date and function of the summit 
architecture, the early buildings and, at a more basic level, to understand the complex architectural 
configuration of the structure associated with Baklava Wall.   
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Appendix 4A 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4A.1. Operation 18 Harris Matrix of the 2013 excavations 

 
 

Table 4A.1: Operation 18 Analytical Units from the 2013 Excavations 
AU Number Analytical Unit Name Excavated Lots Terminus Post Quem 
AU1 Summit Modern Surface G1, H1, H2, O1, O2, P1, P2, 

P3, Q1, T1, T2, V1, V2, W1, 
W2, Y1, Z1 AA1, AB2, AC1 

Terminal Classic 

AU2 Terrace Modern Surface I1, J1, J2, K1, R1, R2, S1, S2, 
U1, X1, X2 

Terminal Classic 

AU3 Modern Surface at Base of Pyramid L1, M1 Terminal Classic 
AU4 Summit Terminal Use Debris G2, G3, Q2 Late Classic 
AU5 Summit Platform Collapse G5, O3, Q3 Terminal Classic 
AU6 Stair Collapse I3, I4, J4, J5, N2, S3, S5 Terminal Classic 
AU7 Indeterminate Terminal Classic Deposit R3,R4  Terminal Classic 
AU8 Collapse at Base of Mound M2, M3 Terminal Classic 
AU9 Material Washed Down to Base of 

Mound  
M4 Terminal Classic 

AU10 Accumulated Summit Surface P4, T3 Terminal Classic 
AU11 Accumulated Surface at Base of Mound M6 Terminal Classic 
AU12 Summit Platform Fill O4, AB2 Late Classic? 
AU13 Plum Floor and Fill G4, G6 Late Classic I 
AU14 Pie Wall and Associated Fill I5, R5 Late Classic II (intrusive TC) 
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AU15 Terrace Fill K2, L2, M5 Late Classic IIb 
AU16 Platform Surface and Fill 1A G7, G8 N/A 
AU17 Platform Surface and Fill 1B Y2, Z2 Late Classic 
AU18 Platform Fill 1 P5, T4 Late Classic II 
AU19 Platform Fill 2A and Burial 16 H3, H4, H5 LCI 
AU20 Large Structure Fill 2 H6  
AU21 Platform Fill 2B and Burial 17 I7 Likely Late Classic 
AU22 Fill Around Burial 19 R6 Likely Late Classic 
AU23 Red Velvet Wall H7  
AU24 Large Structure Fill 3 H8  
AU25 Cobbler Retaining Wall and Fill H9, H10, H11, G14  
AU26 Ceramic Deposit H12  
AU27 Large Structure Fill 1  I6, I9, I11, R6, R7, R8, S4  
AU28 Tart Wall I10  
AU29 Cranberry Surface and Fill  I12  
AU30 Cobble Fill G9, 10, 13  
AU31 Banana Floor G11  
AU32 Sub-Banana Floor G12  
AU33 Mixed Fill at Base of Baklava Wall  H13  
AU34 Patio Fill I13  
AU35 Felix’s Plaster Not excavated  
AU36 Baklava Structure Fill  G15,16  
AU37 Fill/Debris Near Termination Q4  
AU38 Natural Deposit Over Termination AA2, AC2  
 

Table A4.2: Operation 18 teeth analyzed by Billstrand and Freiwald 
 
Unit Tooth Side 

18 H5 C upper left  

18 N3 C upper left  

18 Z4 C upper left  

18 H3 C upper right 

18 H4 C upper right 

18 H3 C lower right 

18 Z4 C lower left 

18 A4 I1 lower right 

18 Z5 I1 lower right 

18 B6 I1 upper left  

18 H3 I1 upper left  

18 H3 I1 upper right 

18 H5 I1 upper right 

18 B6 I1 lower left  

18 H3 I2 upper left  

18 Z4 I2 upper left  

18 H5 I2 lower right 

18 Z4 I2 upper right 

18 B6 M? ? 

18 Z5 M? ? 

18 H4 M1 lower right 

18 H4 M1 lower left  

18 H5 M1 upper left  

18 H3 M2 lower left 

18 H5 M3 upper right 

18 H5 M3 lower left  

18 B6 P3 upper left  

18 H4 P3 upper left  

18 B6 P3 lower right 

18 H3 P3 lower right 

18 Z4 P3 lower right 

18 B6 P3 lower left  

18 H4 P3 lower left  

18 I10 P3 lower left 

18 H3 P3 upper right 

18 B6 P4 lower left  

18 I10 P4 lower left  

18 H3 P4 lower right 

18 H3 P4 upper left  
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Figure 4A.1. Fragment of scroll-foot vessel and an example of jute from a large deposit suggestive of 
Terminal Classic ritual activities taking place at Structure 73. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4A.2. Examples of lithic bifaces found at Structure 73 that indicate specialized activities. Bifaces 

were recovered in Lots G8 (top left), R4 (top center), I5 (top right), H2 (middle left), H3 (center), K1 
(middle right), AC2 (bottom left), and P4 (bottom right). 
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Figure 4A.3. Points recovered from the structure that requires further analysis. These include SF#44 
from Lot R4 (top left), SF#41 from Lot Q2 (top center), SF#31 from Lot L1 (top right), a point fragment 
from Lot M2 (middle left), SF#40 from Lot R3 (center), SF#43from Lot I1 (middle right), SF# 38 from Lot 
L2 (bottom left), and SF# 42 from Lot P5 (bottom right).  
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Chapter 5: Burial 11 in Structure 41 at Actuncan, Belize 
 

Carolyn Freiwald and Nicholas Billstrand (University of Mississippi) 
 

Archaeologists have grown accustomed to the diversity in Maya burial practices, but some burials still 
draw special attention. Individuals interred in a seated position are reported at dozens of Classic period 
sites in the Maya lowlands, but make up less than 2% of reported burial positions (Freiwald et al. 2014). 
Individuals with unusual body positions sometimes are interpreted as sacrifices (Tourtellot 1990), but 
alternative explanations link seated burials to high status, important ancestors, and positions of 
authority (Lucero 2006; McAnany et al. 1999; Robin 1989; Robin et al. 1991). Each of these explanations 
may have merit.  Men, women, and children were buried in a variety of flexed and semi-flexed seated 
positions in simple pits or in tombs with many grave goods or with none. There is no single pattern that 
defines a seated burial tradition during the Classic period in the Maya lowlands.   
 
Researchers also have noted an association between burials and construction episodes in Maya house 
mounds, resulting in similar wide-ranging interpretations about the nature of the individual’s death, 
such as sacrifice, or the transformation of a respected elder into a revered ancestor (e.g., Iannone 1996; 
McAnany 1995). Actuncan burials in one household also are associated with new construction. Eighteen 
burials containing 26 individuals have been discovered at the site (Freiwald 2012; Freiwald et al. 2014; 
Rothenberg 2012; Scopa Kelso 2005). Twenty-one individuals in sixteen burials were interred in four 
households, and two of these were associated with building episodes in Structure 41 (Figure 5.1), a 
single mound elite household (Mixter 2012).   
 
This report expands the descriptions of Burial 11 published elsewhere (Freiwald et al. 2014; Freiwald 
2012; Mixter 2012), providing additional information that includes an in-depth discussion of health and 
pathology, an inventory of the skeletal elements, a discussion of skeletal completeness, more 
information on grave inclusions, and a broad overview of seated burial practices in Mesoamerica and 
elsewhere in the world. Burial 11 was the seated interment of an adult who died during the Late-
Terminal Classic period (Freiwald 2012; Mixter 2012). The burial differs in many ways from Burial 5, the 
Terminal Preclassic period interment of a child in the same structure, including the age of the 
individuals, the body positions, grave offerings, and evidence of funerary activities. However, the 
association of both burials with new structures in part reflects the practice of burying ancestors in 
households as a means of legitimizing claims to resources (LeCount 2013; McAnany 1995, 1998; Mixter 
et al. 2013). Burials also served to “ensoul” a building where the dead continued to play a role in the 
everyday lives of the living (Duncan 2011). 

 
Seated Burials: Burial 11 at Actuncan, Belize 

 
Burial 11 is the only seated burial at Actuncan and one of eleven seated interments described in the 
Belize Valley, most of which date to the Late and Terminal Classic periods. By the Late Classic period, 
most burials in the Belize Valley contained bodies placed in a prone, extended position with the head 
oriented to the south (Schwake 2008; Welsh 1988; Willey et al. 1965; Yaeger 2003). Body position, grave 
preparation, and other aspects of funerary treatment vary as much within the Belize Valley as elsewhere 
in the Maya lowlands (see Table 2 in Freiwald et al. 2014). However, shared ideas may be practiced in 
different ways (Richard Wilks in Watson 2010), and subtle variations in body position may be one way 
that family groups modified regional burial practices. For example, many individuals buried in Group 1 at 
Actuncan had the right arm placed behind the back (Freiwald 2012). Likewise, the seated burial position  
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Figure 5.1 Structure 41 and locations of Burials 5 and 11. 

 
was strikingly similar to three household burials at Saturday Creek (Lucero 2006), where the individuals 
also faced south and had vessels near the crania, similar to the extended burials at Actuncan.      
 
Seated burials: a cross-cultural overview 
Seated burials were the norm in some cultures, but were anomalous in others. A cross cultural survey of 
burial practices provides observations useful in understanding the meaning of Maya burial practices. The 
practice is noted as early as the late Middle Paleolithic 55,500 years ago at Taramsaill, Egypt (Vermeesch 
et al. 1998), where a child was found in a seated position with the head oriented skyward. For this time 
period, discovering an intentional burial – or any burial at all – is unusual. The seated burial position also 
is noted ~11,000 years ago in Morocco (Humphrey et al. 2012), but is interpreted as a tradition that was 
limited in space and time. Boric (2012) reached a similar conclusion about Mesolithic burial traditions in 
Serbia ~8500 years ago, and seated individuals are reported in only 2 of 31 burials in Northern 
Mesolithic Europe (Nils-Gustaf 1970). One of these individuals was identified as a 40-45 year-old female.  
 
Only 4 of 166 Middle Paleolithic burials in the Niah caves in Sarawak, Borneo contained individuals in a 
seated position. Extended burials were the norm for millennia, and this position was restricted in both 
time and space, leading Harrison (1976) to suggest that the position was reserved for shamans or 
leaders. The association between high status and the seated burial position is supported by Liudmila’s 
(1996) analysis of semi-sedentary herding groups in Bronze Age Central Asia. Most individuals were 
placed on their sides, but individuals in constructed burial chambers were interred in a seated position 
in several settlements. However, not in all cemeteries had seated burials, and it may have been a 
regional phenomenon. Likewise, a number of Iron Age males and females in Limpopo Valley, South 
Africa received distinct burial treatment. Most individuals (60%) were interred in a flexed position, but 
the seated burials were accompanied by large numbers of wealth objects that tie the position to high 
status, including a lion’s tooth, ostrich eggshell beads, and ivory (Steyn and Nienaber 2000). 
 
Seated burials represent the norm in some regions. Higham (2006) identified a seated burial tradition in 
southern China’s Guangxi province and parts of Vietnam beginning 10,000 years ago. Households in the 
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small Neolithic village of Tell Halula, Syria, interred their dead in the front room of their houses in simple 
pits, with their legs flexed and their arms folded around their chests (Guerrero et al. 2009). More than 
50% of the burials were not filled in, and organic materials remain from clothing or cloth that was used 
to wrap the bodies. Most individuals were buried with some kind of ornamentation including children. 
However, the seated position is not known in neighboring villages. Bodies instead were placed in a 
contracted position, and a tradition of prepared skulls also existed.   
 
It is difficult to attempt broad comparisons between cultures, especially when examples of seated 
burials span more than 50,000 years in different locations around the world. However, Tell Halula burial 
traditions are similar to those of the ancient Maya in several important ways. The Maya also buried 
individuals in their homes.  Among the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B people, ancestors were sleeping or 
“living” at the door of their Tell Halula houses, and anyone entering had to walk over the bodies to enter 
the main room (Guerrero et al. 2009). The burials pits were capped, but not hidden and remained 
undisturbed even as each subsequent phase of the house was constructed.  The excavators noted that 
the foundation for the next floor level always covered the burials completely. In contrast, the majority of 
the individuals interred in Late and Terminal Classic Maya household “burial grounds” at Actuncan were 
disturbed. Some disturbances may have been intentional in order to remove crania of important 
ancestors. However, it was equally common for burials to be disturbed as new graves were created in 
the same space.  
 
Seated burials in the Americas 
Tremendous variation exists in burial practices in the Americas.  The seated position is reported in North 
America as early as the Archaic period in a Stallings Island shell mound. Again, the seated position is an 
exception; most bodies were found in a flexed position and the seated burials were located in each 
corner of the plaza (Sassaman et al. 2006). Other seated burials were reported in northwest Kansas 
(Finnegan and Witty 1977), where a male aged 45-55 years at the time of death was placed in a pit in a 
tightly flexed seated position. A thin layer of humus suggested that the body had been wrapped, and a 
small boatstone served as a burial good. Kivett (1952) also reported a flexed burial in Woodland period 
site 25PT9 in eastern Nebraska.  
 
Davidson (1935) interpreted seated burials of the Delaware and Algonquian as one step in a burial 
tradition that included later scraping and cleaning the bones before placing them in ossuaries. Like 
elsewhere in the world, the seated position in these examples is an anomalous one. Ethnographic 
research by Reff (2008) on the Hohokan/O’odham supports conclusions made by other researchers that 
this position was reserved for individuals of special status.  They buried shamans (medicine men) in 
seated positions in secluded places where they became divine ancestors.  
 
Seated burials were a longstanding burial practice in in some South American cultures, and they share 
characteristics with cultures where it is rarely found. Paracas burials dating between 900 BC and AD 600 
on the south coast of Peru contained individuals seated in urns or coiled baskets covered in cloth 
shrouds and polychrome fabrics (Vreeland 1998). This position is not reported for earlier time periods. 
Most adults were buried in a supine, extended position, and the seated position may have been used 
predominantly for males. Between AD 200 and 600, Nasca burials were placed in a flexed, seated 
position, shrouded in textiles and often placed in urns (DeLeonardis 2000). The seated position was also 
common among the Wari during the Middle Horizon (AD 600-1000), with the flexed position 
representing an uncommon burial practice. Seated burials were not used exclusively, but the seated 
position related to the practice of bundling bodies that naturally mummified. The practice continued 
into the Late Intermediate period (AD 1000-1476), with regional variation in a common burial tradition 
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that was shared among many cultures for centuries. The tradition continued among the Inca during the 
Late Horizon (AD 1476-1534), and the Spanish reported use of the seated position for royalty. 
 
Seated burials in Mesoamerica 
The seated position also formed part of Mesoamerican funerary traditions. Marcus and Flannery (1996) 
interpret Zapotec seated burials as those of high status individuals in Oaxaca. The seated position also is 
reported in Teotihuacan apartment complexes (White et al. 2004). A compilation of burial data by 
Sempowski (Sempowski and Spence 1994) describes the body position of 142 individuals in 200 primary 
burials. Nearly all individuals were in a flexed position (96.5%) and nearly half (46.5%) were in a seated 
position. This includes both male and female adults who comprise 95.2% of the seated burials. Juveniles 
were more commonly placed in a flexed position.  For example, nearly all of the 56 Teotihuacan females 
buried in the residential complex Ventilla B were interred in a seated (n=26) or flexed (n=19) position 
(Table 1). This is not a statistically significant difference (x2 = 1.089, df = 1, p = 0.2967), but the difference 
is significant for males (x2 = 6.737, df = 1, p = 0.0094). The direction a body faced – to the east versus 
other directions – also was significant (x2 = 30.769, df = 3, p < 0.0001), as was the burial position of 
subadults (x2 = 19.174, df = 1, p < 0.0001), although the body position for many perinates was not 
reported. Burials described as disturbed or secondary interments with unknown body positions or skull-
only deposits are not included in these calculations.   
 

Table 5.1. Body positions of Ventanilla B burials at Teotihuacan. 
 

Body Position Males Females Juveniles Adults 
Seated facing east 23 23 1 0 
Seated facing another direction 3 3 0 0 
Flexed 11 19 22 3 

 
Remnants of fabrics in many burials suggest that the bodies were bundled to form bultos de muerto, and 
fire-damaged bone reflects a tradition of cremation and/or fire as part of the funerary process. Reports 
of a similar pattern in two Uaxactun burials may reflect interaction with Teotihuacan and use of a 
foreign burial practice; however, cremation is rarer in Classic-period Maya burials than the seated body 
position, and adoption of foreign practices is not an adequate explanation for most seated burials.    
 
Seated burials among the Maya 
Among the Classic Maya, the seated position is uncommon; however, it was part of a burial tradition at 
Cuello and K’axob, where seated burials formed ~50% of burials during the Preclassic period (McAnany 
et al. 1999; Robin et al. 1991). For example, nearly a quarter of the 103 burials from the Cocos Chicanel 
phase at Cuello (300 BC – AD 250) were buried in some form of seated position (seated, crossed, 
kneeling, or semi-reclining) in household platforms (n=19) or plazas (n=5). Only 1 of 20 individuals was 
buried in a seated position during earlier periods. Both females (n=3) and males (n=2) were found with 
an arm placed around a ceramic vessel. Two females were buried together in seated positions, with 
hands and hips touching. However, Robin (1989) found no relationship between body position and 
burial location, age, or sex. Fourteen males, seven females, and five children were interred in seated 
positions, along with four males, two females, and one adult in semi-reclining positions.   
 
By the Classic period (AD 250-900), the seated burial position is documented for only 30 of 1594 
individuals in 1426 burials at 28 Classic-period sites, or  <2% of those individuals with recorded body 
positions (Adams 1998; Audet 2006; Braswell 1998; Brown et al. 1996; Cheetham 2004; Connell 2000; 
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Freiwald 2011; Garber et al. 2004; Glassman 1995; Haviland 1985; Helmke 2006; Helmke et al. 2001; 
Iannone 1996; Lee et al. 2000 in Schwake 2008; Lucero 2006; MacKie 1985; McRae 2004; Mitchell 2006; 
Peuramaki-Brown 2009; Piehl 2008, 2006, 2002; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; Sanchez and 
Chamberlain 2002; Schubert et al. 2001; Schwake 1996; Song 1995; Tourtellot 1990; Welsh 1988; Willey 
et al. 1965; Yaeger 2000). Classic period burials included a variety of body positions that differed by site 
or region rather than by age, sex, or status.  Bodies were placed in flexed or extended positions (supine 
or prone), and oriented in one, or sometimes two, directions at each site (e.g., Schwake 2008; Welsh 
1988). The thirty burials identified in this dataset reveal no obvious patterns but still provide insight into 
this aspect of Classic Maya funerary practice.  
 
Burial contexts include both residences and public locations, as well as elaborate graves and simple pits. 
The presence and quantity of grave goods also varies, and the demography of individuals placed in the 
seated position range from infants to male and female adults of different ages. Seated burials actually 
include a variety of body positions ranging from an upright sitting position to tightly flexed (Freiwald et 
al. 2014). One additional example at Uaxactun adds another unusual characteristic---burning. Ricketson 
and Ricketson (1937) describe two seated burials with extensive heat modification to the bones. Burial 1 
was identified as a female aged 18-25 years at the time of death interred with a burned figurine of a 
seated individual. Burial 2 was disturbed, but was interpreted as a seated individual as well. 
 
Burials of individuals in seated body positions burials also occur in caves. The bodies of at least two 
individuals in Jerefthe’el cave were wrapped and interred in a seated position with crossed legs. One of 
the individuals was an adolescent ~15 to 20 years old at the time of death (Wrobel et al. 2014). Similar 
positions are described in other Belize caves (Reents and MacLeod 1997: 97).  In sum, the seated burial 
position is one of many diverse aspects of Maya funerary practices and its significance is best 
understood by contextual analysis that suggests it to be simply one of many appropriate ways to link 
ancestors with place during the Late and Terminal Classic periods.  
  
A seated burial at Actuncan: Burial 11 
Burial 11 consisted of the fully flexed 
remains of a single individual, possible 
male, who died during the second half 
of the Late Classic, or the Terminal 
Classic period (Freiwald et al. 2014).  
He was buried in a small pit only 60 x 
60 cm wide and 25 cm deep, enough 
for a fully flexed body (Figure 5.2).  The 
body was positioned so that it faced 
away from the building, in a southern 
direction, and was covered by the fill of 
the final Structure 41 building (Mixter 
2012). The body sat on a partial 
metate, and the only other grave good 
consisted of a plainware sherd broken 
into 3 pieces (58.08 g) that resemble 
Late and Terminal Classic Cayo 
Unslipped wares but are not diagnostic 
to a time period (Lisa LeCount, personal 
communication) (Figure 5.3).  

Figure 5.2. Burial 11 drawing by Freiwald; image by 
Billstrand.  
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Radiocarbon dates are forthcoming, as are strontium, carbon, 
and oxygen isotope values that will provide a more exact 
timeframe for the burial as well as information on origin and 
diet.    

 
The skeletal remains are highly fragmented, and 1085 bone 
fragments (771.07 g) that comprise approximately 60% of the 
individual are now analyzed (Appendix 5.1). This represents 
the entire skeleton (Table 5.2), including mandible fragments 
at the top of the burial (Figure 5.4), the rib cage, vertebral 
column, and arms (Figure 5.5), and the leg bones and feet at 
the bottom of the burial (Figure 5.6). While most spongy and 
fragile bones such as the pelvis and cranium were missing, 
the fragmentary state of the skeletal remains is the result of 
taphonomic processes, including the partial collapse of the 
grave (which broke the mandible and radius), decomposition 
of the body, and excavation and removal of the fragile bones 
from the surrounding matrix. There is no evidence that this 
interment was a secondary deposit or that the grave was re-entered even though only a few cranial 
bones and a single tooth were covered.   
 
 

Table 5.3. Skeletal elements recorded for Burial 11. 
 

Part of the body 
 

No. of 
fragments 

Weight 
(gm) 

Bones 
Represented 

Percent Complete 
 

skull 102 53.52 g 4 fragments <25% complete (tooth 
complete) 

vertebrae 76 50.2 g   fragments <25-50% complete  
ribs 175 43.97 g  >6 fragments <25% complete 
arm & shoulder (humerus, 
radius, ulna, clavicle, scapula) 92 

127.75 g 7 fragments ~50% complete 

hand & wrist (carpals, 
metacarpals, phalanges) 

12 
 

10.83 g  10 fragments >75% complete 

pelvis 8 
 

5.58 g  1 fragments <25% complete 

leg (femur, patella, tibia, 
fibula) 

172 
 

339.66 g  8 fragments 50-75% complete 

feet (tarsals, metatarsals, 
phalanges, sesamoids) 

49 
 

40.17 g  22? fragments >75% complete 

not identified (limb shaft 
fragments) 

65 
 

45.92 g   fragments >25% complete 

not identified 335 
 

54.68 g   fragments >25% complete 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5.3. Sherd associated with 
Burial 11. 
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Figure 5.4. Top of Burial 11 (Freiwald et al. 2014, Figure 8). 
 

Figure 5.5. Right arm and upper legs of in middle level of Burial 11 (Freiwald 
et al. 2014, Figure 9). 
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Figure 5.6. Lower legs in lowest level of Burial 11 (Freiwald et al. 2014, Figure 10). 

 
The taphonomy and excavation of the burial is described elsewhere (Freiwald 2013; Freiwald et al. 2014; 
Mixter 2012), but detailed information collected for each bone is presented here in Appendix 5.A, 
including the position and orientation used to reconstruct the original body position and subsequent 
movement of skeletal elements. Other information derived from the bones including 1) an approximate 
minimum stature estimate of 5’6” to 5’9”, based on a measurement of the most complete in-situ bone 
(the right ulna), and 2) an age-at-death estimation of 36-44 years, based on a partial pubic symphysis 
(Figure 5.7a).  Osteophytes on proximal ribs, vertebrae, and a number of pedal and manual phalanges 
show evidence of increasing age and activity.  Robust muscle attachments such as those on the patella 
that express extended use and heavy workloads are visible on the lower limb bones (Figure 5.7b).  This 
also is reflected in fused second and third pedal phalanges (Figure 5.7c).  
 
                
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
   a.                                                                 b.                                                             c. 
  

Figure 5.7. Remnant of pubic symphysis used to estimate the age of individual, a., patella with 
osteophytes indicative of age and activity, b., and fused second and third pedal phalanges, c. 
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The dentition of burial 11 consists of one lower left canine which had minimal wear of the occlusal 
surface and no observable markers of developmental stress episodes. Markers of adult health, however, 
show a nonspecific infection in multiple bones. Poor preservation on bone surfaces, combined with 
missing diaphyses, make it difficult to assess the severity and or the extent of the pathology. However, 
osteomyelitic reactions in the proximal left tibia, proximal left femur, and the right ulna are visible, and 
more extensive remodeling (resulting in bone loss rather than sclerosis) is visible on the left ulna and the 
medial aspect of the proximal left radius, which also exhibit multiple cloacae (Figures 5.8 and 5.9).  The 
pronounced conoid tuberosity on the right clavicle may also demonstrate that bone’s involvement 
(Figure 5.10). A possible perimortem chop mark also is present on the superior shaft of the eleventh rib 
(Figure 5.11). 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Ulna with osteomyelitic reaction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.9. Radius with osteomyelitic reaction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.10. clavicle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.11. Rib with possible perimortem damage. 
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Conclusions 

While there is evidence in some parts of the world, including Mesoamerica, that unusual burial 
treatment was afforded figures of authority and religious practitioners, the seated burial position in the 
Maya lowlands may have served more varied purposes during the Late and Terminal Classic periods. 
Men, women, and juveniles were buried in this position in all of the many burial locations that housed 
the dead in the Maya lowlands. Distinct burial treatment may represent a special status such as shaman 
or leader, but it is possible that how western anthropologists interpret anomalous burials may say as 
much about us as the cultures we study.   
 
At Actuncan, two burials in Structure 41 were associated with construction events, including the 
Terminal Preclassic period burial of a 3-5-year-old child (Burial 5) associated with the construction of the 
initial phase of Structure 41 (Mixter 2012) and Burial 11, the seated male individual described in this 
osteology report. This individual was found in front of the south façade of Structure 41-1st within the fill 
used to terminate Structure 41-2nd and build Structure 41-1st. He was placed in the same location as a 
ceramic smashing event that occurred centuries earlier just as the new – and final – phase of occupation 
of an important household at Actuncan began (Mixter 2012). Actuncan’s seated burial therefore was 
clearly a man of distinction and an important ancestor, but that description also fits any or all of the 
individuals the Maya chose to incorporate into their daily lives by burying them in their homes and other 
important spaces. Despite the unique body position, the small number of grave goods, southern 
orientation, and household burial location are similar to other burials at Actuncan and other sites in the 
Belize Valley. Rather than focusing on the body position itself, we suggest that the context of each burial 
was embedded with meaning and in this case may have served to link the residents of Structure 41 to an 
important place on the landscape. We hope this summary provides a basis for starting a new discussion 
on the meaning of burial position and an exploration of seated burials in the Maya lowlands as more 
data may very well provide a better understanding of the meaning of Maya burial ritual. 
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1     mandible R ascending ramus 25-50 1 4.81 distal to N exterior down 
2     tibia R shaft <25 5 23.72 none recorded   
2     atlas? A   <25 1 0.53 see above   
2     vertebra A arch 25-50 8 2.42 superior to NE(45° angle) posterior up 
3     axis A right side  <25 1 1.51 anterior to N inferior surface down 
4     rib L head <25 5 1.2 proximal to N facet (neck) facing up 
5     innominate I illium & ? <25 3 2.47   exterior up 
6     limb I shaft <25 5 2.8     
6     humerus R shaft 50-75 53 48.91 distal to NW dorsal  surface on ground 
7     tibia R shaft 25-50 45 54.1 

 
45 degree angle with proximal tilted to S and up. Distal angled 
slightly N and down. Posterior faces NW, nearly vertical, and 
at top of feature.  

9     thoracic 
vertebra 

A most 75 1 8.74 superior to S posterior up/on right side? 
Original position? 

9     thoracic 
vertebra 

A dorsal 25-50 1 3.36 superior to S same as above 

9     thoracic 
vertebra 

A dorsal 25-50 1 4.66 superior to S same as above 

9     thoracic 
vertebra 

A fragments   30 4.67 superior to S same as above 

10 101 106 1st manual 
phalanx 

    100 1 2.29 distal to NW palmar down 

12 103   rib R neck <25 1 3.15 proximal to ~N superior up 
13     rib L shaft 25-50 4 4.83 N-S interior (sulcus) down, sulcus to 

W 
---     vertebra A centrum <25 1 0.32     
14 102 106 rib I shaft <25 6 0.62   groove facing up? 
15     fibula? D? shaft <25 6 3.67 SW to NE, almost E-W   
16 106   rib L proximal <25 1 0.96 proximal to N inferior up 
17     limb shaft   shaft <25 3 3.83 SW to NE, almost E-W   
18     patella ? anterior 50-75 1 1.67 distal to W apex to E exterior down 
19     not identified      <25 19 0.99     
20     rib I shaft <25 5 2.4 SW to NE, >45° angle exterior down, groove to N 
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21     rib L proximal + shaft <25 6 1.21 head to NE head facet on ground 
22   109 rib I shaft <25 6 0.67     
23 103   scapula? I process <25 4 3.5 opening to N, main body of bone to S (approximate) 
24 108   vertebra A pedicle 25-50 3 2.57 superior (top) facing N anterior on ground surface 
25   109 rib I shaft <25 6 1.21 E-W (roughly) may have shifted 
26 106 111 ilium I crest? <25 3 1.12 NW-SE interior on ground 
27     rib I shaft <25 5 1.82 N-S "on end" 
28 109   rib? I shaft <25 5 0.59 "not oriented" 3 bones 

likely N-S 
exterior facing up. Broken in situ 

29 107   cervical vertebra A   50-75 6 5.92 centrum (ventral) to N, 
NW-SE spinous process 
to S 

inferior on ground (foramina to E) 

30 111   vertebra A arch <25 1 1.55 distal to NE posterior up 
31 111   lower arm? I shaft <25 5 0.89 not recorded not recorded 
32 104 109 rib I shaft <25 14 1.11  not known (too fragmented) 
33 102 108 rib I shaft <25 2 0.67 N-S   
34 105 108 rib R? shaft <25 2 1.09 SW-NE head to S exterior on ground (shaft), facet 

down 
35 101   temporal? L?   25-50 1 4.53 line N-S exterior on ground 
36 111   rib I shaft <25 12 0.95 roughly E-W exterior up? Broken in situ 
--     vertebra A centrum <25 1 0.3     
37     pubis R? symphysis <25 2 1.99 symphysis to S interior up? 
38 113   cranial? I not IDed <25 2 0.52 not identified interior and exterior facing up 
39 101   cranial I Misc. <25 3 1.45     
40 114   rib I shaft 25-50 15 3.2 N-S sulcus facing up? to W 
40 114   misc.     <25 22 3.68     
41     rib I shaft <25 11 1.25 SW to NE flat 
--     rib I shaft <25 16 4.65 SW to NE flat 
42     rib I shaft <25 15 3.2 N-S   
43 111   clavicle R? shaft 50-75 1 7.25 N-S   
44 NE edge 118, 

SW edge 113 
rib I shaft 25-50 2 0.62 SW-NE, laying flat at a 45° angle 

45 NE 111, CT 
114, SW 112 

ulna R proximal + shaft >75 7 23.94 proximal to SW anterior on ground 

47 W115 E110 radius R shaft >75 10 10.92 proximal to SW anterior on ground 
48 102  fibula I proximal + shaft 25-50 9 9.41 SW to NE interosseus crest facing up, 

posterior to S  
49 109 clavicle R? distal 25-50 1 3.95 distal to N? inferior down 
50 103 femur I posterior (linea 

aspera) 
<25 1 1.71     
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51 N113 S104 fibula R? shaft 50-75 1 13.14 N-S interosseus crest up, concave 
surface to E 

52 N102 S101 mandible L ascending ramus, 
anterior body 

50-75 7 17.26 processes to N, slightly 
to E (angle to W) 

interior up  

53 116  large long bone I fragment <25 3 2.47     
54 117 radius? I shaft <25 2 4.51 N-S slightly tilted to E see note 
57 114  metatarsal I shaft 50-75 1 1.63 NW-SEproximal to NW? inferior up 
no #   frontal I brow ridge? <25 2 2.67   on top of "cranium", exterior up 
56   limb I shaft <25 1 4.94 NE-SW interior down 
56   femur I shaft <25 25 58.18 NE-SW posterior to S?   linea aspera down, W side of 

bone  
58 N112 S104  radius L proximal + shaft 50-75 3 12.05 N-S, proximal to N interosseus crest to E 
59B 110 ulna L proximal + shaft <25 3 8 N-S D 
60    femur L distal + shaft 50 1 68.37 NW-SE anterior up 
  femur R shaft  >2 120.46 See other right femur information (C14 sample) 
61 SE110 NW101 fibula L shaft >75 23 26.26 SW-NE interosseus crest up? 
62 SE107 NW98 tibia L proximal + shaft 50-75 51 69.31 45° angle proximal to SE posterior facing up 
62 SE107 NW98 navicular? L body 25-50 1 1.03 did not note anatomical position? was at end 

of tibia 
63 102 cranium   misc <25 83 19.05    
65 116 metatarsal R shaft 50-75 2 1.08 proximal to N? ridge on ground 
66 118   vertebra A centrum 25-50 1 1.88 posterior to W centrum on ground (superior) 
67 116   shaft I shaft <25 2 1.18 N-S interior up  
68 119   rib I shaft <25 8 0.37     
69 119   limb I shaft <25 4 2.09     
71 120   1st manual 

phalanx 
I shaft >75 1 0.91 shaft is NW palmar surface down 

72 121   1st manual 
phalanx 

L   100 1 1.69 N-S, distal to N palmar surface up 

73 120   scaphoid L facets 50-75 1 0.85 radial surface facing NW proximal up 
74     rib I shaft <25 3 0.88 N-S, curving E interior down 
75 123   2nd manual 

phalanx 
I   100 1 1.08 distal to NW, almost E-W palmar down 

76 SW117 NE119 sesamoid I   100 1 0.36    
76 SW117 NE119 2nd pedal 

phalanx 
I   100 3 0.5    

76 SW117 NE119 1st pedal 
phalanx 

I   100 4 3.09    

76 SW117 NE119 2nd & 3rd pedal 
phalanx, fused 
 

I   100 1 0.24    
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76 SW117 NE119 1st pedal 
phalanx, 1st 
digit 

L distal 50 1 1.06    

76 SW117 NE119 distal pedal 
phalanx 

L   100 1 0.7    

76 SW117 NE119 1st metatarsal R most >75 1 4.82 distal to NE inferior on ground, foot on right 
side 

76 SW117 NE119 5th metatarsal R   100 2 4.46 distal to NE inferior up 
76 SW117 NE119 metatarsal R shaft 50-75 1 1.65 distal to E of N inferior up 
76 SW117 NE119 4th metatarsal R distal + shaft >75 1 3.91 distal to NE inferior up 
76 SW117 NE119 1st pedal 

phalanx 
R proximal + shaft, 

1st digit 
>75 1 1.79 distal to E   

76 SW117 NE119 metatarsals I bases <25 2 0.86    
76 SW117 NE119 metatarsal I head <25 1 0.37    
76 SW117 NE119 Pedal I fragments <25 10 0.35    
76 SW117 NE119 Pedal I shaft <25 2 0.48    
no # bag 1  3rd pedal 

phalanx 
I   100 1 0.16     

no # bag 1 not IDed I     8 0.76     
109? fibula? I shaft <25 1 3.08     
no # bag 2  rib XI? L proximal + shaft 25-50 1 1.84 inferior to N? interior on ground 
no # bag 3 thoracic 

vertebra 
A arch 25-50 10 6.49     

no # bag 4 not IDed  I misc. <25 49 9.48     
no # bag 4  limb I shaft <25 20 14.06     
no # bag 4 rib I shaft <25 14 2.86     
no # bag 4 metacarpal I shaft <25 1 1.07     
no # bag 4 fibula I shaft <25 1 0.92     
no # bag 4  cranium I fragment <25 2 2.02     
no # bag 6 Not IDed I varies <25 14

0 
21.69     

no # bag 6 axis A odontoid process 25-50 1 1.07     
no # bag 6 limb I shaft <25 4 4.18     
no # bag 6 vertebra A fragment <25 1 0.32     
no # bag 6  rib I shaft <25 3 0.94     
no # bag 7  vertebra A   <25 2 0.84     
no # bag 7  rib I shaft <25 5 0.87     
no # bag 7  not identified  I   <25 2 0.12     
no # bag 8 2nd manual 

phalanx 
I  100 1 0.83 distal to SW palmar down 
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 no # bag 9 rib I shaft <25 2 0.81 NW-SE interior up, to N 
no # bag 10 3rd manual 

phalanx 
I   100 3 0.74     

no # bag 10 1st pedal 
phalanx 

I   100 3 2.14     

no # bag 10 3rd pedal 
phalanx 

I   100 1 0.76     

no # bag 10 2nd manual 
phalanx 

I   100 1 0.76     

no # bag 10 limb I shaft <25 21 8.295     
no # bag 10 vertebrae A centra varies 5 2.6     
no # bag 10 metatarsal I shaft   2 2.68     
no # bag 10  metatarsal I distal 50 1 1.33     
no # bag 10  2nd pedal 

phlanx 
I proximal 50 1 0.15     

no # bag 10  2nd manual 
phalanx 

I proximal 50 1 0.61     

no # bag 10   phalanx I proximal base <25 1 0.13     
no # bag 10   not identified  I   <25 50 7.54     
no # bag 10   trabecular bone     <25 16 5.45     
no # bag 10  talus? L? calcaneal surface 25-50 1 1.84     
no # bag 10   3rd pedal 

phalanx 
    50-75 1 0.29     

no # bag 10   lateral 
cuneiform 

R?   25-50 1 1.26     

no # bag 10  vertebra?       1 0.45     
no # bag 10  fibula?   distal? <25 1 1.08     
no # bag 10  cuboid?     25-50 1 1.18     
no # lower canine L  100 1 1.21   
Operation 6, Lot WW, Level 4           
no # bag 5 limb (proximal 

tibia?) 
I shaft <25 7 7.08     

no # bag 5 patella R? anterior 50 1 5.04     
no # bag 5 not identified I varies <25 26 3.66     
           Total 1088 892.74 g 
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Chapter 6: The 2013 Excavations at Group 4 
 

David W. Mixter (Washington University in St. Louis) and Allison Nick (Washington University in St. Louis) 
 
During the 2013 field season, research returned to Group 4 for the first time since the group was 
originally tested in 2010 (Figure 6.1).  At that time, preliminary testing by Rebecca Mendelsohn and 
Angela Keller (2011) indicated that Group 4 was a large civic complex constructed during a revival of 
civic authority in the Terminal Classic period (A.D. 780 to 1000).  Group 4 is a large rectangular platform, 
measuring approximately 35 m north-south and 20 m east-west (Figure 6.2). Its broad basal platform 
rises approximately 1.4 m above the level of Plaza D to the east and supports multiple structures on 
three sides that overlook a central patio.  A broad and low east-facing staircase, measuring 
approximately 11.5 m wide, descends from Group 4’s patio to the Plaza D surface.  Due to extensive 
wildfires around Actuncan in 2013, we were able to see the mound morphology and identify the edges 
of this staircase better than in previous years.  Because Group 4 is open to the east, access into the 
group was relatively unrestricted and activities taking place on its raised patio would have been clearly 
visible from Plaza D.  Unlike other civic groups, Mendelsohn and Keller (2011) found that the central 
patio of Group 4 slopes up slightly from east to west, perhaps creating a theatrical effect that made 
individuals standing on the western side of the patio visible from Plaza D to the east.   
 
Structures were erected along the perimeter of the Group 4 basal platform forming a large ‘C’ shape.  
See Chapter 2 in this volume on mapping for more details about these structures’ representations.  
Along the south edge, Structure 35 is a single long narrow building platform.  Along the west edge, three 
distinct structures were mapped, 
Structures 34a, 34b, and 34c from south 
to north.  In 2010, a 2 m wide trench 
was placed across the center of 
Structure 34b, which was then 
expanded to the north and the south 
during the testing of the structure’s 
surface (Figure 6.3).  These excavations 
determined that Structure 34b is a 
broad staircase that rises from the east 
up to a narrow platform.  Prior to the 
2013 field season, the form of Structure 
34a was entirely unknown.  During this 
field season, we determined that this 
structure was originally built as a series 
of small rooms with partial masonry 
superstructures, which were later 
buried and converted into an elevated 
platform.  Structure 34c appears to be a 
long narrow platform that continues 
north of Structure 34b.  Overall, 
Structures 33a and 33b appear to be 
building platforms that gradually 
descend in height from Structure 34c in 
the west. 
 

Figure 6.1. Map showing the location and layout of Group 4. 
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Research during the 2013 field season aimed to evaluate the function of Group 4 in order to better 
understand the nature of political authority at the site following the failure of the kingly regime at 
nearby Xunantunich around A.D. 850 (LeCount et al. 2002).  Group 4 was by far the largest Terminal 
Classic civic construction at Actuncan therefore it likely was the center of civic and public life during this 
time.  Given its size, it was the product of a substantial amount of supra-household labor, which 
indicates the centralization of post-collapse political authority and power at Actuncan.  Currently, the 
structure and enactment of power during the post-collapse Terminal Classic period is poorly 
understood.  However, because Group 4 was specifically constructed to serve as the post-collapse 
center of civic life, David Mixter argues that Group 4’s architectural form would have reflected the 
institutional ideology it was intended to house (Kowalski 2003; Schele and Freidel 1990; Webster 2001).  
Broad horizontal excavations across the surface of Structures 35, 34a, and 33a aim to better understand 
the architectural construction of Group 4, while a trench into the southern edge of its basal platform 
aids to better understand the design of this platform. 
 
A structure’s intended use, of course, may not reflect is actual use, and architectural form may only 
provide a limited window into its multiple functions.  To better understand the daily practice unfolding 
on Group 4, Allison Nick and Mixter initiated a detailed investigation of activity areas within this space.  
Operation 40 undertook broad scale sampling of the Group 4 patio in order to collect microartifact and 
soil chemistry samples to look at the differential use of this large open space.  Furthermore, samples 
were collected across superstructures anytime an intact floor surface was encountered.  In total, 134 
microartifact samples were collected and analyzed during the 2013 field and lab seasons and 279 soil 
chemistry samples were collected and exported for analysis at the University of South Florida.  
Additionally, investigations along the outer edge of Group 4 aimed to uncover the remains of midden 
deposits from activities taking place on top of Group 4. 
 
Our research tested several hypothesized functions of Group 4.  Based on the C-shaped arrangement of 
Group 4’s superstructural elements, Keller (LeCount et al. 2011) hypothesized that Group 4 might have 
been a popol nah, or council house (Bey et al. 1997; Proskouriakoff 1962; Rice 1986).  The large open 
patio would have provided a broad space for dancing, feasting, and gathering, activities associated with 

Figure 6.2. Photo showing Group 4 at the maximum extent of excavation. 
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council houses in ethnographic and ethnohistoric 
sources (Schele 1998; Tozzer 1941; Vogt 1969).  
Alternatively, the arrangement of small structures 
around a raised patio is reminiscent of shrine 
groups identified along the Caribbean coast 
during the Terminal Classic and Postclassic 
periods (Andrews and Andrews 1975; Freidel and 
Sabloff 1984).  Through excavations of Group 4’s 
patio surface, superstructures and middens, our 
research aims to test these hypotheses. 

 
Investigations of the Group 4 Patio: Operations 

40 and 8 
 

Operation 40 was initiated during the 2013 field 
season to understand the pattern of activities that 
took place within the patio of Group 4.  The patio 
is located on a raised substructure flanked by 
Structures 33, 34, and 35, and a broad staircase 
allowed access to the patio from Plaza D to the 
east.  Ancient Maya structures have often been 
assigned functional interpretations based 
primarily on their form and the study of artifacts 
encountered in nearby middens that may or may 
not have been used in that structure.  Although 
architectural forms can be reliable markers of 
function, more direct evidence of activities on structure floors provides a more nuanced understanding 
of the diversity and organization of practices within space.  Unfortunately, ancient cleaning often 
removed large artifacts from their primary context prior to abandonment.  In contrast, small materials 
known as microartifacts (here defined as artifacts between 1.59 and 6.35 mm) usually remain in place 
during the cleaning process (Schiffer 1987; Sherwood 2001).  Additionally, ancient activities produced 
chemical signatures on floors through the leaching of ions from the material remains of activities into 
stable occupation surfaces.  Recently, multi-elemental assays of compacted soil or plaster surfaces have 
been used with great success to identify activity spaces (Barba and Manzanilla 1987; Middleton and 
Price 1996; Terry et al. 2004; Wells et al. 2000).  Although these methods have been effectively applied 
to residential spaces and plazas in the Maya world (Cap 2011, 2012; Fulton et al. 2013; Hutson and Terry 
2006; Wells 2004; Widmer 2009), with few exceptions (Robin et al. 2012) they have rarely been applied 
to public architecture. 
 
In order to better understand the range, intensity, and location of activities across the Group 4 patio, we 
developed a research strategy aimed at collecting a diversity of activity markers.  Excavations in 
Operation 40 consisted of a broad, shallow, horizontal exposure across the patio.  Excavations continued 
downward only to the level of the terminal patio surface.  All artifacts larger than 6.35 mm were 
collected, as well as soil samples to be processed for microartifacts and elemental signatures.  In order 
to maintain tight horizontal control over the location of artifacts, Operation 40 was divided into a large 
grid of 1 by 1 m excavation units that covered the majority of the open patio.  Operation 40 was 
bounded by Structures 33, 34, and 35 to the north, west, and south respectively where it abutted 
Operations 44, 42, and 36.  Operation 8 was originally initiated in 2010 (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011) 

Figure 6.3. Map of Group 4 showing the extent of 
excavations.  The number reflects the division of 
these excavations into discrete Operations. 
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and we maintained the 2 m wide section of units located on Group 4’s approximate midline as 
Operation 8.  We labeled our units on the grid according to a 2 letter assignment (AA, AB, BA, BB, etc.) 
starting in the grid’s northwest corner.  The first letter represents the unit’s location east of the starting 
point, while the second is the location south of the starting row.  In total, 199 units were excavated in 
Operation 40 following this nomenclature.  Ten units were excavated using the same strategy in 
Operation 8.  Following the standard nomenclature used in 2010, these units were labeled BBB to 
MMM.  Each unit was dug to the terminal floor surface of the platform, approximately a 10 cm lot per 
unit. In two units, GC and HL, we dug a second 10 cm lot through the terminal floor surface to ensure 
that we were accurately terminating excavations at the terminal patio floor.  We skipped several units in 
the grid that contained large disturbances such as surface burning, large trees or roots, and excessive 
rocks.  These units are not named and are represented by empty blocks on our map of units (Figure 6.4). 
 
Because of the narrow focus of these excavations, we followed a slightly different protocol from 
standard Actuncan Archaeological Project (AAP) excavation procedures.  We proceeded rapidly by 
focusing on four or five units at a time, stringing up one row of five units and then digging them 
sequentially.  Excavation lots were dug by cultural levels, each approximately 10 cm in depth, until we 
reached the recognizable layer of small limestone flecks that represented the level of the eroded patio 
floor.  After we dug the lot, the excavated matrix from each unit was screened in ¼” screens and all 
macroartifacts were kept. Once 
all five of the units in the group 
were excavated, we collected 
samples for microartifact and 
soil chemistry analyses.  First, a 
point sample was collected 
from the center of the unit at 
the level of the terminal 
occupation surface.  
Approximately 10 oz of soil was 
collected in a sterile Whirl-Pak 
plastic sample bag for all lots.  
Then, a 4 L soil scrape was 
collected from across every 
other unit.  These soil scrapes 
were later water screened for 
the recovery of microartifacts. 
 
Overall, excavations in AU1, 
the level of modern soil 
development over the ancient 
plaza surface, uncovered what 
we expected – a relatively 
uniform patio surface with 
variable degrees of erosion.  
This analytical unit consisted of 
10YR 3/2 clay loam containing 
mostly 1 to 6 cm stone 
inclusions, but with occasional 
larger collapse or stones pulled 

Figure 6.4. Map of units in Operations 8 and 40.  Operation 8 is in 
yellow, while Operation 40 is in gray. 
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up from below by bioturbation.  Only in 
Operation 8, Units BBB, CCC, DDD, and EEE did 
we find any patches of clearly preserved plaster 
(Figure 6.5).  Around the edges of Operation 40, 
near the raised platforms of Structures 33, 34, 
and 35, our excavations penetrated through a 
slightly thicker level of collapse before reaching 
the plaza floor.  The presence of collapse was 
particularly noted in Units IV, JV, KV, LV, JW, and 
GW, where a second lot was excavated after we 
realized the first lot hadn’t reached the terminal 
patio surface.  Here, large tumbled cut blocks 
were identified in the western halves of these 
units, likely collapse from Structure 35.  Across 
most of Operation 40, our excavations 
terminated at an even layer of small limestone 
flecks.  In some areas, this layer was interrupted 
by concentrations of boulders, the presence of 
which may have a mix of explanations.  But 
Mixter suspects that the majority of these 
concentrations are the result of bioturbation.  In 
total, 102 microartifact samples and 206 soil 
chemistry samples were collected across the 
surface of the Group 4 patio. 
 
In two locations, three units penetrated through 
the terminal floor into a second analytical unit.  
AU2 consists of the Group 4 patio floor and its 
ballast.  Lots GL/2 and HL/2 were excavated near 
the beginning of the field season to check 
whether we had accurately identified the patio 
floor previously identified in excavations in 
Operation 8 during the 2010 field season.  We 
determined that we had indeed identified the 
correct elevation, a conclusion that was 
confirmed by the discovery of plaster fragments 
in Operation 8 Units CCC and EEE.  In contrast, 
Lot EP/2 was excavated on the western periphery 
of Operation 40 near Structure 34a.  Unit EP 
formed the center of an aggregation of large 
rocks and Mixter wanted to be sure we had 
excavated below any collapse that may have 
been falling from the collapse of Structure 34.  
Excavations determined that some stones in the 
upper portion of the lot may be related to 
collapse, but the stones were most likely 
displaced from the structure’s fill by 
bioturbation.  However, at the base of the lot, 

Figure 6.5. Photograph of the small preserved 
plaster patch of the Group 4 patio floor. 

 

Figure 6.6. Photograph showing the alignment of flat 
limestone slabs located at the base of Lot 40EP/2. 
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excavations did find what appeared to be an even level of flat cut limestone slabs (Figure 6.6).  In the 
future, research may investigate whether these stones cover some kind of feature. 
 
Overall, excavations in Operation 40 and 8 succeeded in collecting large quantities of artifacts, 
microartifacts, and soil chemistry samples, which will allow a better understanding of the kinds of 
activities that might have taken place in this space.  Analysis of this material is ongoing. 

 
Excavations of Group 4’s Superstructures: Operations 36, 42, and 44 

 
Research during the 2013 field season also intensively targeted three of Group 4’s six superstructures, 
Structures 35, 34a, and 33a, in Operations 36, 42, and 44 respectively.  Previous research during the 
2010 field season indicated that Structure 34b consisted of a broad staircase rising up to a narrow 
platform.  Excavations in these three operations followed very similar AAP protocols.  Like Operation 40, 
excavations were set out on a 1 by 1 m grid across each structure.  Excavations then proceeded to 
uncover the terminal architecture.  Identifiable floor surfaces were sampled for microartifacts and soil 
chemistry on the same grid used across the patio in Operation 40.  In the case of Operation 42, 
excavations then continued vertically to investigate the better preserved penultimate construction 
phase of Structure 34a.  Excavations aimed to better understand the architectural layout, features, and 
activities taking place within each structure.  Below, we first describe the architectural findings in each 
operation, then briefly describe the analytical units.  Because these investigations were largely 
horizontal, the descriptions are much more useful than the analytical units, which are more useful at 
describing vertical excavations. 
 
Structure 35 – Operation 36 
Excavations in Operation 36 focused on the broad horizontal exposure of Structure 35 (Figure 6.7).  In 
total 67 excavation units were opened across a 14 by 6 m space.  In the majority of these excavation 
units, only two levels were identified: AU1, the layer of modern soil development and AU2, the 
underlying layer of structural collapse.  Only one major construction phase of Structure 35 was identified 
in our investigations, though evidence suggests that minor modifications were made to the structure’s 
layout over time.  The only penetrating excavations, located within the Group 4 patio just east of 
Structure 35, defined two further analytical units and provided some confusion regarding the original 
construction of Structure 35.  These will be discussed in more detail below. 
 
Structure 35 is partial masonry 
superstructure constructed on a low 
building platform raised 20 to 25 cm 
above the level of Radish Floor, Group 4’s 
terminal patio surface.  Radish Floor is the 
same as the terminal patio floor defined 
in Operation 40.  Although we never 
encountered preserved plaster, the level 
of his floor was identifiable by a layer of 
small limestone flecks, possibly the ballast 
of a thin plaster floor, on which collapsed 
stones rested.  Only the northern face of 
the building platform, Apricot Wall, was 
clearly defined in our excavations.  
 

Figure 6.7. Map of units in Operation 36. 
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To date, we have uncovered a 12 m long section of Apricot Wall that stretches from Unit BH in the east 
to Unit G in the north and forms the front façade of the platform (Figure 6.8).  Apricot Wall was 
constructed using small to medium sized cut-limestone blocks pieced together with small chinking 
stones wedged in the gaps.  The majority of Structure 35’s walls were constructed using unevenly sized 
stones.  This construction method indicates that this wall, like much of Structure 35, was likely 
constructed using reclaimed cut stones from elsewhere within in the site.  This wall currently appears to 
extend west beyond the limits of our excavation, although it may turn north at some point to form a 
continuous building platform that also passes under Structure 34a.  Our difficulty understanding the 
western edge of Apricot Wall may be due to the placement of a 2 by 2 m test excavation (Operation 8, 
Units JJ-MM) during the 2010 field season at this location (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011:36). Atop the 
building platform, our excavations encountered the remains of a partial masonry superstructure.  The 
building appears to have been constructed of perishable materials anchored into low masonry walls, 
preserved up to 40 cm in height, based on remains found in our excavations (Figure 6.9).  Given the 
large quantity of collapse, including many cut stones, we believe these walls may originally have been up 
to twice as tall as they are currently preserved.  Like Apricot Wall, described above, Structure 35’s 
superstructural foundations were constructed of small cut-limestone blocks of a variety of sizes, shapes, 
and quality, suggesting that stones had been reclaimed from older structures within the site core.  
Occasionally, flat-faced chert river cobbles were incorporated into the walls.  As such, the construction 
method of each wall will not be described in turn unless it deviates from the general pattern. 
 
Within the boundaries of our excavations, we defined the northern and western boundaries of Structure 
35’s superstructure and a single long transverse room running east to west.  Additionally, a portion of a 
perpendicular room was identified at the building’s west end.  As discussed below, Mixter believes this 
single room only represents a portion of Structure 35’s original floor plan.  We will begin here by 
describing what we know about the floor plan, then we will continue with a brief commentary on what a 
possible reconstruction of the full floor plan might have looked like.  Figure 6.8 shows the location of 
reconstructed architecture. 
 
The northern wall of the 
building was a series of 
rectangular stone piers that 
then supported some kind of 
perishable superstructure.  
Two of these piers were well 
defined during our 
excavations, although the 
remains of one additional 
pier may have been found 
and a fourth likely existed on 
the structure’s northeastern 
corner outside our 
excavations.  Based on the 
size of these piers, we 
estimate the front wall to 
have been about 90 cm thick.  
In fact, throughout Structure 
35, the walls  
 

Figure 6.8. Map showing the location of the excavated and 
reconstructed walls found in Operation 36.  Labels are beside the 

walls and platform faces that they name. 
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Figure 6.9. Photograph showing the excavated portion of Structure 35.  Note the labeled walls described 
in the text and show as wall blocks in Figure 6.8. 

 
appear to have followed this standardized thickness.  The space between these piers forms a series of 
doorways that would have been used to access the interior space.  
 
The northeast corner of the structure is anchored by an L-shaped wall composed of Apple and Orange 
Walls, two contemporaneously abutted walls.  Apple Wall, the northern component of this corner, is 
just over 3 m long from the exterior corner to the doorjamb.  Apple Wall is the western-most pier of 
Structure 35’s northern wall.  The second known pier, Mamey Wall, begins just under 6 m east of Apple 
Wall.  Mamey Wall is a rectangular pier measuring approximately 2 m long by 90 cm wide and would 
have separated doors located to its east and west.  The northern face of each wall is set back only a few 
centimeters from Apricot Wall, the platform face, leaving no room to stand.  Thus, any individual rising 
to the building platform would have to enter Structure 35. 
 
The gap between Apple and Mamey Walls may have formed a single wide door or it might have been 
separated by a third 2 m wide pier creating two separate doors.  We encountered evidence that might 
support either interpretation.  First, excavations through the collapse layer in Units U and AG, where the 
third pier would have been located, 
encountered a higher density of 
misplaced cut stones than seen 
elsewhere across Structure 35.  These 
stones might derive from a pier that 
was entirely destroyed. The presence 
of this third pier might have created a 
symmetrical northern façade for 
Structure 35, with three 2 m wide 
doors.  An alternative interpretation is 
based on several particularly large flat 
limestone slabs set into the top of 
Apricot Wall in Units U and W (Figure 
6.10).  These slabs may be a threshold 
associated with a single large primary 

Figure 6.10. Photograph showing two large flat stones set 
into the top of Apricot Wall. 
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door.  In this case, the primary door to the structure would have been placed off center in comparison 
to the interior door encountered in our findings along the south edge of Structure 35. 
 
Orange and Apple Wall were constructed in one episode as an L-shaped wall.  Orange Wall defines the 
exterior of Room 2, the perpendicular room located on the eastern end of Structure 35.  This wall 
extends at least 2.5 m south from the exterior northwest corner to a door jamb at its southern end.  
Based on the presence of south facing cut-limestone blocks, it appears likely that a west-facing door 
jamb once existed south of Orange Wall.  In the southern edge of Unit Z, we uncovered the northern 
end of a line of cut stones that may be the continuation of Structure 35’s foundation wall farther to the 
south.  However, at some point, this door jamb was filled by the construction of Nance Wall, a 55 cm 
thick wall constructed partially of cut-limestone blocks and partially of chert river cobbles.  This wall 
continues south flush with the western face of Orange Wall, creating a small alcove along the wall’s 
interior.  In Units Z and Y, this alcove was filled to make a small new platform with a 50 cm wide 
pavement of river cobbles raised approximately 15 cm above the level of Structure 35’s substructure 
floor.  Although the function of this platform is currently unknown, it may have been a raised niche for 
storage or small altar.  Analysis of the artifacts from this portion of the structure may shed further light 
on the function of this feature. 
 
Bounded by Orange Wall on the west and Apple Wall on the north, Room 2 was a 1.9 m wide room 
formed by Mango Wall located across the room’s eastern side.  Mango Wall was positioned to create a 
1.2 m doorway allowing access between Rooms 1 and 2.  Our excavations uncovered a 1.5 meter length 
of Mango Wall; however, it is not clear if the wall continued further south because the southern half of 
Room 2 was heavily impacted by collapse off the southern edge of Group 4’s substructure (see the 
description of Operation 35 below). 
 
Room 1 was bounded on its southern edge by Papaya and Peach Walls, which are separated by a 1.1 m 
wide door way.  Note that a 2 m long segment of the northern face of Papaya Wall was previously 
described as Purple Wall during the 2010 test excavations (Mendelsohn and Keller 2011:36-37).  The 
western jamb of Peach Wall aligns roughly with the jamb of Mamey Wall, and these doorways would 
likely have formed a wide central hallway.  Additionally, the placement of these walls makes Room 1 a 
long narrow gallery measuring 1.8 m wide.  Of course, if the structure had a large northern entrance, 
this would make the interior space substantially larger.  Papaya Wall terminates at Mango Wall to the 
west, and Peach Wall appears to terminate at a low wall that protrudes north in Units BB and BC.  
Unfortunately, the eastern edge of Structure 35 is poorly preserved, and only a few stones of this 
protruding wall were found in situ.  Together, these walls would have made Room 1 a gallery 9.5 m long. 
 
This reconstruction reflects what we know about the construction of Structure 35.  However, it is likely 
that Structure 35 was composed of at least two more rooms.  Unfortunately, we were unable to 
concretely identify the southern (back) wall of Structure 35 because a 3 m wide section of Group 4’s 
platform appears to have collapsed off the southern edge, as described in the section on Operation 35 
below.  Additionally, the eastern edge of the structure is heavily disturbed.  That said, the central door 
between Papaya and Peach Walls and the fact that the southern end of Room 2 was never found 
suggests to us that another existed off this side.  Based on our findings in Operation 35, there appears to 
be sufficient room on the platform to accommodate another room.  Additionally, for the sake of 
symmetry typical of ancient Maya architecture, we infer another perpendicular room on the building’s 
east end.  Therefore, we reconstruct Structure 35 as featuring tandem transverse rooms with 
perpendicular rooms on its ends.  Figure 6.8 shows the hypothetical room as a dotted line.  A tandem 
transverse organization is very standard for Maya structures of all time periods. 
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In addition to our horizontal exposure of Structure 35’s plan, vertical excavations in Units BN and BO 
investigated the relationship between Apricot Wall and Radish Floor, Structure 35’s building platform 
face and the terminal patio surface of Group 4.  Mixter had observed that Apricot Wall appeared to 
continue deeper than Radish Floor and excavations were initiated to investigate this observation.  
Excavations followed the face of Apricot Wall down below Radish Floor through 20 cm of wet-laid fill 
composed of fine sediment with few stone inclusions, at the base of which we encountered a possible 
floor on top of dry-laid fill.  The possible floor aligned with the original base of Apricot Wall, but was only 
present in the eastern portion of these two excavation units.  Evidence of bioturbation in the form of 
loose sediment and carbon were encountered in the western part of our excavations, possibly indicating 
that the floor was destroyed by natural disturbance.  Regardless, the additional depth of Apricot Wall 
makes it clear that the building platform of Structure 35 was once much higher and that the level of the 
Group 4 patio was raised at some period of time.  Therefore, its construction has greater time depth 
than originally thought.  
 
Excavations then continued into the dry-laid fill below the possible buried floor.  Apricot Wall did not 
continue into this level.  Our excavations continued approximately 40 cm into this fill before excavations 
were terminated in order to refocus efforts on our horizontal investigations.  Ceramics date this 
subplatform construction broadly to the Late Classic period. 
 
Analytical Units 
 Modern Surface – AU1.  See Table A.2 for lots excavated.  This analytical unit consists of the 
layer of modern soil development over Structure 35.  The matrix consisted of a 10YR 4/2 clay loam 
containing small (1 to 6 cm) stone inclusions.  In Units AQ through BO, the modern surface and collapse 
were combined into a single lot.  These are lumped into AU2, below. 
 Collapse – AU2.  See Table A.2 for lots excavated.  This analytical unit contains excavations 
through the collapse of Structure 35’s superstructure.  Excavations terminated at Lettuce Floor, the 
plaster floor that made up terminal surface of Structure 35.  The plaster floor was only found preserved 
in small patches scattered across the structure surface.  In a few cases, excavations accidentally 
penetrated Lettuce Floor slightly where it was particularly poorly preserved.  The matrix in this analytical 
unit consists of 10YR 4/2 clay loam separated from AU1 by the high density of stone inclusions, including 
collapsed cut-limestone blocks.  See the description above for the layout of Structure 35 uncovered at 
the base of this analytical unit. 
 Radish Floor Fill – AU3.  Lots Excavated: BN, BO/2.  This analytical unit consists of the fill below 
Radish Floor.  The matrix consists of 10YR 5/3 clay loam containing few small (1 to 6 cm) limestone 
inclusions.  We terminated the lot when we reached the base of Apricot Wall.  We may have found the 
remains of a floor at the base of the eastern half of these excavations extending out from the base of 
Apricot Floor.  Carbon and loose sediment in the western part of the unit may indicate disturbance or 
differential treatment of this floor during its burial. 
 Group 4 Patio Fill – AU4.  Lots Excavated: BN, BO/3.  This analytical unit consists of the fill below 
the floor identified in AU3.  These lots were excavated to collect a ceramic sample that might date the 
construction of this floor.  This fill consists of dry laid large (25 to 50 cm) chert river cobbles with 10YR 
7/3 silty loam sediment.  Ceramics date this analytical unit to the Late Classic II phase, though this date 
comes from Unit BN, where the floor was broken and there was evidence of disturbance.  Ceramics from 
BO/3 date to the Samal phase.  As a result, I assign a non-specific Late Classic date to this analytical unit. 
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Structure 34a – Operation 42 
Using a similar strategy to 
excavations in Operation 36, 
excavations in Operation 42 explored 
the portion of Structure 34 to the 
south of test excavations undertaken 
in 2010 (Figure 6.11). Based on 
our findings, we divided Structure 34 
into three separate structures, 
Structures 34a, 34b, and 34c.  Our 
research primarily focused on 
Structure 34a, the southernmost 
structure along the western side of 
Group 4, and its connection to 
Structure 34b, located just to the 
north.  All excavations were executed 
in 1 by 1 m grid units located within a 
space measuring 10 m north-south by 
7 m east-west.  In total, 42 
excavations units were opened within 
this space.  Excavations were divided 
into six analytical units, representing 
distinct deposits.  The majority of the 
lots in Operation 42 fall into AU1 and 
AU2, the modern soil development 
and collapse respectively; however, 
limited vertical excavations into some 
units penetrated into different fill 
deposits. 
 
Two distinct construction phases of 
Structure 34a were encountered in 
our investigations.  The earlier 
construction phase, Structure 34a-
2nd, appears to have been a small 
structure divided into at least 2 
interior rooms.  Later, the northern 
portion of this structure was covered 
to create a low platform adjoining 
Structure 34b.  In this phase, only the 
structure’s southern room remained 
open.  Here, Mixter will first describe 
what we know of Structure 34a-2nd, 
then he will describe the renovations 
to this structure that led to the 
construction of Structure 34a-1st. 
 
 

Figure 6.11. Map showing the layout of excavation units 
in Operation 42. 

Figure 6.12. Map showing the location of excavated and 
reconstructed walls of Structure 34a-2nd. 
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Figure 6.13.  Photograph showing the layout of Room 1 of Structure 34a-2nd. 

 
Structure 34a-2nd.  This structure is a narrow building containing a number of small rooms running north-
south (Figure 6.12).  The structure was constructed on a low building platform that was poorly defined in 
our excavations and may have been partially destroyed by the later renovations aimed at constructing 
Structure 34a-1st.  Excavations in 2014 defined the southern portion of Structure 34a-2nd as consisting of 
low masonry foundation walls that supported a perishable superstructure. At least 2 rooms have been 
defined to date, although more may have existed because the northern boundary of the structure was 
not clearly defined. Rooms 1 and 2, numbered from south to north, were separated by Strawberry Wall, 
a 1.1 m wide double-faced wall that runs at least 3 m in length from east to west.  Generally, the walls 
forming the architecture of Structure 34a-1st are constructed of nicely cut-limestone blocks, often of 
different sizes.  In contrast, Strawberry Wall was constructed of larger and longer rectangular blocks that 
are regular in size, and the wall was preserved up to 50 cm in height.  The eastern end of this wall also 
formed part of the superstructure’s eastern façade.  Short, 50 cm long and 70 cm wide, wall segments 
extended north and south from the eastern end of Strawberry Wall, which created restricted doorjambs 
for the entrances to Rooms 1 and 2.  The extensions are known in combination as Cherry Wall, and, 
along with Strawberry Wall, they form a 1.9 m long foundation for the eastern face of the structure. 
 
Room 1 is small, providing only 2.2 by 2.2 m of interior space (Figure 6.13).  The room’s western side is 
formed by Blackberry Wall, an east facing wall encountered running north-south.  Although only the 
eastern face of Blackberry Wall was uncovered, Lime Wall, which we encountered running along the 
western edge of the structure, may well have formed the opposite (western) face of Blackberry Wall.  
The exposed portion of Lime Wall runs approximately 2 m and corners in parallel with Blackberry Wall. 
Similar to Strawberry Wall, Blackberry Wall’s southern end appears to be attached to a wall segment 
that extends east, possibly forming a door jamb facing to a small open space in the corner of Group 4 
between Structures 34a and 35.  The northern facing portion of the wall jamb was labeled Guava Wall 
and was very badly damaged prior to our excavations.  Lime Wall appears as though it may have turned 
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in the western edge of Unit AN to 
form the southern edge of this 
doorjamb.  Unfortunately, this end of 
Structure 34a appears to be badly 
damaged, and we had difficulty 
finding clearly constructed wall lines 
during our excavations.  The damage 
likely reflects the fact that Room 1 
was never filled by a later 
construction phase as was Room 2 
(see below).  Our reconstruction in 
Figure 6.12 reflects this uncertainty 
with dashed lines. 
 
Both entrances to Room 1, on the 
east and south, were anchored by 
Tamarind Wall, a stone pier that 
formed the base for the structure’s 
southeast corner.  This pier formed 
the base of a columnar support for Structure 34-1st’s southeast corner.  The northern side of the pier 
was clearly defined in our excavations.  This 80 cm wide pier is positioned opposite Cherry Wall to create 
a 1 m wide entrance to Room 1 from the east.  Like Guava Wall, the southern end of Tamarind Wall is 
not clearly preserved.  Mixter suspects that Tamarind Wall originally extended further south to be even 
with the possible end of Lime Wall, either forming a door to the south or a solid southern wall based on 
ancient Maya rules of architectural symmetry.  The general lack of cut facing stones encountered in 
Units AI and AL leads Mixter to support the door hypothesis more strongly. 
 
Our excavations in Room 1 terminated at Potato Floor, a plaster floor preserved well across much of the 
room.  Additionally, the floor plaster from Room 1 lipped up onto Strawberry Wall, indicating that the 
low wall stubs we encountered were once plastered as well.  At some time following the initial 
construction of Structure 34a-2nd, a bench was constructed in the western half of the room extending 90 
cm out from Blackberry Wall and located between Guava and Strawberry Walls.  This bench was likely 
approximately 35 cm high based on the preserved height of Raspberry Wall, which forms its eastern 
face.  None of the bench’s plaster surface was preserved in our excavations.  In total, the bench 
measured 90 cm by 2.1 m.  It is important to note that we do not know whether this bench was a later 
addition or simply constructed last during the original construction of Structure 34a. 
 
In contrast to Room 1, Room 2 was not fully excavated, although it seems to parallel the construction of 
Room 1 (Figure 6.14).  Only the southeastern portion of the room was uncovered.  Room 2’s entrance is 
formed by the northern portion of Cherry Wall, which extends out from Strawberry Wall and Plum Wall, 
an approximately 80 by 80 cm masonry pier located approximately 85 cm north of Cherry Wall.  Like 
Room 1, excavations in Room 2 terminated at Potato Floor, which appears to have wrapped around the 
eastern exterior of Structure 34a to form a continuous plaster floor.  Excavations only uncovered the 
east face of Plum Wall.  The other faces were reconstructed based on exposure of the top course of wall 
stones in Units AE and AG.  Excavations in Unit AD to the north of Plum Wall uncovered a continuation 
of Potato Floor, possibly indicating that the original plan of Structure 34a stretched farther north 
wrapping around this column.  This plan might indicate that undiscovered rooms lay farther north.  Our 

Figure 6.14. Photograph showing the layout of Room 2 of 
Structure 34a-2nd.  Note metate left on the floor as a 

dedication offering during the construction of Str. 34a-1st. 
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excavations did not uncover the western wall of Room 2 or determine whether this room contained a 
bench similar to that in Room 1. 
 
Although our excavations made it clear that Structure 34a was constructed on a raised building 
platform, the construction of the platform remains difficult to understand.  The presence of the platform 
is most clearly understood based on the difference in elevation between the terminal patio surface 
(called Cucumber Floor in Operation 42) and Potato Floor.  Cucumber Floor was preserved in places and 
is at least 15 cm below Potato Floor just east of the entrance into Room 1.  However, the only place we 
were able to locate a platform wall was just east of Cherry Wall between the entrances to Rooms 1 and 
2.  Here, a single course of stones (likely the upper-most course) appeared to be preserved.  This single 
line of stones (Kiwi Wall) rests on top of a jumbled stack of cut-limestone blocks that may be the 
remains of a disturbed wall or simply fill.  Problematically, the top of Kiwi Wall is nearly 10 cm above the 
level of Potato Wall, possibly making this wall part of the later 34a-1st.  Additionally, it is possible that 
this early platform wall was disturbed during the construction of Structure 34a-1st. 
 
In contrast, the western edge of the building platform is well defined by Lime and Lemon Wall.  As 
discussed previously, Lime Wall doubles as the outer face of the double-faced wall that forms the 
western wall of the Structure 34a-2nd superstructure and the western face of its building platform.  This 
wall is preserved to a height of 50 cm and is composed of a maximum of 5 courses of stone.  Like most 
walls constructed as part of Structure 34a-2nd, this wall was not constructed using even courses, but 
rather is a mix of cut stones of different sizes and shapes.  At the base of Lime Wall we encountered a 
preserved plaster floor, Rutabaga, which appears to be part of a narrow space between Lime Wall and 
the western edge of the Group 4 platform.  The elevation of Rutabaga Floor is approximately 20 cm 
below Potato Floor, indicating that Lime Wall functions as both the west wall of Structure 34a-2nd and 
the face of the building platform. 
 
As noted above, Lime Wall appears to corner in Unit AN to head east.  Here, the platform edge 
continues south as Lemon Wall.  Lemon Wall is actually set approximately 35 cm west of Lime Wall (see 
Figure 6.12).  In contrast to Lime Wall, Lemon Wall appears to only be a platform wall.  Because our 
excavations did not continue east of Lemon Wall, we are not certain what platform the wall forms.  It 
may well be associated with either Structure 34a or Structure 35. 
 
 Structure 34a-1st.  Our excavation revealed that sometime after the initial construction of 
Structure 34a-2nd, the northern portion of the structure was renovated substantially.  Room 2 and any 
northern continuation of the structure was filled in and apparently converted into a narrow platform 
with no masonry superstructural elements.  The southern portion of the structure, Room 1 in particular, 
was left open as part of Structure 34a-1st.  Severe bioturbation, particularly recent cow trampling, of the 
terminal architecture of Structure 34a made following the alignments of stone and determining the 
form of the structure very difficult.  Here, Mixter presents his best possible reconstruction of our 
findings. 
 
The platform appears to have been constructed in two distinct parts, a wide staircase to the south and 
an open platform to the west and north.  Understanding this staircase was very difficult because of the 
quantity of collapse and the broken nature of the stairs.  That said, we were able to identify stairs 
fronted by Kumquat, Starfruit, and Kiwi Walls, from east to west (Figure 6.15).  Each stair is 
approximately 15 cm tall and 50 cm wide and the staircase contains three identified steps.  Perhaps one 
more step existed to reach to the top of the platform to the west, but this isn’t currently clear.  The 
stairs rise approximately 60 cm from Cucumber Floor (Group 4’s terminal patio surface) to the east up to 
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the top of a platform created by 
filling in Room 2.  The platform 
extends south to Strawberry 
Wall and north to the edge of 
our excavations.  The staircase, 
on the other hand, is 2.6 m long 
and begins lateral to Strawberry 
Floor and extends north until it 
terminates at Acai Wall, a 
double faced balustrade 
constructed out of stacked 
chert cobbles (Figure 6.12).  
Acai Wall is 60 cm wide and 
preserved to a length of 1.6 m.  
The western end of the wall was 
constructed against the eastern 
face of Plum Wall. North of Acai 
Wall, the construction of 
Structure 34-1st is not totally 
clear.  The primary platform 
constructed over the filled rooms appears to continue north; however, a large mass of collapsed stones 
was encountered in the space further east, directly north of Acai Wall.  It may be that Acai Wall formed 
the southern end of an outset platform.  Alternatively, these stones could simply be collapse. 
 
During our excavations, we encountered a cache of artifacts left in place on the floor of Room 2 when 
the room was filled in during the construction of Structure 34a-1st.  Several large pieces of ceramic, 
including upside-down jar rims and a large groundstone metate fragment appear to have been left as 
offerings during construction (see Figure 6.14). 
 
Analytical Units 
 Modern Surface – AU1.  See Table A.3 for lots excavated.  Excavations in this analytical unit 
include the modern soil development in each unit.  The matrix consists of 10YR 4/2 clay loam containing 
mostly small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  At the base of this level, we encountered the top of the 
structure collapse and the eroded remains of Structure 34a-1st’s platform. 
 Collapse – AU2.  See Table A.3 for lots excavated.  Excavation lots in this analytical unit consist of 
the collapse from Structure 34a-1st located to the east of the structure.  The matrix is composed of 10YR 
4/2 clay loam with mostly medium (6 to 25 cm) stone inclusions, but some larger collapsed cut stones.  
At the base of these excavations, we uncovered the collapsed remains of Structure 34a-1st, including the 
well-defined boundaries of Room 1. 
 Terminal East Stair – AU3.  Excavated Lots: A,B,C,D,G/3.  In this analytical unit, we removed the 
remains of the east staircase, composed of three steps, associated with Structure 34a-1st.  The matrix 
consists of 10YR 4/2 clay loam with medium (6 to 25 cm) inclusions and many larger cut stones.  These 
excavations unveiled Cucumber Floor and broken remains of the east platform face of Structure 34a-2nd. 
 Raspberry Fill – AU4.  Excavated Lot: V/2.  In this analytical unit, we excavated into the bench in 
Room 1 to uncover the face of Blackberry Wall, the western wall of Structure 34a.  The matrix consisted 
of 10YR 4/2 clay loam with 6 to 25 cm limestone inclusions.  Only 11 ceramic sherds were recovered 
from these excavations, not enough to confidently assign a construction date to this bench. 

Figure 6.15. Photograph showing the three partially preserved 
stairs to the summit of Structure 34a-1st.  From bottom to top, the 

stairs are faced by Kumquat, Starfruit, and Kiwi Walls. 
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 Room 2 Fill – AU5.  
Excavated Lots: I,J,K,AE/2.  In this 
analytical unit, we excavated into 
the fill of Structure 34a-1st located 
within Room 2.  The matrix 
consisted of clay loam colored 10YR 
4/2 at the top, but lightening to 
10YR 5/2 by the time we reached 
the base of excavations.  This 
matrix contains medium (6 to 25 
cm) limestone inclusions.  Ceramics 
recovered from this analytical unit 
date the construction of Structure 
34a-1st to the Terminal Classic 

period.  At the base of excavations, 
we uncovered the layout of Room 2 
of Structure 34a-2nd and a 
dedicatory deposit of a metate fragment and a large ceramic sherd left on Potato Floor in this room. 
 Collapse West of Structure 34a – AU6.  Excavated Lots: AM,AN,AO,AP/1.  This analytical unit 
consists of collapse from Structure 34a located to the west.  The matrix in this unit consists of 10YR 4/2 
clay loam containing small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  This analytical unit covered the western 
edge of Structure 34a. 
 
Structure 33a and 34c – Operation 44 
Excavations in Operation 44 focused 
largely on the horizontal exposure of 
Structure 33a and followed the 
façade of the building platform north 
to its connection to Structure 34c 
(Figure 6.16).  Similar to Operations 
36 and 42, the aim of these 
investigations is to define the 
architectural layout of the structures 
in the northwest corner of Group 4.  
In contrast to the southwest corner 
of Group 4, which appears to be a 
small open space between Structures 
35 and 34a, the northwest corner is 
significantly elevated and one of the 
highest points of Group 4.  Structure 
34c, which extends into the 
northwest corner, appears to be a 
narrow elevated platform that runs 
north-south along the western side of the Group 4 basal platform; however, excavations only revealed 
its northern platform face.  Therefore, it is currently unknown if the modern mound hides multiple 
construction phases or the remains of a masonry super structure, similar to Structure 34a.  To the north, 
Structure 34c connects to Structure 32, which connects in turn to Structure 31.  Structures 33a and 33b 
run along the northern edge of the Group 4 basal platform.  They form sequential platforms that step 

Figure 6.16. Map showing the layout of excavation units in 
Operation 44. 

 

Figure 6.17. Map showing the reconstructed layout of the 
Structure 33a platform. 
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down in height from the 
northern edge of Structure 34c.  
The staggered height of the 
platform parallels the down-
sloping patio. Our excavations 
indicate that each of these 
structures was a relatively 
simple platform.  Two distinct 
construction phases of Structure 
33a were identified.  Structure 
33a-2nd is a simple low platform, 
whereas the construction of 
Structure 33a-1st added an 
additional slightly elevated 
platform along the western edge 
of Structure 33a-2nd (Figure 
6.17).  Excavations did not focus 
on Structure 33b because this 
structure appears to have 
collapsed badly.  The structure’s 
large chert cobble fill was quite visible sticking through the modern surface.  Here, we will begin by 
describing the results of our horizontal excavations.  We will first describe Structure 33a’s phases of 
construction from older to younger, then we will discuss our excavations along the eastern face of 
Structure 34c. 
 
Structure 33a-2nd is a low, two-tiered platform, which likely once supported a perishable superstructure 
without a masonry foundation (Figure 6.18).  The lower basal platform is fronted by the south-facing 
Passion Fruit Wall.  This wall appears to rise approximately 20 cm above the terminal patio surface.  The 
terminal patio surface of Group 4 rises slightly from east to west.  Therefore, the eastern end of Passion 
Fruit Wall is higher than the western end.  Passion Fruit Wall continues east beyond the limits of our 
excavations and appears to have formed the southern face of Structure 33b’s basal platform, as well as 
that of Structure 33a.  Additionally, in Unit C, we encountered a low step (Blueberry Wall) running 
perpendicular to Passion Fruit Wall jutting into the Group 4 patio.  Although only about 10 cm high, this 
low step might have contributed to the east to west rise in the patio’s surface.  Large stones found in 
Operation 40, Units EA and EB may indicate that that this low step continued further into the patio. 
 
The southern face of Structure 33a’s building platform is set back approximately 70 cm behind Passion 
Fruit Wall, which allowed room for a low front terrace below the building platform and above the patio.  
This platform face, known as Pomegranate Wall, is preserved to a height of approximately 15 cm in 
comparison to the top of Passion Fruit Wall.  Although the southeast and southwest corners of the 
building platform were largely blown out, we were able to identify its east and west faces in our 
excavations.  The eastern face of the platform, known as Pineapple Wall, was relatively poorly defined, 
but appears to run north through Units B and L.  A lower course of the southeast corner of the building 
platform appears to remain in place.  In contrast, the entire southwest corner of the platform is blown 
out, but the remains of the west facing wall, known as Tangelo Wall, were encountered in Units I and M.  
In total, the building platform appears to have been approximately 3 m wide.  We did not conclusively 
identify the northern edge of the building platform, but we do know that the platform was at least 2 m 

Figure 6.18. Photograph showing the exposure of Structure 33a.  
Note the double tiered platform created by Passion Fruit and 

Pomegranate Walls. 
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deep.  Our excavations neared the northern 
edge of the modern mound, so it is unlikely 
that the platform was much deeper than our 
current exposure. 
 
The connection between Structures 33a and 
Structure 33b is likely located in the very 
eastern edge of Operation 44.  As a result, the 
junction between these two structures is fairly 
poorly defined.  Structure 33b was not 
excavated in detail because large fill stones 
protruding from the modern surface indicate 
the structure is badly collapsed.  As noted 
above, Passion Fruit Wall, the lower basal 
platform façade, appears to stretch to the east 
to also serve as the southern platform face of 
Structure 33b.  From Pineapple Wall, there was 
likely a step down to the lower elevation of 
Structure 33b, but we did not clear the face of 
Pineapple Wall, so the specifics of this junction 
are unknown. 
 
Sometime after the construction of Structure 
33a-2nd, a slightly raised platform was 
constructed to the east to create Structure 33a-1st.  The eastern platform face of this elevated platform, 
known as Fig Wall, faces and covers Tangelo Wall creating a 10 cm high step up from one platform to 
the next.  This elevated platform is 2.0 m wide, and Soursop Wall forms the platform’s western face 
(Figure 6.19).  Unfortunately, the western side of this wall was not cleared, so we do not know its height.  
Presumably, it descended to a narrow alleyway that formed the boundary between Structure 33a and 
Structure 34c.  Additionally, the southern wall of this elevated platform was collapsed and not well 
defined in our excavations. 
 
Our excavations continued north to define the junction between Structures 33a and 34c.  However, our 
findings were somewhat unclear due to the limited nature of these excavations and the collapsed 
character of these structures.  Following Passion Fruit Wall west, our excavations did not clearly define 
its end.  It appeared to get smaller (conversely lowering with the rising patio floor) and eventually ended 
as a defined wall at the line between Units G and P.  Two possible interpretations exist.  Either the 
terminal patio floor rose to the level of Structure 33a’s basal platform, or a few east facing stones in the 
south east corner of Unit P may indicate that the platform face cornered to the south, forming an 
additional step up in a similar manner to Blueberry Wall, discussed above.  The latter possibility could 
not be confirmed because no evidence of a line of stones was uncovered in Operation 40 to the south. 
 
Excavations in Unit R uncovered a small patch of preserved plaster floor, indicating the level of the patio 
floor surface between Structures 33a and 34c.  This plaster floor was covered by collapse stones from 
Structure 34c.  More evidence of this plaster patio floor was found in Units T and V to the south.  In Unit 
V, a large section of the floor appeared to be burned.  It is possible that the eastern platform wall of 
Structure 34c was located right at the unit line between Units T, V, X and Units S, U, W.  A broken 
alignment of cut-limestone blocks were identified on this line; however, further excavations are 

Figure 6.19. Photograph showing Tangelo and Fig 
Walls facing other.  Construction of the elevated 

platform faced by Fig Wall marks the transition of 
Structure 33a-2nd with Structure 33a-1st. 
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required to ensure these are not stones collapsed from a line located just a bit further to the west.  No 
evidence of any corners of Structure 34c was recovered.  Although it is clear that Structure 33c is a low 
linear platform, further excavation will be required to define its shape. 
 
Overall, excavations in Operation 44 defined the two phases of Structure 33a’s form, documenting the 
fact that Structure 33 is actually a composite of platforms that gradually stepped down from west and 
east.  They also document the approximate location of Structure 34c’s eastern face.  Future research will 
more carefully define these structures. 
 
Analytical Units 
 Modern Surface – AU1.  See Table A.4 for list of lots excavated.  This analytical unit consists of 
the level of modern soil development over Structure 33a.  The matrix is a 10YR 3/2 clay loam containing 
of small to medium (1 to 25 cm) pieces of limestone.  Beneath this excavation, we delineated the outline 
of Structure 33a and its collapse. 
 Collapse – AU2.  Lots Excavated: A,B,C,D,G,H,O,P,Q,R,T,V/2; A,B,C,D/3.  This analytical unit 
consists of the collapse from Structures 33a and 34c that was found on the Group 4 patio and on the 
Structure 33a basal platform.  Matrix consisted of 10YR 3/2 clay loam containing medium to large (6 to 
25 cm) cut-limestone blocks and chert cobbles.  These excavations terminated at the terminal patio 
surface and the terminal architecture.  In some units, especially Units C, D, G, H, O, and P, excavations 
penetrated slightly below the eroded patio surface into the fill of Group 4’s subplatform. 
 

Excavations along the Outer Edges of Group 4: Operations 35 and 37 
 
Operations 35 and 37 were initiated to investigate the outer edges of the Group 4 platform with two 
aims.  The primary goal of these investigations was to determine if garbage was deposited off the back 
edges of Group 4.  The Maya often provisionally discarded materials in a toss zone around the perimeter 
of structures before moving it to more permanent middens further away or incorporating it into new 
construction (Hayden and Cannon 1983; Robin 2002).  The accumulation of discarded materials around 
pubic architecture became particularly pronounced during the 
Terminal Classic period, when removal of refuse from public 
spaces became less routine (Pendergast 1986; Stanton et al. 
2008).  Excavations adjacent to a similar Terminal Classic 
platform at the site of El Perú-Waka’ encountered dense 
midden deposits including a variety of Terminal Classic 
ceramic diagnostics and faunal remains (Eppich and Mixter 
2013; Guenter and Rich 2004).  Our goal was to locate similar 
midden deposits and to collect materials for analysis.  Ceramic 
and faunal materials recovered from these middens would 
then be analyzed to evaluate if Group 4 was used for feasting 
and, if so, whether these feasting activities were inclusionary 
or exclusionary (Dietler 1996; Hayden 2001; Keller 2012; 
LeCount 2001). The second goal of these excavations was to 
define the architectural style of Group 4’s platform facade.  
We hoped to determine how the platform edge was 
constructed and we were particularly interested in 
understanding the degree to which the edges of the platform 
remained intact or had been destroyed post-abandonment. 
 

Figure 6.20. Map showing the location 
of units in Operations 35 and 37 to 

the south of Group 4. 
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In order to pursue these goals, we placed excavations at three locations to the south and east of Group 
4’s platform (Figure 6.20).  Two of these excavations were subsumed into Operation 35.  The first is a 2 
m wide trench into Group 4’s southern platform edge.  This excavation consists of three different 
excavation units.  Unit D, the southern-most unit, is a 1 by 2 m unit.  The other two units are 2 by 2 m 
units named Units A and B, from south to north.  Unit B connects to Units AA and AB at the southern 
limit of Operation 36.  Operation 35, Unit C is a 1 by 2 m unit located along the east edge of the Group 
4’s platform near the southeast corner.  This location is in a narrow alleyway in between Structure 35 
and Structures 38 and 39.  If activities were taking place on the southeastern edge of Group 4, then 
refuse may have been swept off the platform into this space. Finally, Operation 37 was placed well 
south of Structure 35, off the edge of the main site platform.  South of Group 4, the edge of civic Plaza C 
drops off precipitously into a ravine.  We placed Operation 37 on the edge of this drop-off to test 
whether refuse from Group 4 was being carried off and dumped over this edge rather than merely being 
swept off the edge of the Group 4 platform.  Because this edge is so near Group 4, it seems possible that 
this edge could have been used as a permanent disposal location, bypassing the provisional discard 
along the edges of Group 4. 
 
Excavations South of Structure 35 
Excavations in Units A, B, and D of Operation 35 penetrated into the building platform of Structure 35 
and Group 4 substructure.  Additionally, excavations defined a sequence of three Plaza C plaster 
surfaces on which Structure 35 was constructed (Figure 6.21).  Excavations did not successfully identify 
midden deposits in this location.  Units A and B were located on and within the building platform of 
Structure 35 and the underlying substructure of Group 4, while Unit D was located south of terminal 
platform edge. 
 
Although the Group 4 platform face was badly collapsed, we can reconstruct its height and location 
based on the terminal surface of Structure 35 identified in the northern part of Unit B and a single 
preserved course of Pitaya Wall, the Group 4 platform face, located on the unit boundary between Units 
A and D.  The eroded floor surface identified in Unit B is continuous with Lettuce Floor identified in 
Operation 36.  Although Pitaya Wall was only preserved to a single course of horizontally set cut-
limestone blocks (Figure 6.22), several other courses remained in place where they had collapsed 
directly south of Pitaya Wall.  Based on the distance between the preserved surface in Unit B and the 
base of Pitaya Wall, this platform face was originally 165 cm tall.  Interestingly, Pitaya Wall appears to 
have never been particularly well constructed.  Along with the horizontally set cut stones, we identified 
at least one flat-faced chert cobble set into the wall.  The variety of materials may indicate that the 
substructure was built 
out of scavenged rather 
than original materials.  
Materials from within 
the fill of the platform 
recovered in Units A and 
B indicates a Terminal 
Classic construction 
date that matches the 
date  of materials from 
the test pit into Group 
4’s patio excavated in 
2010 (Mendelsohn and 
Keller 2011). 

Figure 6.21. East profile of excavations in Operation 35, Units A, B, and D. 
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Pitaya Wall was constructed on Macal Plaza Floor, a 3 cm thick plaster plaza floor.  This plaster floor was 
well preserved underneath the substructure of Group 4 and heavily eroded to the south.  It appears to 
form the terminal plaza surface south of Group 4, between Group 4 and the southern edge of the 
Actuncan North platform.  Regardless, it clearly predates the construction of Group 4.  Macal Plaza Floor 
rests immediately on top of Manioc Plaza Floor and was effectively a resurfacing of this earlier floor.  No 
clear date was established for Macal Plaza Floor; however, ceramics sealed under Manioc Plaza Floor 
clearly date it to the Early Classic Period.  Beneath Manioc Plaza Floor, we uncovered Achiote Plaza 
Floor, the third oldest plaster plaza floor in this area.  Although we excavated through Achiote Plaza 
Floor, not enough ceramic sherds were recovered to determine terminus post quem date with the floor.  
Excavations terminated below Achiote Plaza Floor because we were sure we were below the Terminal 
Classic levels that form the focus of our research. 
 
Analytical Units (Operation 35, Units A,B,D) 
 Modern Surface (Units A,B,D) – AU1.  Lots Excavated: A/1; B/1; D/1.  This analytical unit consists 
of modern soil development on the slope south of Group 4 and the eroding southern edge of Structure 
35.  Matrix consists of a 10YR 4/2 clay loam containing small 1 to 6 cm bits of undressed limestone.  This 
analytical unit slopes downward from the northern edge of Unit B to the southern edge of Unit D.  
Excavations terminated at a change in matrix from this organic layer.  In most of Units A and B, AU1 
overlaid a densely packed layer of large stones that composed the fill of Group 4’s platform.  In this area, 
the terminal version of Group 4’s platform edge had collapsed off to the south.  In the northern part of 
Unit B, excavations were only 3 cm deep and terminated at a compact layer of small white limestone 
flecks that resembled the eroded structure floor ballast encountered in Operation 36, directly to the 
north.  This layer appears to represent the original elevation of Group 4’s platform surface.  In Unit D, 
excavations terminated at a looser layer of large stones that had collapsed from Group 4’s platform 
edge and ended up on the terminal plaza floor south of Pitaya Wall, the southern face of Group 4’s 
platform. 
 Structure 35 South Collapse – AU2.  Lots Excavated: D/2.  This analytical unit consists of a layer 
of collapse located south of Structure 35, resting on the terminal plaza floor located south of Group 4.  
The matrix consisted of 10YR 4/2 clay loam containing many large (25 to 50 cm) chert cobbles.  These 
stones are collapse that has fallen from the fill of Group 4’s platform.  Excavations identified the basal 
course of Pitaya Wall – the terminal southern platform face of Group 4.  This wall is mostly composed of 
small stacked cut stones, although a large chert cobble with a flattened face took the place  of cut 
stones.  A small section of Macal Plaza Floor, the terminal plaza floor south of Group 4, extends out from 
under Pitaya Wall into Unit D, indicating that the Group 4 platform was constructed on this floor.  
However, this floor was mostly eroded in our excavations in Unit D.  In AU2, we excavated past the level 
of Macal Plaza Floor down to the level of Manioc Plaza Floor, the penultimate plaza floor.  Excavations in 
Unit D terminated at the level of Manioc Plaza Floor, though this floor was only preserved in one small 
patch. 
 Group 4 Subplatform Fill Fill – AU3.  Lots Excavated: A/2,3,4,5; B/2.  In this analytical unit, 
excavations continued through the large stone fill that makes up the bulk of Structure 35’s substructure.  
This fill consists of large (25-50 cm) stones within a clay loam that lightens in color from 10YR 4/2 to 
10YR 6/3 from the top to the base of the analytical unit.  The stones are primarily chert river cobbles, 
although a few limestone blocks are mixed in.  At the base of excavations, we encountered the back side 
of Pitaya Wall, the terminal edge of the Structure 35 platform, and Macal Floor, a preserved plaster floor 
that Pitaya Wall was built on.  As noted in the description of AU2, Macal Plaza Floor is the final version of 
the plaza floor that extends from Structure 35 south. 
 Macal Plaza Floor – AU4.  Lot Excavated: A/6.  In this analytical unit, excavations removed Macal 
Plaza Floor to determine its date of construction.  Excavations were limited to a 1 by 1 m unit located 10 
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cm from east of the existing unit and 25 cm from the north of existing unit.  Macal Plaza Floor appears to 
have been a 3 cm thick resurfacing of an earlier plaster plaza floor, known as Manioc Plaza Floor.  The 
matrix of this lot is entirely 10YR 8/1 plaster.  Interestingly, large amounts of obsidian were found in this 
lot.  There are several burned patches on Manioc Plaza Floor. 
 Manioc Plaza Floor – AU5.  Lot Excavated: A/7.  In this analytical unit, excavations removed 
Manioc Plaza Floor and a layer of chert cobble ballast immediately below.  The matrix consists of 10YR 
8/1 plaster.  Carbon and evidence of burning were found in this analytical unit.  At the base of AU5, 
excavations uncovered Achiote Plaza Floor, the 3rd version of the plaza floor. Achiote Plaza Floor was 
only partially preserved and burning was encountered in the northwest part of the floor. 
 Achiote Plaza Floor – AU6.  Lot Excavated: A/8.  In this analytical unit, excavations removed 
Achiote Plaza Floor to find the fill underneath and date the floor.  We excavated 12 cm through the floor 
and ballast until we encountered a layer of wet laid clay and limestone cobble fill below.  Matrix 
consisted of a 10YR 6/3 clay loam with small (1 to 6 cm) limestone inclusions.  We terminated 
excavation at this level.  The base of this lot represented the end of our excavations in this location.  
Excavations ended in this area because we were below Terminal Classic levels. 
 
Excavations East of Structure 35 
Unit C of Operation 35 was placed near the southeast corner of the Group 4 platform in a narrow alley 
between Structures 35 and 38 and 39 (Figure 6.20).  This excavation sought to identify the platform edge 
in this area and determine if midden deposits were located in this alley.  Excavations were very 
confusing because the eastern platform face of Structure 35 appears to have collapsed badly.  Although 
we encountered many cut-limestone blocks, we found it difficult to determine if any belonged to intact 
stone alignments.  Perhaps a larger excavation would shed more light onto the construction of this 
platform edge.  Our excavations encountered two plaster plaza floor of Plaza D and one possible 
platform face associated with Group 4 (Figure 6.23).  The platform face was only clearly identified in the 
southern half of our excavation unit. 
 
The possible platform face we encountered was constructed of stacked cut stones three courses high 
facing east. Additionally, cut stones were identified in the profile to the west of the clearly defined line 
 

 
Figure 6.22.  Photograph showing Pitaya Wall resting on Macal Floor. 
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of stones; however, as best we can 
tell, these stone formed part of 
the fill of Group 4’s subplatform.  
Although cut stones were found 
across the unit, any continuation 
of this line to the north was not 
identified in our excavations.  If 
these stacked stones are indeed a 
wall, then they likely formed the 
terminal version of Group 4’s 
substructure eastern face. This 
possible wall was constructed on 
Carrot Plaza Floor, a heavily 
eroded plaza floor that appears to 
have formed the terminal plaster 
surface of Plaza D just to the east of 
Group 4.  Carrot Plaza Floor was 
mostly identified as an even layer of limestone ballast covered by a few patches of preserved plaster.  
Ceramics recovered from below Carrot Plaza Floor indicate that it was constructed in the second half of 
the Late Classic period during the Hats’ Chaak ceramic phase. 
 
As noted in the description of AU8 below, our excavations uncovered a high density of artifacts, 
particularly broken ceramics, immediately above Carrot Plaza Floor.  This area may have been the 
location of a midden resulting from activities on Group 4.  Unfortunately, no animal bone was 
encountered indicating that either food remains were selectively deposited away from Group 4 or this 
deposit was not the result of food preparation or disposal.  Further analysis of the materials recovered 
in this location may shed light on these materials. 
 
Approximately 20 cm below Carrot Plaza Floor we identified the preserved plaster of Celery Plaza Floor, 
the penultimate plaza floor in this location.  Like the plastered southern terrace surface of Structure 41 
(Mixter 2012), Celery Plaza Floor appears to have been strongly impacted by post-depositional 
compaction of underlying wet-laid clay fill that resulted in a broken and uneven surface.  As a result, the 
floor appears to have waves.  Excavation in this area terminated at the level of this floor, so we have no 
definitive evidence of the floor’s substrate that explains its wavy appearance.  Curiously, a number of 
flat cut stones were stacked horizontally in no apparent pattern on Celery Plaza Floor prior to the 
construction of Carrot Plaza Floor. 
 
Analytical Units (Operation 35: Unit C) 
 Modern Surface (Unit C) – AU7.  Lots Excavated: C/1,2.  In this analytical unit, we excavated 
through a thick layer of accumulated modern soil.  Since these excavations are located at the base of the 
platform that supports Structure 35, the deep accumulation (up to 18 cm) is not surprising.  The 
accumulation is much deeper in the eastern part of the unit, away from the Group 4 platform, than in 
the western portion, up the platform’s slope.  Excavations continued until we reached a layer of fallen 
cut-limestone blocks across the entirety of the unit.  This layer of collapse sloped down from west to 
east.  Excavations in this analytical unit worked through a 10YR 4/1 clay loam matrix that contained 
small (1 to 6 cm) limestone bits. 
 Group 4 Platform East Collapse – AU8.  Lots Excavated: C/3,4,5,6.  In this analytical unit, we 
excavated through a thick layer of collapse originating from the eastern edge of Structure 35.  The 

Figure 6.23. South profile of Operation 35, Unit C. 
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collapse consists of a fill that lightens from 10YR 3/2 to 10YR 6/3 from the top to the base.  Excavations 
in Unit C were very difficult to understand, likely as a result of the collapse.  At the base of excavations, 
we defined a set of stacked cut stones that likely formed a wall or platform edge in the western portion 
of the unit.  Additionally, we encountered an eroded plaster plaza floor, named Carrot Plaza Floor, which 
passed under this wall.  This floor was identified as a thin layer of white limestone flecks resting on 
darker brown sediment.  In Lot C/5, we excavated down about 4 cm into this brown sediment in the 
eastern portion of the excavation unit.  It is possible that this wall formed the terminal platform edge 
along this portion of the Group 4 platform.  Lot C/6 was excavated in part behind and possibly through 
this wall.  This lot likely contains mixed materials. 
 Additionally, Lots C/5 and C/6 contained a relatively high density of ceramic material.  It is 
possible that this material forms a small trash midden.  However, the absence of bone suggests that this 
discarded refuse is not related directly to large-scale and rapidly deposited food waste, production or 
consumption. 
 Carrot Plaza Floor and Fill – AU9.  Lot Excavated: C/7.  In this analytical unit, we excavated 
through Carrot Plaza Floor and into the 10YR 5/3 clay loam fill located directly below.  The sub-floor fill 
contained large chert cobbles and medium-sized limestone rubble inclusions.  At the base of these 
excavations, we encountered Celery Plaza Floor, a well preserved plaster floor.  Oddly, this floor is not 
level, but rather appears to have ripples, similar to those found in 2011 on the surface of Structure 41’s 
Terminal Preclassic southern terrace (Mixter 2012).  The Structure 41 surface appeared to have been 
warped by the compaction of a clay fill substrate.  It is certainly possible that this kind of substrate 
underpins Celery Plaza Floor as well.  Several flat cut stones were encountered resting on Celery Plaza 
Floor.  Excavations date the construction of Carrot Plaza Floor tentatively to the Late Classic II phase. 
 
Excavations in the Ravine East of Group 4: Operation 37 
The two units associated with Operation 37 were placed to the south of Group 4 along the slope that 
forms the edge of Plaza C, the artificially leveled civic space of Actuncan North (Figure 6.20).  Unit A, a 2 
by 2m unit, was opened first to test for a possible trash deposit as well as to gain a better understanding 
of the edge of the platform and any architecture associated with the slope down from Group 4.  Based 
on our findings in Unit A, our excavations were extended south into Unit B, a 1 by 2 m unit oriented 
north to south attached to the southwest square meter of Unit A (Figure 6.24).  Although a relatively 
large quantity of artifacts was found in these two units, there is little evidence of midden deposits at this 
location. Instead, our excavations yielded a tentative observation about the construction of the civic 
plaza edges of Actuncan North.  We encountered a sequence of stacked stone retaining walls and level 
clay surfaces that may have formed wide terraces that shored up the large constructed platform on 
which Actuncan North was built.  
 
Excavations in Units A and B uncovered two terrace faces constructed of stacked chert river cobbles.  
The upper wall was located in Unit A and was approximately 90 cm tall, while the lower wall located in 
Unit B was approximately 65 cm tall.  The stones in each wall were slightly battered so that they were 
supported by the sediment they were intended to contain.  At the base of the lower terrace wall, our 
excavations uncovered an even layer of white limestone gravel that may be the remains of an eroded 
plaster floor.  This floor may have formed the surface of a terrace extending southward from the base of 
the upper terrace wall.  The presence of broken plaster points to the possibility that these terraces were 
once plastered.  This kind of treatment would have produced an impressive aesthetic for individuals 
climbing the road up to grand entry to Actuncan North (Mixter, this volume).  Although not yet mapped, 
this road appears to have been located at the base of this set of terraces. 
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Test excavations below the terrace 
surfaces identified a 10YR 6/6 clay 
substrate that appeared to be 
culturally sterile.  Previous research 
indicates that similar natural clay 
underlies all of Actuncan North 
(Mixter 2012).  If this clay is 
culturally sterile, then it might 
indicate that these artificial 
terraces were carved out of the 
natural hillside and supported 
through the addition of terrace 
walls.  These walls would have 
helped maintain the shape of the 
Actuncan North plaza platform by preventing erosion. 
 
Above the terraces, we encountered a talus of bright orange clay pushed up against each terrace face.  
While the origin of this clay is not entirely known, two possible interpretations exist.  Mixter suspects 
that this matrix was deposited as a result of a post-abandonment erosional event.  In this scenario, this 
material eroded away from the similarly colored clay substrate higher up on the hill, eventually building 
up in the corner formed by each terrace face and the terrace surface that extends from its base.  Nick 
interprets this orange clay as an intentional cultural deposit placed on each terrace surface, possibly to 
support the base of the terrace face above.  This interpretation is supported by the clear color 
differentiation between this orange deposit and the more brown deposit above. 
 
Today, the form of these terraces is obscured by a deposit of 10YR 3/2 to 10YR 4/3 clay loam ranging 
from 15 to 40 cm in thickness.  The top portion of this layer is under active soil development; however, 
due to the slope, this development appears to have been frequently superseded by the deposition of 
erosional wash from higher up the slope onto these lower terraces.  As a result, this layer appears to 
mostly consist of colluvium that is darker near the surface due to active soil development in the recent 
past.  The analytical units for Operation 37 are described in greater detail below.  
 
Analytical Units 
 Modern Surface – AU1. Lots Excavated: A/1,2,4; B/1.  This first analytical unit is composed of a 
10YR 4/2 clay loam matrix indicative of the modern surface. No major modern cultural disturbances 
were identified on the surface of Units A and B. This analytical unit contained undressed limestone 
inclusions ranging from small specs (1to 6 cm) to large 50 cm limestone rocks. We terminated 
excavations in this analytical unit at a high density of large (25-50 cm) pieces of undressed limestone 
along the northern edge of Unit A, mostly likely collapse from higher up on the slope leading up to the 
surface of Actuncan North’s plaza platform.  Along the northern part of the unit and 20 cm below the 
collapse in the northern part of the unit, we identified a vertical stack of large rocks (6-25 cm), marking 
an abrupt color change from 10YR 4/2 to 10YR 5/4 that indicated the end of this cultural layer. It is likely 
that this stack of large rocks is the face of the uppermost identified plaza terrace.  The color change in 
Unit A marked the transition from AU1 to AU2. 
 The stone collapse identified in Unit A was not found in Unit B. There we identified one large flat 
stone in the NW corner of Unit B, but not a high density of rock.  However, as in Unit A, this cultural 
layer ended in Unit B with a sharp color change from 10YR 4/2 to 10YR 5/4 at its base.  During 

Figure 6.24. West profile of Operation 37. 
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excavation, these two 10YR 5/4 deposits were not continuous.  Therefore, in Unit B, this deposit was 
divided into a separate analytical unit, AU3. 
 Orange Sediment 1 – AU2.  Lots Excavated: A/3,5.  The matrix in this cultural layer exhibited a 
sudden change in color and composition from the matrix in AU1, a change from the dark brown 10YR 
4/2 clay loam to an orange 10YR 5/4 clay.  Excavations through this cultural layer further exposed the 
stacked stones mentioned in AU1 that appear to have formed a terrace face.  The face was constructed 
to a total height of 90 cm. 
 As defined in the broader description of Operation 37 above, two possible interpretations of this 
orange sediment has been suggested.  It may have been slope wash or intentional fill.  Importantly, 
there was also an increase in the density of both small undressed limestone inclusions (6-10 cm) and 
artifacts.  Generally, the artifacts were relatively large pieces of lithics and ceramics.  The larger size of 
these materials may indicate that they were deposited on these terraces in ancient times rather than 
the result of post-abandonment formation processes.  Perhaps these indicate that this analytical unit 
was the result of a trash midden or refuse. 
 Orange Sediment 2 – AU3.  Lots Excavated: B/2,3.  This cultural layer is similar in composition to 
AU2 and is only separated as a separate analytical unit because the two are physically discontinuous.  
AU3 is located in Unit B in front of a terrace wall constructed of large chert river cobbles, whereas AU2 is 
located above in Unit A on the surface of the terrace formed by this wall.  Like AU2 the matrix of this 
layer was an orange (10YR 5/4) clay with a large number of artifacts.  
 In Unit B, this cultural layer also contained undressed limestone inclusions ranging from 6 to 25 
cm in size. In the northern half of Unit B, excavations uncovered a stack of limestone boulders that 
appear to form the face of a 65 cm high terrace.  This terrace would be one step down from the terrace 
defined in Unit A.  Excavations terminated at a level of broken white limestone surface that appears 
similar to the remnants of eroded plaster floors.  We interpret this as the constructed surface of the 
terrace that extends out from the base of the face uncovered in this analytical unit. 
 Terrace Floor and Fill – AU4.  Lot Excavated: B/4.  This cultural layer is a mixed deposit 
containing a continuation of AU3 and the eroded plaster floor that forms the lower boundary of AU3.  
The majority of this analytical unit contains the orange clay of AU3, but we also excavated through the 
floor.  Interestingly, the quantity of artifacts and limestone inclusions decreases near the plaster floor.  
This analytical unit is directly above the sterile clay of AU5 and below the base of the terrace wall 
encountered in the northern portion of Unit B. 
 Clay Terrace Fill – AU5.  Lots Excavated: A/6; B/5.  This final analytical unit contains a matrix of 
dense light-orange colored (10YR 5/6) clay that forms the substrate of the terraces identified in this 
operation. In both units, this layer contains only small bits and pieces of limestone. In comparison with 
AU2 and AU3, this layer contained a markedly lower density of artifacts and is nearly culturally sterile.  
The clay in this deposit may have been mined from pure deposits and used for fill, or the terraces may 
have been cut from the side of a naturally occurring clay hill.  We know that Actuncan North was 
constructed on a large clay ridge and that the ancient Maya moved large amounts of clay around the 
hilltop for fill.  Therefore, either interpretation remains possible. 
 
Summary of Findings 
Excavations in Operations 35 and 37 were executed to find midden deposits resulting from activities 
taking place on Group 4 and to define the construction techniques used to build the substructure of 
Group 4.  High densities of artifacts were identified in Operation 35 Unit C and in Operation 37, although 
no evidence of refuse was encountered in Operation 35 Units A, B, and D.  However, none of these 
deposits was recognized as midden during excavations, and an absence of animal bone may suggest 
these are not large-scale, rapidly deposited middens, as such they are classified as indeterminate refuse.  
Continuing analysis of the artifact assemblages from these deposits may shed more light on their nature. 
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Additionally, excavations in Operations 35 Units A, B, and D clearly identified the remains of the face of 
the Group 4 subplatform.  By identifying the basal course of this platform face and the surface of 
Structure 35’s building platform, we were able to approximate the platform face’s height and 
construction techniques.  However, the upper portion of the platform face was heavily collapsed, 
leaving open the question of the façade’s form.  In Unit C, the results of our exposure of the platform 
edge was much more ambiguous.  Although we identified a wall, it is unclear if this wall formed the 
southern platform edge of Group 4’s subplatform.  Finally, excavations in Operation 37 uncovered the 
remains of the terraced edge of the artificial platform on which Actuncan North was constructed. 
 

Preliminary Conclusions 
 

The excavations of Group 4 during the 2013 field season resulted in a much better understanding of the 
architectural layout of the this civic complex and its superstructures.  Additionally, the collection of large 
amounts of artifact and soil data will contribute to a better understanding of the structures’ daily use.  
The Structure 33 through 35 appear to form a complex civic monument: an open hall to the south, a 
series of small rooms in the southwest corner, a central platform accessed from at least two staircases 
facing east, and a series of platforms that likely supported perishable superstructures to the north, all of 
which flank a gently sloping patio open to the east.  Additionally, excavations identified multiple phases 
of Terminal Classic construction indicating that Group 4 was used for a long enough period of time to 
warrant substantial renovations.  This later observation is important because we do not have a strong 
understanding of Group 4’s abandonment.  The presence of a few Postclassic ceramic sherds have 
always suggested to us a longer period of occupation, and multiple construction phases support this 
interpretations.  Ongoing research on the materials collected from Group 4 will shed further light on the 
likely multifaceted and long-term use of this complex. 
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Appendix 6A 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 6A.1 Operation 40 and 8 Analytical Units 

AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface All lots aside those assigned to AU2 Terminal Classic 

AU2 Patio Floor and Ballast GL/2;HL/2;EP/2 Terminal Classic 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Table 6A.2 Operation 36 Analytical Units 
 

AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R, 
S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,AA,AB,AC,AD,AE,AF, 
AG,AH,AI,AJ,AK,AL,AM,AN/1 

Terminal Classic 

AU2 Collapse A,B,C,D,F/2,3; 
E,G,H,J,K,L,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,AA
,AC,AD,AE,AF,AG,AH,AI,AJ,AK,AM,AN,A
O,AP,BI/2;AQ,AR,AS,AT,AU,AV,AW,AX,A
Y,AZ,BA,BB,BC,BD,BE,BF,BG,BH,BI,BJ,BK,
BL,BM,BN,BO/1; 

Terminal Classic 

AU3 Radish Floor Fill BN,BO/2 Late Classic II 

AU4 Group 4 Patio Fill BN,BO/3 Late Classic 
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Table 6A.3 Operation 42 Analytical Units 

 
AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R, 
S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,AA,AB,AC,AD,AE,AF, 
AG,AH,AI,AJ,AK,AL/1 

Terminal Classic 

AU2 Collapse A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,O,P,R,U,W,X,Y,Z,AA,AB,
AC,AD,AI,AJ,AK,AL/2 

Terminal Classic 

AU3 Terminal East Stair A,B,C,D,G/3 Terminal Classic 

AU4 Raspberry Fill V/2 Late Classic 

AU5 Room 2 Fill I,J,K,AE/2 Terminal Classic 

AU6 Collapse West of 
Structure 34 

AM,AN,AO,AP/1 Late Classic II 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Table 6A.4 Operation 44 Analytical Units 
 

AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R, 
S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,AA,AB,AC,AD,AE,AF, 
AG,AH,AI,AJ/1 

Terminal Classic 

AU2 Collapse A,B,C,D,O,P,Q,R,T,V/2 Terminal Classic 
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Table 6A.5. Operation 35 Analytical Units 

 
AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface (Units A,B,D) A/1; B/1; D/1 Late Classic II 

AU2 Structure 35 South Collapse D/2 Terminal Classic 

AU3 Group 4 Substructure Fill A/2,3,4,5; B/2 Terminal Classic 

AU4 Macal Floor A/6 Not Established 

AU5 Manioc Floor A/7 Early Classic 

AU6 Achiote Floor A/8 Not Established 

AU7 Modern (Unit C) C/1,2 Terminal Classic 

AU8 Group 4 Platform East 
Collapse 

C/3,4,5,6 Terminal Classic 

AU9 Carrot Floor and Fill C/7 Late Classic II 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6A.6. Operation 37 Analytical Units 
 

AU Number Analytical Unit Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 

AU1 Modern Surface A/1,2,4; B/1 Not Established 

AU2 Orange Sediment 1 A/3,5 Not Established 

AU3 Orange Sediment 2 B/2,3 Not Established 

AU4 Terrace Floor and Fill B/4 Not Established 

AU5 Clay Terrace Fill A/6; B/5 Not Established 
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Chapter 7: Excavations at Structures 26 and 27 in Actuncan’s E-Group 

Luke Donohue (University of Alabama) 

As stated in the project goals, excavations at Actuncan’s E-group seek to better understand the 
relationship between ritual practices and the nature of early leadership at the site. The rise of divine 
kingship often accompanies a change in ritual activities, such as caching and burial practices, at these 
civic monuments (Chase and Chase 1985; Freidel and Schele 1989).  At Tikal, elaboration of the E-group 
accompanied the rise of its first dynasty (LaPorte and Fialko 1990).  At Actuncan, we began initial 
excavations of the E-Group’s eastern platform, Structures 26 and 27, to examine building stages, ritual 
features, and art programs. David Mixter also surveyed Plaza F and its flanking buildings to determine 
the layout of the buildings (see Chapter 2).  Excavations at Structures 26 and 27 should reveal evidence 
of the types of rituals that were performed at the eastern complex and to associate them with changes 
in site leadership. Lisa LeCount discusses the importance of E-Groups to the goals of the project and 
presents some preliminary interpretations in Chapter 1.  Also see Krystal Craiker’s (Craiker and Mixter 
2013) previous excavations in Plaza F for more information.    
 

Methods 
 
At the beginning of the 2013 field season, the tops and western sides of Structures 26 and 27 were 
cleared of all vegetation approximately 20 m south of the Juan-Galvez fence for the purpose of 
investigation. The northern and eastern portions of the structures remain in heavy bush.  Most of Plaza 
F, except the northeast corner, was cleared of vegetation by spring fires, so the orientation of the plaza 
was also visible.  Nonetheless, the corners of the eastern platform (Structure 26) and its central pyramid 
(Structure 27) could not be clearly discerned.  In order to correctly orient the axial trenches into these 
buildings, we did some preliminary excavations to find their orientations.  Two 2 x 2 m units were shot in 
at the top of Structure 27 and oriented directly north-south. We began excavating the first two units on 
Structure 27 (Operation 38) to find the center stairs. Once we identified them, we were able to 
triangulate the potential location of the basal stair of Structure 26 on the plaza. Next, we began the 
excavation of a 2 m wide trench (Operation 39) leading up from the plaza to where we had opened 
Operation 38 in front of the stairs to Structure 27. In all cases, excavations were removed lot by lot and 
focused on finding architecture, burials and caches. Actuncan workmen excavated units in pairs, with 
one screening while the other dug. All dirt was screened in ¼ in mesh screens, and all artifacts were 
washed, weighed, measured, and recorded at the Actuncan project lab. Any carbon was removed in foil, 
and Dr. Lisa LeCount analyzed ceramics to determine chronological phases. A single burial was found 
under a broad step or terrace, which was excavated by Kelsey Nordine with the assistance of Guillermo 
Chuc. I oversaw the majority of the operations, although both BrieAnna Langlie and Emma Koenig took 
over for parts of the excavation season while I had dengue. Appendix A provides the Harris Matrices and 
Analytical Unit tables for all excavated proveniences. 
 

Structure 27, Operation 38 
 

Excavations in the eastern complex for the 2013 season began at Structure 27, the central pyramidal 
structure. The primary goals were to 1) excavate an axial trench into the building to date its construction 
and 2) locate activity areas on top of Structure 27’s pyramid.  Operation 38 ultimately consisted of 13 2 
X 2 m excavation units (Units A-M) and 65 lots (Figure 7.1). Since Structure 27’s western side faces 
towards Plaza F, we excavated here. Initial units were expanded from west to east as we worked up to 
the summit of the pyramid, but we also expanded north, south, and east when we encountered the 
front steps and floors.  Figure 7.2 is the north profile of the axial trench into Structure 27. 
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Excavations revealed a series of greatly 
eroded monumental limestone steps in 
varying stages of collapse on the building’s 
western face. These steps may be 
associated with two or possibly three 
terraces, a pattern reported for early civic 
structures at Holmul (Estrada-Belli 2009). 
Given the eroded nature of the steps and 
the limited exposure of the excavations, I 
present two interpretations as to how they 
might articulate in the discussion below. 
Running from the base of the structure to 
the summit, we found two steps (Marino 
and Bradshaw) and a wall and top step 
(Layne) associated with the summit 
platform (Figure 7.3). Since none of the 
sides of the steps were ever exposed, it is 
difficult to determine if they were inset or 
outset, although it appears that they may 
have been outset based on the corner of 
the summit platform we found in the 
northern most unit, J. The basal step, Marino, was composed of 10-15 cm high cut-limestone blocks with 
a 20 cm tread (Figure 7.4). It extended for 1.7 m running north to south in Unit D, although neither end 
was uncovered during excavations.  It was built on top of Outkast Floor, Structure 26-1st’s summit floor 
or the floor of a low terrace abutting Structure 27-1st, found primarily in Operation 39 Unit H. Above 
Outkast Floor we found a short section of terminal flooring, TobyMac, that runs directly into the face of 
Marino Step riser. We found no evidence of Toby Mac Floor anywhere else.  Marino step is roughly a 
meter to the west of the second step, Bradshaw, but no floor was found on top Marino step that would 
have acted as a tread and /or terrace floor connecting this step to Bradshaw step.  Bradshaw step was 
less well preserved than Marino step; it was disturbed by a tree located on the border between Units B 
and D. Initially, we unknowingly excavated into this step when searching for the axial staircase in Units C 
and D. The risers for this step were more varied than those for Marino step with heights ranging from 10 
to 25 cm (Figure 7.5). Due to damages, it is hard to determine its length, although it clearly runs for 
about 2 m north to south on the border of Units B and D, before petering off in Unit C.  No floor was 
found directly on top of Bradshaw step’s riser that would have acted as a tread connecting it to the next 
step, Layne Step and Wall described below.   
 
Layne Wall does not form a single coherent line.  In Unit J at the northern end of the excavations, it is 
the summit platform’s face, which is nicely constructed with big, pink cut-limestone blocks arranged in 

 
Figure 7.2.  North Profile of Structure 27’s Axial Trench. 

Figure 7.1. Map of Operations 38 and 39 at Structures 
26 and 27, respectively. 
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alternating lengthwise and tenoned blocks. In the southern two units (G and E), Layne Wall is the risers 
of a clearly defined set of outset steps.  The junction between the outset stair and the platform wall was 
not clearly defined because of the poor condition of the crumbling blocks, but they are not on the same 
line.  Initially, we thought that the Layne Wall was solely a step, but after we opened up Unit J, we 
managed to expose the corner of the platform, which was made of the same large limestone blocks as 
the rest of the wall (Figure 7.6). At this point we realized that the Layne Wall marked the facade of the 
uppermost platform of Structure 27. Layne Wall is made of dressed limestone blocks, ranging in height 
from 20 to 40 cm and 20 to 30 cm in width (Figure 7.7). Run in front and underneath Layne Wall we 
found Ludacris floor.  Ludacris Floor likely would have extended from underneath the Layne Wall /Step 
to the top of a third step in between Bradshaw Step and Layne Wall (see Figure 7.3). On top of the 
summit fronted by Layne Wall, Eminem Floor covers the extent of the exposed summit platform, but we 
did not find the eastern edge of the summit. Because it was eroded directly over the Layne Terrace 
Wall/Step, we never excavated Eminem Floor as a discreet analytical unit, and its entire fill was lumped 
into Layne Wall and Fill (AU7).  
  
Feature 3, an altar, was constructed at the summit of Structure 27, and was found in Units L and M. The 
altar was constructed of both dressed and un-shaped limestone blocks, 1.4 m at its longest point north 
to south, and 1.2 m east to west (see 
Figure 7.8). The altar’s height ranged 
from 20 to 40 cm. Stones used in its 
construction ranged from small stones 
around 5 cm in size to large cut blocks 
around 40 cm across and 20 cm high.  
Ceramic diagnostics date the feature to 
the Terminal Preclassic period.  Later, 
the altar was covered up, although the 
ceramic dates are currently pending 
analysis. From the front of the Marino 
step, to the top of the summit, 
Structure 27 rises 1.4 m.  
 
Currently, there are two architectural 
reconstructions of Structure 27-1st. The 
first reconstructs a series of terraces 
and steps leading from Structure 26 to 
Structure 27.  In this reconstruction, 
Marino and Bradshaw steps represent 

Figure 7.3. Schematic of floors, steps and features on the summits of Structures 26 and 27. 
 

Figure 7.4.  Marino Step. 
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a short staircase up to a medial terrace 
represented by Ludacris Floor. This 
terrace then extends to Layne Step 
that represents the final step to the 
summit of Structure 27-1st. The step 
called Wilson (described below in 
Operation 39) represents an earlier 
construction ultimately covered over 
by Outkast Floor. The second 
interpretation reconstructs an 
additional step within a longer 
staircase leading up from Structure 26-
1st to the Ludacris Floor and the medial 
terrace of Structure 27-1st. In this 
interpretation, Marino Step is still seen 
as the first step and Bradshaw the 2nd 
step, but there is a 3rd step between 
Bradshaw and Layne Step and Wall, 
which has since collapsed and never found. Ludacris Floor would have extended from the top of this 
third step to Layne Step forming a shorter medial terrace than that described in the first interpretation. 
The second interpretation explains the large difference in elevation between the tops of Layne Wall and 
Bradshaw step. I support the second explanation, although more excavation is necessary to determine 
the extent of the potential terraces and numbers of steps within the staircases of Structure 27. 
 
Towards the end of the excavation season, we initiated a deep 2 x 2 m excavation in Unit E to learn as 
much as possible about the history of 
Structure 27.  We found that Layne 
Wall and summit was built on top of 
Ludacris Floor. Under that floor there 
was a mixture of small chert cobbles 
and loose fill. Below that, we found 
five separate fills, mostly 
distinguishable by the number of rocks 
within each fill and subtle shifts in 
matrix color. No features were found. 
Interestingly there were no more 
floors under Ludacris Floor, and it is 
entirely possible that all these fills are 
part of one construction phase. 
Ultimately, we managed to excavate 
down 210 cm into Unit E, bottoming 
out at 240 cmbd at its deepest point.  
 
Analytical Units 
Thirteen Analytical Units are 
associated with Structure 27: two natural 
and 11 cultural. 

Figure 7.5. Bradshaw Step. 

Figure 7.6.  Structure 27 excavations showing  
architectural features. 
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 AU1-  Modern Surface of 
Structure 27 [Lots A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, 
I, J, K, L, M/1, A, B/2, C, D/3]: The first 
level was  a 10YR 3/2-4/2 Munsell 
number (Very Dark to Dark Grayish 
Brown) humus layer of clay loam. It 
was a very dark and loose soil across 
the entire surface of the structure.  At 
bottom the humus, the matrix often 
lightened in color, and I saw an 
increase in cobbles and uncut 
limestone blocks, probably fragments 
of ashlar blocks. The humus layer ran 
from 0 to 36 cm in depth. Ceramics, 
lithics, jute, and small pieces of 
obsidian were all found in this layer. 
One chert eccentric, Special Find number 
1, came out of Unit C, found close to the 
top of the collapse. The TPQ to this level 
was Terminal Classic period, but it is hard 
to draw anything from that due to heavy animal and vegetation disturbances, including a cow path 
running north to south in the western half of Units C and D along the Juan-Galvez fence line. 
 AU2- Collapse of Structure 27-1st [Lots C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K/2, A, B, E, F, G, H/3, G/4, D/5, D/6]: 
Directly underneath the humus layer was the second AU, Structure 27-1st collapse, which consisted of a 
lighter color brown (10YR 4/3 or 5/3) than the humus layer above it, and primarily consisting of clay. The 
deeper this layer went, the lighter the color as it neared architecture or plaster surfaces.  Its depth 
ranged from 2 to 51 cm, and it yielded ceramics, lithics, jute, pieces of shell, obsidian and some animal 
bones, in addition to some cut-limestone block and block fragments.  Similar disturbances as seen in the 
modern humus layer were noticed. Ceramic analysis dates this level to the Terminal Classic period as 
well.  
 Underneath this collapse, we found a series of 3 architectural features, originally all thought to 
be steps in one continuous staircase: Marino at the bottom, Bradshaw in the middle and Layne at the 
top. Bradshaw Step in Units A, B, and D was the first found, and it was used to orient the axial trenches.  
It was damaged, but it was made out of cut limestone blocks, with heights ranging from 10 to 25 cm 
with widths of around 10 cm. While not completely exposed, its length was about 2 m, before it got hard 

Figure 7.7. Layne Wall, summit platform and step of 
Structure 27.    

Figure 7.8.  Feature 3, an altar, with Reynaldo Cunil and Edwardo Cocom excavating. 
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to distinguish from collapse in Unit A. The better intact Marino Stair in Unit D was further down slope to 
the west, and the cut-limestone Layne Wall was located in Units E and G towards the top of the 
structure to the east.  Originally thought to be another step, Layne Wall was the façade of the summit of 
Structure 27, and its outline was visible in Units E, G, and J. Eminem Floor on top of the summit is 
currently visible in Units E, G, H, I, J, L and M, and still needs to be defined on its northern, southern, and 
eastern extents.  With some of the steps we located the accompanying floors:  Marino Step was lying on 
top of the Outkast Floor. Ludacris Floor extended from Layne Wall/Step to either Bradshaw step or a 
step that has since eroded in between Bradshaw step and Layne wall. Ludacris Floor in Units E and G 
runs beneath Layne Wall. Because of the poor condition of the terminal architecture, we accidentally 
excavated through any floor that may have been in Units A and B, on top of Bradshaw step.  TobyMac 
Floor is a late addition above Outkast Floor that runs directly into Marino Step. It only appears in 
Operation 38 in a small area of Unit D. 
 AU3- TobyMac Floor and Fill [Lot D/7]: This AU consists of floor and ballast materials from 
TobyMac Floor.  We excavated the floor and fill downward until we encountered Outkast Floor 
associated with Operation 39 Unit H of Structure 26.  Outkast Floor may be the terminal summit floor of 
Structure 26 or possibly a low terrace that abutted Structure 27 above the summit of Structure 26.  It 
will be discussed below in Operation 39. These excavations also uncovered the bottommost step leading 
down from the summit of the building, Marino Step. TobyMac Floor was a late addition on top of 
Outkast Floor that ran into the front of the Marino Step riser, perhaps a small repair of Outkast Floor. It 
consisted of 40 gallons of 10YR 6/3 brown clay, and with a few ceramic sherds and lithic debitage, but 
little in the way of diagnostics. The lot was only in the western half of Unit C, and extended only 7 to 15 
cm deep. No TPQ date is known for this lot at this time.  
 AU4- Fill from Bradshaw Step [Lots A, B, D/4, B/5]: Once Units A and B were removed down to 
the first level of structure fill, no step was apparent within the units. So, Units C and D were opened to 
the west of A and B. It then became apparent that we had inadvertently excavated into the fill of 
Bradshaw Step before properly identifying it (See picture 6.7). A dead tree located in the southwest 
corner of Unit B and the southeast corner of Unit D apparently had warped the step.  The fill of 
Bradshaw Step consisted of a 10YR 6/6 clay and consisted of large cobbles and undressed limestone 
fragments. Bradshaw step was the second step to be built after Layne step was built, but it is directly 
associated with the terminal construction phase of the pyramid. In removing part of its fill, we excavated 
from 5 to 20 cm of fill, depending on the unit. The ceramic analysis from this unit indicates its Terminal 
Post Quem as Terminal Late Preclassic period, and other artifacts included lithics and jute.  
 AU5- Fill Surrounding Feature 3, an altar [Lots L, M/2, L/3]: In the two western-most units, we 
uncovered only humus before discovering a large altar in Units L and M, which we named Feature 3. The 
fill surrounding the feature was a 10YR 4/2 clay fill that strongly resembled the humus layer in its 
consistency and color. This fill, however, was underneath the humus layer, and contained more rocks 
than expected, so we determined it was likely part of a ritual recovering of the altar, perhaps at the 
abandonment of Structure 27. Due to the fact that Feature 3 would have been exposed for at least a 
short amount of before this fill was used to cover it up, we know that this fill dates later than the 
construction of the feature. No floor was found on top the fill.  Artifacts uncovered in this level consisted 
of some ceramics, lithics, jute, and a small amount of obsidian. Depths of AU5 range from 11 to 35 cm.  
 AU6- Feature 3, an altar, Fill [Lots M/3, L/4]: The fill of Feature 3 was a 10YR 4/2 dark grayish 
brown clay loam. Within the feature fill we discovered some ceramic sherds, lithics, and jute. The 
ceramic analysis revealed a TPQ of Terminal Late Preclassic period. The altar was topped with flat cut-
limestone blocks and filled with undressed limestone chunks and other cobbles. It ranged in height from 
20 to 40 cm high, and is located directly on the same centerline as the stairs on Structures 26 and 27. No 
excavations were done beyond the removal of the altar, but since it was located on top of floor above 
the Layne Stair, it must have been constructed after Layne stair, which dates to the Preclassic period.  
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 AU7- Layne Wall and Step Fill 
[Lot E/5]:  This AU includes Layne 
Wall and Step and summit platform 
fill. While we later realized Eminem 
Floor was located on top of Layne 
Wall, at the time, we removed the fill 
behind Layne Wall and its facing 
stones as one continuous lot. The 
wall consisted of crumbling pink cut-
limestone blocks that alternating 
between tenons and horizontal facing 
stones (Figure 7.9).  It appears to be 
part of the same construction phase 
as Bradshaw and Marino steps below, 
although it looks like a step in 
between Bradshaw and Layne steps 
may have since collapsed. The fill was 
a 10YR 6/4 clay loam, with a 
potentially Preclassic TPQ. The material was removed in one 90 gallon lot. Limited ceramic data makes 
analysis for this level less sure due to the limited amount of sherds we recovered from this single lot. We 
also found jute and lithic artifacts in this lot, and the lot itself extended 19 to 25 cm deep, before coming 
down on Ludacris Floor. Ludacris Floor is the second floor of Structure 27’s summit, extending out either 
to the top of the Bradshaw step or some since eroded step. The terminal summit floor is called Eminem, 
and runs over the top of the Layne Wall. 
 AU8- Ludacris Floor [Lot E/6:] Immediately underneath Layne Wall was Ludacris Floor, excavated 
as 45 gallon lot. Ludacris Floor was a plaster surface 10 cm thick.  The floor and ballast contained limited 
ceramic sherds dating to Late Preclassic period. This AU was a 10YR 6/4 light yellowish brown clay loam, 
and extended 5 to 9 cm deep. It was 
associated with a fill directly 
underneath. 
  AU9- Fill Below Ludacris 
Floor [Lot E/4,7]: The fill immediately 
under Ludacris Floor was excavated 
while uncovering more of the face of 
Layne Wall in Unit E. Later, we more 
fully excavated it when the purpose 
was to go as deep as possible into 
Unit E.  Figure 7.10 illustrates the 
stratigraphic levels in Unit E. The fill 
directly below Ludacris Floor contains 
10YR 6/4 clay loam and limited 
artifacts, mostly a few sherds with a 
tentative Preclassic TPQ. The two 
separate excavation events were 
grouped together into AU 9, a level 9 
to 13 cm deep.  

Figure 7.9.  Layne Wall.  Note tenon and horizontally placed 
façade blocks. 

Figure 7.10.  Profiles of Unit E. 
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 AU10- Cobbled Loose Fill 
[Lots E/8, E/9, E/10, E/11, E/12, 
E/14, E/16, E/17]. Below Ludacris 
Floor fill was a large level of 
loose soil ranging from 10YR 5/6 
to 6/6 yellowish brown to 
brownish yellow sandy clay to 
clay loam, notable for its large 
amount of chert cobbles. These 
cobbles were seemingly 
arranged in with a broad sloping 
pattern towards the southeast 
corner of Unit E (Figure 7.11). 
Numerous limestone bifaces, 
interpreted as agricultural hoes 
were found interspersed among 
the cobbles.  Depths of this fill 
range from 36 cm in the 
northwest corner to 65 cm in the 
southeast corner of the unit, 
illustrating the degree to which 
the fill sloped. Artifacts include 
ceramics, lithics, and jute 
interspersed among the cobbles. Ceramic analysis revealed a TPQ of Terminal Late Preclassic period, 
which appears to be in line with other parts of the structure.  
 AU11- Sterile Fill [Lots E/13, E/15, E/18]: Immediately under the loose cobble fill, and in some 
parts next to it, was a fill layer of sterile sandy soil. It permeated up underneath the cobbled fill, 
eventually spreading from the northern side of the unit throughout the entire unit. In profile, it is clear 
that this level of sterile fill represented an earlier deposit than the cobbled fill above it. The depths of 
this layer, in contrast with AU 10, run from a shallow 4 cm in the northeast corner to 32 cm in the 
northwest corner. This fill was 10YR 6/4 
to 6/6 light yellowish to brownish yellow 
sandy clay. No artifacts were ever found 
while excavating or screening, although 
in profile it appears to just be a part of 
the cobbled fill above it, albeit without 
any rock inclusions.  
 AU12- Cobble-Lined Feature and 
Fill [Lot E/22]: Under AU 11, we 
discovered a line of chert cobbles 
running roughly east-west in the center 
of the unit.  This line consisted of a single 
course of rocks (Figure 7.12). To see if 
the material on both sides of the cobble 
line were distinguishable, we excavated 
the northern half of the unit separately 
from the rest. The northern portion 
quickly became sterile much like AU11 

Figure 7.11.  Photograph of Unit E north profile.  Note cobble fill 
(AU10) and sterile fill (AU11) below Ludacris floor and its fill. 
Layne Wall’s vertical façade block can be seen in profile. 

Figure 7.12.  Cobble-lined feature. Note Layne Wall at 
upper left-hand corner of picture. 
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but darker orange in hue. It was designated AU13, and is described below.  The southern side of the unit 
also eventually petered out into AU13 with depths ranging from only 3 to 9 cm. It was kept separate 
from the material on the north side of the cobbles.  It is this material that is called AU 12, and it consists 
of a 10YR 6/6 brownish yellow sandy loam containing several medium to large cobbles. Artifacts in this 
level consisted of a few ceramic sherds and lithics among the larger cobbles that differentiate from the 
other lots. None of the artifacts revealed much in the way of ceramic diagnostics. This level very well 
could be similar to the lot beneath it, but was kept separate in case more cobbles show up in future 
excavations on Structure 27. 
 AU13- Structure 27 Fill [Lots E/19, E/20, E/21, E/23]: The lots removed from the north side of the 
cobbles described in AU12 and those immediately under AU 12 became the final level of Operation 38. 
This unit was a 580 gallon removal of 10YR 6/4 to 6/6 dark yellowish brown to brownish yellow sandy 
loam with limited artifacts. Its depth ran from 40 to 64 cm primarily due to working around AU 12 in the 
southern half of the unit. It is entirely possible that AU 12 and 13 can be considered the same fill 
episode, but they have been kept apart for now, until more data can be gathered as to the potential 
time span of the construction phase. While the deep orange fill continues deeper, excavations were 
halted at the end of the dig season.  

 
Structure 26, Operation 39 

 
Operation 39 consists of 9 2 x 2m excavation units and 69 lots. As excavations progressed they revealed 
a complex series of architectural features: several plaza floors, at least four platform construction 
subphases, a staircase (McCoy) with additional steps, caches, a burial (Burial 18), and a floor-cut feature 
at the base of Structure 27 thought to be a big posthole. As we excavated into Structure 26, we first 
came across a much eroded staircase in Units B and C, only visible in profile (Figure 7.13). This is the 
terminal staircase, which was never named because it was dismantled, most of the stones of which we 
never found.  We found the complete base step to the terminal staircase, Manning Step, which met 
Plaza F in Unit A and appears to have also formed part of the basal architecture of the terminal platform 
as well.  Manning Step articulates to the terminal staircase by way of a stuccoed floor, Nas, which ran 2 
m from the top of Manning Step to the eroded terminal staircase. The destroyed Nas Floor and 
dismantled terminal Staircase likely represent a ritualistic dismantling when the structure was retired.  
This staircase and basal step are all part Structure 26-1st, and it has a Terminal Preclassic Period TPQ. 
 
In Plaza F, in front of Manning step, we found both Biggie and Tupac Floors, clearly added after the 
construction of the terminal architecture.  Biggie Floor tentatively dates to the Late Classic I phase, and 
Tupac Floor dates to the Early Classic period.  Running underneath Manning Step and Tupac Floor is 
Kanye Floor, which dated to the Terminal Preclassic period also. Kanye Floor covered over Palmer Step 
which is part of Structure 26-2nd-a and McCoy staircase (Staircase 2). Palmer step lies to the east of 
Manning step, buried underneath Kanye Floor, but above Dengue Floor. McCoy Staircase was found in 
Units C and D to the east of Structure 26-1st’s dismantled terminal stairs. It consisted of nine steps, 
including one inset step in the middle of the seventh step from the bottom (Figure 7.14). The steps of 
McCoy Staircase were each about 15 to 25 cm in height with cut limestone facing stones and treads 
generally around 15 cm wide. As in Operation 38, we did not find the sides of any of the steps, so it is 
currently unknown whether they are inset or outset from the structure. When we excavated into McCoy 
Staircase, we discovered two more steps that had been built earlier than Structure 26-2nd-a, but were 
incorporated into the later staircase. These were called Brady and Flacco Steps, and are considered part 
of Structure 26-2n –b and Staircase 3. Brady Step ran continuously underneath the inset step on the 
seventh step, and Flacco Step was a small step immediately underneath the fourth and fifth steps on 
McCoy Staircase (Figures 7.16). Additionally, we uncovered another base step in Unit B, Brees 
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Step, buried behind and below Palmer 
step, but with Dengue Floor running 
into its riser. This shows that Dengue 
Floor was a plaza floor, and it was 
added after the construction of Brees 
Step, which sits on top of Nelly Floor, 
the earliest plaza floor uncovered as 
part of Operation 39. Brees Step had a 
20-30 cm riser, made of cut-limestone 
facing stones covered in some places 
by plaster and a long tread extending 
towards the front of McCoy Staircase 
(Figure 7.17). On the top of that tread 
was a collapsed step, Quinn, to the 
west of the McCoy Staircase.  Quinn 
Step had a smashed vessel on top 
(Feature 4), given a Terminal Late 
Preclassic Period TPQ (Figure 7.18). 
This vessel would represent one of two 
smashed pottery features, and may be associated with Structure 26-2nd-b, rather than 26-2nd-a, since the 
step was collapsed.  However, it is hard to say which construction event it was originally associated with. 
Besides Quinn Step associated with Feature 4, Brees, Flacco and Brady Steps have all been attributed to 
that same Structure 26-2nd-b subphase and Staircase 3 because they are similar but, in some form or 
another, were used in the construction of the later Structure 26 2nd-a’s staircase.  
 
A series of floors towards the summit of Structure 26 also need to be discussed. Here, I describe them 
separately from the stairs at the bottom of the structure because articulating the bottom and top stairs 
and floors is difficult.  At the summit of Structure 26, we uncovered Outkast Floor, the terminal summit 
floor of Structure 26-1st or a low terrace connecting Structure 26-1st to Structure 27-1st above it (Figure 
7.13).  I consider the second scenario more likely, and from here on out call it the terminal floor of a low 
terrace of Structure 27-1st.  This floor was above both Missy Elliot and Ice Cube Floors and Wilson Step, 
which are likely earlier versions of the low terrace that connected Structures 26 and 27. Ice Cube Floor  

Figure 7.14. McCoy Staircase (Staircase 2), a set of nine 
steps including the inset seventh step, of Str. 26-2nd-a. 

Figure 7.16.  Brady Step elevation on the left, and Flacco Step elevation on the right. 
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directly covered over the capstones of Feature 
3 (Burial 18) and abutted Wilson step, which 
was made of stones placed on top of the Lupe 
Fiasco Floor. This makes the Wilson Step and 
Burial 18 part of Structure 27-2nd-c, although 
further excavation in front of Marino Step is 
necessary to get a better idea of what is going 
on in that area and when the constructions 
occurred. Missy Eliot Floor is likely a resurfacing 
of the low terrace and smoothes over Wilson 
Step and Ice Cube Floor.  
 
Burial 18, below Wilson Step, was covered with 
some capstones of cut-limestone. The skeleton 
was oriented directly north-south with the 
cranium to the south (Figure 7.19). One arm 
was placed behind the back, but due to 
difficulties in identifying whether the individual was face up or down, it is hard to verify whether the 
skeleton follows the traditional Belize Valley pattern of burials. The cranium was facing either to the 
west or face down. Several sherds were found around the individual, one above the feet, another just 
above the head, and one located next to each hip. Since the skeleton was uncovered in the last week of 
excavation, further analysis is still pending.  
 
In the above paragraph I mentioned Lupe Fiasco Floor, which runs underneath Outkast Terrace. Lupe 
Fiasco Floor is likely the terminal summit floor of Structure 26, although it was buried by Outkast Terrace 
near Structure 27 (Figure 7.3).  Lupe Fiasco floor runs west from Burial 18 to the top of the terminal 
staircase of Structure 26. In my opinion, Roethlisberger Step would have allowed the ancient Maya to 
step up from the summit platform of Structure 26-1st (Lupe Fiasco Floor) to the low terrace in front of 
Structure 27-1st (Outkast Floor). Note that Outkast Floor does not perfectly articulate with this step. 
During excavation, we uncovered a smashed vessel on top of Roethlisberger Step, termed Feature 1 
(Figure 7.18). Underneath Roethlisberger Step was a large, deep posthole (Feature 6), 50 cm in diameter 
and excavated down at least 50 cm. At this point, its purpose is unknown, although LeCount believes it  

 
Figure 7.18.  Feature 1, smashed vessel on top of Roethlisberger Step. 

 
 

Figure 7.17.  Brees Step and Nelly (plaza) Floor. 
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was a large posthole for a World Tree 
erected on the summit of the eastern 
platform of the E-Group. 
 
At the western edge of the summit 
platform, Lupe Fiasco Floor ultimately 
dies out in Unit E. Here, Jay-Z  
floor underlies Lupe Fiasco Floor, and I 
have two alternative interpretations of 
Jay-Z Floor. One reconstructs these floors 
as chronologically different versions of 
the same structure.  Jay-Z Floor is an 
earlier summit surface under Lupe Fiasco 
Floor, associated with Structure 26-2nd-a 
and the penultimate McCoy Staircase, 
Staircase 2.  Jay-Z floor ultimately ends in 
Unit D superimposed over Kid Cudi Floor.  
Kid Cudi Floor may have continued 
underneath Jay-Z Floor, perhaps 
articulating with Staircase 3 as part of Structure 2nd-b (Figure 7.20). However, the top of McCoy Staircase 
also appears to meet the level of Kid Cudi Floor, although the floor is so eroded that it is still unknown 
how McCoy Staircase, Kid Cudi Floor and Jay-Z Floor ultimately fit together chronologically. This results 
in a split in the Harris Matrices in relative dating elements of Structure 26.  
 
The second Interpretation of the relationship between Lupe Fiasco, Jay-Z, and Kid Cudi Floors 
reconstructs all these floors as elements of a single structure.  Jay-Z and Kid Cudi floors may have been 
separate terraces leading up to Lupe Fiasco Platform Floor, the summit floor. In this interpretation, Jay-Z 
floor represents a terrace that articulates with Lupe Fiasco Floor, and Kid Cudi Floor articulates with a 
missing step leading up to Jay-Z Floor. While there might be a badly eroded small step leading from Kid 
Cudi to Jay-Z floor, this reading means that the terminal staircase ends at Kid Cudi, which it does not 
appear to do. Additionally, there is no visible step in between Jay-Z and Lupe Fiasco Floors. Because of 
these factors, I support the first interpretation, reconstructed in Figure 7.20.  
 
Long after the building was abandoned, Terminal Classic people came to venerate the structure.  On top  

Figure 7.19.  Burial 18 and Feature 15, a small hole cut 
into Lupe Fiasco floor and later plastered over. 

Figure 7.20.  Donohue’s reconstruction of Structure 27’s staircases and plaza floors. 
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Figure 7.21.  Photographs of the location of two of the four large eccentrics.  Note how close they are to 

the ground surface and their placement on top of collapse. 
 
of and within the collapse layer at the top of the structure, we found 4 large and 4 small eccentric lithics 
scattered throughout Units G, H, and I (Appendix 7B.2 for detailed photos). They were given Special 
Numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, and 14. Special numbers 7, 12, and 13 were all small and broken pieces. 
However, Special numbers 5, 6, and 14 ran in a line running roughly north-south directly over where we 
ultimately found Burial 18 (Figure 7.22). This set of eccentrics was deemed Feature 6. Special Find (SF) 5 
was a leaf shaped blue point, SF# 6 was a in the shape of a cross, SF#8 was a stylized headdress and SF# 
14 resembled a stylized scorpion. This cache of eccentric artifacts was apparently deposited by some 
group of Maya revisiting Structure 26 after the building was no longer used.  
 
Analytical Units 
Twenty Cultural Units were created from excavation lots: 2 natural and 18 cultural.  The profile of 
Structure 26 illustrates some of the AUs (Figure #). 
 AU1- Modern Surface of Structure 26 [Lots A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I/1]: The modern surface of 
Operation 39 was found across all units, but was decidedly non-uniform in color, in part due to a fire on 
the plaza a few weeks before the start of 
the field season. The fire had darkened 
the top strata of Unit A, making it a 10YR 
3/1 Very Dark Grey, while units farther up 
the slope to the east were lighter, topping 
out at 10YR 4/3 Brown.  The humus 
towards the top of the structure, and 
near Structure 27 shared color with the 
modern surface reported for that 
structure: 10YR 4/2 and 3/2 Dark and 
Very Dark Grayish Brown.  Depths of the 
humus likewise varied across the slope 
from 10 cm at the top to 44 cm at the 
bottom. A variety of artifacts were found 
in this level, including ceramics with a 
Late Classic II TPQ, a spindle whorl in Unit 
E, and jute, pieces of shell, and obsidian 
throughout. At the base of the humus 

Figure 7.22.  The location of eccentrics above Burial 18. 
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directly on top of the collapse, we found several eccentric pieces in Units G, H, and I. Special Finds 5, 6, 
and 14, three of the best quality eccentrics, were found in a line running north to south in Units G and I 
over where we would eventually find Burial 18.  
 AU2- Collapse [Lots A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I/2, A, F, H/3]: The collapse layer came in a variety of 
colors. Farther up the slope, towards Operation 38, it consisted of more of a 10YR 4/2 Dark Grayish 
Brown clay. Removing the collapse at the top of Structure 26 revealed a series of steps, a summit floor, 
and a medial terrace and its floor.  Outkast Floor, the terminal floor of summit, was located in Units G, 
H, I, and half of Unit F. The Lupe Fiasco Floor, the medial terrace floor, was located beneath the collapse 
in the western half of Unit F, and continued the whole way through Unit E as well. Towards the middle 
of the slope, over Units B through D, the soil was more of a 10YR 6/3 Pale Brown, as it combined with 
the debris from the collapsed stairs immediately underneath it. The collapsed stairs in Units B, C, and D 
are associated were the terminal Staircase 1 of Structure 26, as is Manning Base Stair found under the 
collapse in Unit A. Jay-Z Floor abutted the top of Staircase 1at the edge of Units D and E. Due to the 
collapse pattern the depths of this level ran from 11 to 54 cm, depending on how much the stairs had 
fallen apart and collapsed downward. Collapse lots towards the top of Structure 26 had much more 
shallow depths than those towards the plaza, which makes sense, considering that as the stairs began to 
fall apart, they would have collapsed down the slope. In this AU we found ceramics, dated to the Late 
Classic period, as well as several lithic fragments, including several eccentrics (such as those in Feature 
6), jute, pieces of shell and obsidian, and some small pieces of animal bone. The animal bone may 
indicate bioturbation, but the apparent deliberate placement of the eccentric lithics on top of the 
collapse layer over Burial 18 suggests some later occupation, revisitation, or use of the structure. 
 AU3- Outkast Floor and Fill  [Lots G, I/3, F, H/4]: Outkast floor was first uncovered in the eastern 
half of Unit F above Feature 1, a broken vessel left in situ on top of the severely eroded Roethlisberger 
Step. Outkast Floor is the terminal floor of Structure 26-1st (Figure 7.20). While excavating the western 
half of Unit F, we completely missed Outkast Floor and went down to Lupe Fiasco Floor directly beneath 
it. Once we excavated Feature 1, we realized that Roethlisberger step went from Lupe Fiasco to Outkast 
Floor. This may represent the step between Lupe Fiasco and Outkast Floors. From the edge of the 
platform Outkast Floor continued across, sloping slightly upward to the center of the platform where it 
covered Missy Elliot Floor in Units G, H, and I.  The ballast of Outkast Floor varied in depth depending on 
location.  Where it covered Lupe Fiasco Floor the fill reached its maximum depth of 39 cm; but over 
Missy Elliot Floor at the summit of Structure 26, it was only 3 cm deep. The fill for Outkast Floor was 
usually 10 YR 6/4 or 6/3 Light Yellowish Brown or Pale Brown clay. Artifacts in this analytical unit include 
ceramic sherd, small lithics, shell and jute.  
 AU4- Missy Elliot Floor and Fill [Lots G, I/4, H/5 l]: Missy Elliot Floor was a severely eroded 
plaster floor barely distinguishable at times underneath Outkast Floor at the summit of Structure 26, 
distinguishable in some places only by its small pebble ballast. It shares the same 10YR 6/4 and 6/3 clay 
matrix as Outkast Floor fill. Artifacts found in this level included ceramics, lithics and jute, and its depth 
ranged from 4 cm (right above the Ice Cube Floor) to 28 cm above the Lupe Fiasco Floor in Unit G.  
 AU5- Ice Cube Floor and Fill [I/5, H/6]: Ice Cube Floor was very eroded, and in Unit H we could 
only identify its ballast.  It falls in between Missy Eliot and Lupe Fiasco floors, and covers Burial 18 and 
Wilson Step, superpositioned immediately on top of it. We only excavated it when we needed to access 
Burial 18. Ice Cube Floor covered the capstones of Burial 18 before continuing to the east overtop the 
summit platform. Since excavations at Structure 27 did not go beyond Outkast Floor, at this time we do 
not know how Wilson Step and Ice Cube Floor relate to other constructions on Structure 27. The fill 
underneath Ice Cube Floor was a 10 YR 6/4 Light Yellowish Brown clay loam. Artifacts from this level 
included ceramic sherds, lithics, and jute. The depth of AU 5 ran from 3 cm right above the capstones of 
Burial 18 to 16 cm where cobbles were used to fill in the rest of the Wilson step leading to Structure 27. 
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 AU6- Burial 18 and Fill [Lots H, G, 
I/6]: This lot consisted of a 10YR 6/3 and 
6/4 Pale Brown and Light Yellowish Brown 
sandy loam, the rocks and surrounding 
stones covering Burial 18, as well as the 
matrix surrounding the burial. Burial 18’s 
grave pit was dug into the summit 
platform floor of Structure 26, before 
Wilson Step was constructed over it and 
then covered by Ice Cube Floor. Wilson 
Step had collapsed over the burial, which 
was cut into Lupe Fiasco Floor and covered 
by cut-limestone capstone (Figure 7.23). 
 The burial crypt measured 200 cm north-
south and 95 cm east-west and was about 
32 cm deep. The body position appears to 
follow common Belize Valley practices 
with the head oriented to the south in an 
extended body position (Figure 7.19). One 
arm appears to have been placed across the individual’s back, which may mirror the practices 
documented in Group 1 burials. Other artifacts in this lot included some bifacially worked chert (as part 
of Feature 3) placed at either side of the body’s hips, in addition to some other lithics and some ceramic 
sherds throughout the level. The ceramic date is undetermined at this time.   
 AU7- Post Hole Feature and Fill [Lot F/5]: While excavating Feature 1 in Unit F, a cache vessel 
placed on collapsed Roethlisberger Step, we noticed a cut in Lupe Fiasco Floor. We excavated the 50 cm 
in diameter circular cut, and went down 50 cm without finding anything but more 10YR 6/3 pale brown 
clay, a few ceramic sherds, lithics, and jute.  In fact, there was nothing distinguishable between AU7 and 
AU9.   In the post hole we encountered a grinding stone close to the edge of the floor cut.  We stopped 
excavating after 50-60 cm. After exposing more of Structure 26-2nd-a associated with Lupe Fiasco Floor, 
we determined that this was likely a large posthole, of currently unknown significance.  
 AU8- Lupe Fiasco Floor [Lot H/8]: Lupe Fiasco Floor is a gently sloping terrace floor of Str. 26-1st.  
We only excavated into Lupe Fiasco Floor in one spot, a small circular gap in the floor next to the burial, 
deemed Feature 5. The cut looked as if it might be a small posthole, so we excavated it.  We excavated 
Feature 5 down a few centimeters including 13 cm of Lupe Fiasco Floor. This floor consists of a 10YR 7/1 
Pale Brown plaster layer, with some ballast that was included in the next AU. A few small ceramics and 
lithics came out, but not enough to provide a date for the floor. 
 AU9- Lupe Fiasco Floor Fill [Lots E/3, H/9]: The two lots that comprised this AU came from two 
excavations in two separate units. Lot H/9 was a 10YR 6/2 plaster and small pebble ballast, which is the 
same as the AU8 intrusion that only extended 10 cm below Lupe Fiasco Floor. Initially, the cut was 
deemed not to be a feature and excavations stopped. Lot E/3 was a 10YR 4/4 Dark Yellowish Brown clay 
loam, which was recovered from the fill below Lupe Fiasco Floor to Jay-Z Floor in Unit E. The fill for the 
Lupe Fiasco Floor in Unit E only ran from 2 to 13 cm deep, before it directly covers Jay-Z floor. Jay-Z Floor 
is the earlier medial terrace floor, found underneath Lupe Fiasco Floor, and is likely associated with 
Structure 26-2nd-a. Both excavations only revealed a few ceramics, lithics, and jute. 
 AU10- Biggie Plaza Floor and Fill [Lot A/4]: Biggie Floor was the terminal plaza floor uncovered 
below the collapse. It was incredibly eroded, only visible by the ballast running to Manning Stair, the 
first base stair for Structure 26. It consisted of a 10YR6/3 pale brown clay, ranging from 11 to 25 cm in 
depth, with a plethora of small (1-6cm) undressed limestone rocks for ballast. Artifacts found in this 

Figure 7.23.  Capstone of Burial 18 show laying in a cut 
of Lupe Fiasco Floor. 
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level include ceramic sherds and lithics. Corresponding ceramic analysis revealed a tentative Late Classic 
I TPQ for this level. Since Manning Stair continues below this plaza floor, that stair predates this plaza 
floor. Removing Biggie Floor fill revealed Tupac Floor underneath it.  
 AU11- Tupac Plaza Floor and Fill [Lot A/5]: Tupac Floor was much better preserved than Biggie 
floor above it. Its fill was a 10YR 7/3 Very Pale Brown clay with a lot of chert cobble ballast with similarly 
sized cobbles as that in AU10. This plaza floor runs to the top of Manning step, without lipping over, and 
sits about 15 cm above the base of the step. Tupac Floor had to be removed before the stair could be 
properly mapped and excavated. Artifacts in this fill consisted of ceramics, lithics and jute, and ceramic 
analysis revealed an Early Classic TPQ. Its depth ran from 13 to 16 cm in depth, and revealed the ballast 
of Kanye Floor underneath it.  
 AU12- Structure 26-1st Construction Fill [Lots B, C, D/3, B, C/4, B, C/5, A, B, C/6, B, C/7, C/8]: This 
platform phase was exclusively covered by the collapse layer, and represents the terminal building 
phase of Structure 26-1st. Parts of this phase likely eroded out with the collapse layer, since many of the 
stairs removed with this AU were little more than piles of eroded stones. The only complete step was 
Manning Step from Unit A, representing the base step for the structure, connecting it to the plaza. The 
rest of the steps in Units B and C were heavily damaged with all facing stones removed, so that we were 
unable to get an idea of how many there were.  The material from Lot D3 consisted of one incredibly 
washed out step. Artifacts from this level consisted of ceramics, lithics, jute, obsidian, and shell. Ceramic 
dating analysis revealed a TPQ of Terminal Late Preclassic period.  
 Removing Manning Step and its associated fill in Unit A revealed more cut-limestone blocks 
behind the facing stones.  Manning Step fill extended into Unit B and eventually ran into the deliberately 
chopped up stucco of Nas Floor, a structure floor that extended from Manning Step to the terminal 
staircase in the eastern half of Unit B. Nas Floor was probably destroyed with the dismantled terminal 
staircase, and dates to Structure 26-1st. Excavations in Unit B removed the chopped-up stucco of Nas 
Floor and revealed a series of earlier steps representing the first steps of an earlier construction phase, 
Structure 26-2nd-a. We also found Feature 4 in this unit, a smashed ceramic vessel on the north end of a 
collapsed step, on step up from the plaza, representing an offering that may have been given to Nas 
floor when it was chopped and terminated. In Unit C and the west half of Units B, we found a second, 
intact staircase behind the terminal staircase 1 that I called McCoy Staircase (Figure 7.13). We excavated 
McCoy Staircase, a set of nine steps, including the inset seventh step. Due to the distance between the 
terminal staircase and McCoy Staircase, McCoy Staircase is attributed to Structure 26-2nd-a. The depths 
for AU12 ran from 11 cm directly over the steps of the McCoy staircase in the eastern half of Unit C to 
71 cm over the first step riser in the western side of the unit.  
 AU13- Kanye Plaza Floor and Ballast [Lot A/7]: Underneath both Tupac Plaza Floor fill and 
Manning Step and completely covering the Palmer Step, we found the ballast of Kanye Plaza Floor. The 
floor itself was not well preserved leaving behind a 10YR 7/3 Very Pale Brown sandy clay with many 
small (1-6cm) chert cobbles as ballast. We found a few ceramic sherds and lithics among the cobbles, 
and managed to get a tentative TPQ dating to the Terminal Late Preclassic period. Depths in this unit ran 
from 10 to 15 cm before uncovering the Kanye Plaza Floor Fill. 
 AU14- Kanye Plaza Floor Fill [Lot A/8]: This fill was a 10YR 6/3 Pale Brown clay loam directly 
underneath the ballast for Kanye Plaza Floor. There were a few pieces of ballast that had spread into this 
level among some ceramics, lithics, and jute. Depths for this singular, short lot ranged from 5 to 11 cm. 
The fill for this level ran directly into the front riser of Palmer step, the base step of the second 
construction phase (Structure 26-2nd-a). 
 AU15- Structure 26-2nd-a Construction Fill [Lots D/4, B/8, B, C/9, C/10, B, C/11]: After uncovering 
McCoy Staircase to the east of the dismantled façade of Structure 26-1st, we excavated into it in several 
places. Removing Palmer Step on the border between Units A and B revealed Dengue Floor underneath 
it and Brees Step ultimately behind it. Excavations on the Fourth and Fifth steps of McCoy Staircase 
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revealed a smaller little step underneath, Flacco. 
Underneath the inset step at the top of McCoy 
Staircase, in Unit D, we found a cut-limestone 
step, Brady. All these parts of Structure 26 2nd-a 
incorporated parts of the previous architecture. 
This led us to believe that these superimposed 
steps were the result of remodeling during the 
same construction phase, and provides the basis 
for Structure 26-2nd-b construction phase. The 
matrix of Structure 26-2nd-a varies from 10YR 7/2 
Light Grey clay loam in Unit B, where the soil is 
mixed with the plaster underneath stairs, to 10YR 
6/4 Light Yellowish Brown clay loam by Brady Step, 
where the plaster did not permeate into the fill as 
much. Artifacts uncovered in this fill included 
lithics, ceramics, shells and jute, dating to the 
Terminal Late Preclassic TPQ. Depths for this analytical unit varied from 23 to 58 cm in Unit B, and 13 to 
46 cm in Unit and Unit D.  
 AU16- Feature 4 Fill [Lot B/10]: Feature Four was smashed pottery that sat in a hole dug into the 
stair tread of eroded step, Quinn, in front of McCoy Staircase of Structure 26-2nd-a (Figure 7.24). Quinn 
Step was located about 150 cm from Brees Step, and was uncovered after the removal of Nas Floor. The 
matrix for this feature was a 10YR 7/2 Light Gray clay loam, with lithic and jute in addition to the vessel. 
Eeramic analysis revealed a Terminal Late Preclassic TPQ, just like the other elements of Structure 26-
2nd-a. Only 6 gallons of dirt were removed from this feature, and in part due to its small size, it is hard to 
tell whether it or Dengue Floor Fill came earlier. Since it was so small, it only ran 6 cm deep.  
 AU 17- Dengue Plaza Floor and Fill [Lots A/9, B/12]: Dengue Plaza Floor was exposed underneath 
Kanye Plaza Floor Fill, and ran directly into Brees Step riser of Staircase 3, Structure 26-2nd-b. It consisted 
of a 10YR 6/3 Pale Brown clay loam and contained some ceramic sherds, lithics and jute. The depths for 
the unit ranged from 10 to 26 cm. Underneath this floor was Nelly Plaza Floor, which would be the last 
plaza floor excavated for the field season.  
 AU 18- Jay-Z Floor and Fill [Lot E/4]: Jay-Z Medial Terrace Floor was found in Unit E, where it ran 
under Lupe Fiasco Floor. Jay-Z Floor appears to have been constructed over the top of Kid Cudi Floor, 
which runs into the back of the riser of the ninth stair on McCoy Staircase, part of Structure 26 2nd-a. 
While exactly how the construction phases are superimposed in this area is hard to see, it is obvious that 
Jay-Z Floor is older than Lupe Fiasco Floor, and it appears to be more recent than Structure 26-2nd-b and 
possibly Structure 26-2nd-a as well.  Lupe Fiasco Floor is probably then associated with the first 
construction phase, and Jazy-Z Floor with the second. The relationship of these AUs is documented in 
the profile (6.A.1). Jay-Z Floor Fill itself consisted of a 10YR 6/4 Light Yellowish Brown clay loam, ranging 
in depth from 9 to 23 cm. Artifacts in this level consisted of ceramics, lithics and jute.  
 AU19- Structure 26-2nd-b Construction Fill [Lots C/12, B/13]: As the excavation season came to a 
close, we removed sections of McCoy Staircase and dug into the tread of Brees Step. Under the fourth 
and fifth stair on McCoy Staircase, we had uncovered Flacco Step, as part of the excavations in Structure 
26-2nd-a. We then removed Flacco step, which was seen as part of an earlier subphase of the same 
construction, and was therefore part of Structure 26-2nd-b. Flacco Step fill was a small lot consisting of a 
10YR 6/4 Light Yellowish Brown clay loam, with a few ceramic and lithic artifacts (Figure 7.15).  It was 
also shallow, ranging only 1 to 11 cm in depth. In Unit B, we excavated deeper and eastward, behind 
Brees step, which served as the base step of Staircase 3 and had been uncovered by the removal of 
Palmer step associated with Staircase 2. The fill of Brees step consisted of a 10YR 7/2 Light Gray clay 

Figure 7.24.  Feature 4.  Pottery smashed into a 
hole dug into Quinn Step of McCoy Staircase. 
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loam, with ceramic sherds, lithics, shell, and jute artifacts.  This step was deeper than the later one, 
ranging in depth between 19 to 33 cm. Behind Brees step, we found a new platform floor, which does 
not show up in profile, and a deeper stair tread, part of the new step, Griffin Step, that may be the start 
of a new construction phase, although more excavations would be needed to determine if it is really 
Structure 26-3rd or just Structure 26-2nd-c. The Brady Step in Unit D, Flacco Step from Unit C, and Brees 
Step in Unit B are associated with Staircase 3, and were all directly under parts of McCoy staircase or 
Palmer step of Staircase 2. Flacco and Brady Steps were used as part of the construction of Staircase 2. 
 AU 20- Nelly Plaza Floor and Fill [Lot A/10]: Nelly Plaza Floor was found underneath Dengue 
Plaza Floor Fill. As the field season ended, we decided to test a section of the floor in an attempt to 
collect enough sherds for ceramic analysis and to get another plaza floor date. Nelly Floor also runs 
directly under Brees Stair of Staircase 3 of Structure 26-2nd-b, making it the oldest architecture 
uncovered for Operation 39. The matrix for this fill was a 10YR 6/6 Brownish Yellow clay loam, with a 
few ceramics, lithics, and jute uncovered within this unit.  The ceramic TPQ is unknown as of this writing. 
Its depths ran from 6 to 12 cm.  

 

Discussion 

Excavations at Operations 38 and 39, while they did not down go as far as we may have liked, uncovered 
some evidence of diverse ritual activities occurring at the E-Group. The smashed vessel (Feature 1) on 
top of the eroded Roethlisberger Step in Unit F and the one that makes up Feature 4 associated with 
Staircase 2, Structure 26-2nd-a, may both represent rituals associated with the termination of old 
building phases and the dedication of new ones for Structure 26. The altar on top of Structure 27 that 
dates to the Terminal Late Preclassic period also indicates ritual practices as well. The fact that the altar 
was eventually covered up is likely significant, although we still need dates to determine when that 
burial may have occurred.  The ancient Maya are known to have buried their dead at a variety of places 
at Actuncan with social and ritual significance, and Structure 26 proves no exception.  Burial 18 was 
located near the summit of Structure 26 underneath a stair. But it is interesting that no other burials 
were found at the summits of Structures 26 and 27. Project goals have stated that the rise of kingship at 
Actuncan should be visible with the intensification of ritual activities, and the dating of many of the 
building phases at Structure 26 and 27 to the Terminal Late Preclassic period, during the rise of kingship, 
supports that idea.  
 
Also interesting is the presence of chert eccentric artifacts located above Burial 18. These were clearly 
deposited much later, by people returning to Structure 26. Elites may have kept tight control over the 
distribution of such objects, therefore, these eccentrics may indicate some connection to the people 
who once ruled at Actuncan.  It is interesting that the memory of these peoples or places was very deep 
since the eccentrics were deposited after the collapse of the both structures sometime in the latter part 
of the Terminal Classic or possibly early in the Early Postclassic period (Iannone 1993). In any case, 
substantial work is still needed to determine the nature of many of these ritual deposits, in addition to 
dating some of them.  This would require future excavations into both structures to search for further 
evidence of ritual activity. 
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Appendix 7A: Harris Matrices and Analytical Units 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7A.1.  Operation 38 and 39 Harris Matrices. 

 
Table 7A.1 Operation 38 Analytical Units 

AU AU Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 
AU1 Modern Surface Fill 

of Structure 27 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M/1, 
A, B/2, C, D/3 

Terminal Classic 

AU2 Collapse of Structure 
27-1st 

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K/2, A, B, E, F, G, 
H/3, G/4, D/5, D/6 

Terminal Classic 

AU3 TobyMac Floor and 
Fill 

D/7 Undetermined 

AU4 Fill From Bradshaw 
Step 

A, B, D/4, B/5 Terminal Late 
Preclassic 

AU5 Fill Surrounding 
Feature 3, an altar 

L, M/2, L/3 Undetermined 

AU6 Feature 3, an altar 
Fill 

M/3, L/4 Terminal Late 
Preclassic 

AU7 Layne Wall and Fill E/5 Preclassic? 
AU8 Ludacris Floor E/6 Late Preclassic 
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AU9 Fill Below Ludacris 
Floor 

E/4, E/7 Preclassic? 

AU10 Cobbled Loose Fill E/8, E/9, E/10, E/11, E/12, E/14, 
E/16, E/17 

Terminal Late 
Preclassic 

AU11 Sterile Fill E/13, E/15, E/18 Undetermined 
AU12 Cobble-Lined Feature 

and Fill 
E/22 Undetermined 

AU13 Structure 27 Fill E/19, E/20, E/21, E/23 Undetermined 
 

Table 7A.2 Operation 39 Analytical Units 
 

AU AU Name Lots Included (Unit/Lot) Terminus Post Quem 
AU1 Modern Surface of 

Structure 26 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I/1 Late Classic II 

AU2 Collapse A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I/2, A, F, H/3 Late Classic 
AU3 Outkast Floor and Fill G, I/3, F, H/4 Undetermined 
AU4 Missy Elliot Floor and 

Fill 
G, I/4, H/5 Undetermined 

AU5 Ice Cube Floor and 
Fill 

I/5, H/6 Undetermined 

AU6 Burial 18 and Fill H, G, I/6 Undetermined 
AU7 Post Hole Feature 

and Fill 
F/5 Undetermined 

AU8 Lupe Fiasco Floor H/8 Undetermined 
AU9 Lupe Fiasco Fill E/3, H/9 Undetermined 
AU10 Biggie Plaza Floor 

and Fill 
A/4 Late Classic I? 

AU11 Tupac Plaza Floor 
and Fill 

A/5 Early Classic 

AU12 Structure 26-1st 
Construction Fill 

B, C, D/3, B, C/4, B, C/5, A, B, C/6, B, 
C/7, C/8 

Terminal Late 
Preclassic 

AU13 Kanye Plaza Floor 
and Ballast 

A/7 Terminal Late 
Preclassic? 

AU14 Kanye Plaza Floor Fill A/8 Undetermined 
AU15 Structure 26-2nd-a 

Construction Fill 
D/4, B/8, B, C/9, C/10, B, C/11 Terminal Late 

Preclassic 
AU16 Feature 4 Fill B/10 Terminal Late 

Preclassic 
AU17 Dengue Plaza Floor 

and Fill  
A/9, B/12 Undetermined 

AU18 Jay-Z Floor and Fill E/4 Undetermined 
AU19 Structure 26-2nd-b 

Construction Fill 
C/12, B/13 Undetermined 

AU20 Nelly Plaza Floor and 
Fill  

A/10 Undetermined 
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Appendix 7B.2.  Photographs of Eccentrics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 a.                          b.                                   c.                                        d. 

Figure 7B.2.1.  Chert Eccentrics: Lot 39H2 SF#8, a., Lot 39G1 SF#5, b., Lot 39G1 SF#6, c., and Lot 39I1 
SF#14, d. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     a.                            b.                         c.                          d. 
   
 

Figure 7B.2.2.  Small chert Eccentrics: Lot 39G1 SF#7, a., Lot 39G2 SF#13, b., Lot 38C3 SF#-, c., and 
Lot39G2 SF# 12. 
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Chapter 8: The 2013 Excavations at Structure 29 
 

Kelsey Nordine (Washington University at St. Louis) 
 

Excavations at Structure 29 were designed to generate data relevant to understanding the shift from 
Formative period kin-based political structures to the rise of Maya divine kingship in the Classic period. 
Structure 29, located along the edge of Plaza D near the eastern edge of the site, is posited to be an elite 
household (LeCount and Blitz 2005:71). A primary goal of the Actuncan Archaeological Project is to 
develop an archaeological understanding of the complex interactions between powerful households and 
the establishment of divine kings. LeCount and Blitz (2005) suggest that the origins of divine kingship are 
woven into Preclassic elite household dynamics of power, labor and resource allocation, and various 
ritual behaviors associated with ancestor veneration.  
 
Structure 29 was chosen for excavation to address this research question because of its probable 
function as a former elite residence on the landscape of Actuncan. Previous excavations at Structure 29, 
completed in 2004, laid test pits along the eastern edge of this residence to look for plaza floors and 
midden deposits. The 2013 excavations at Structure 29 were conducted on the southern aspect of the 
building, and revealed two clear construction phases, terminal and penultimate. Structure 29-1st’s 
terminal construction phase had an impressive stairway façade along the southern aspect of the building 
facing the residence towards Actuncan South. The penultimate construction phase, Structure 29-2nd, was 
not the initial building, but it was the one which we understand the best at this time. Previous test 
excavations completed in 2004 located an Early Classic platform constructed of large river cobbles that 
was built over an earlier platform constructed of cut-limestone blocks (LeCount and Blitz 2005). It is 
unclear whether or not these architectural elements represent a different directional orientation of 
Structure 29 during earlier occupations, or just different elements of the structure through time.  
 
Specifically, excavation of Structure 29 focused on establishing a chronology of the architectural 
sequences of the building. Our excavation team laid ten 2 X 2 m units and one 1 X 2 m unit (Unit J) on 
the terminal stairway along the southern aspect of the building (Figure 8.1). Our primary task in 
excavating the stairway was to expose and remove 
construction phases of this building as we identified 
them. We were only able to identify the terminal 
and penultimate construction phases in these 
excavations.  
 
Structure 29: Terminal Construction 
Excavations along the trench exposed the terminal 
stair beginning in Unit H and extending through 
Unit K. Architectural elements at the summit of the 
mound in Units G, I, L, and P all formed portions of 
the building superstructure, discussed separately 
below. The trench units exposed the terminal 
stairs, with the exception of Unit H. Unit H 
contained both Choki’s Terrace, a low platform at 
the base of the terminal stairway, and remnants of 
an earlier phase of stair construction. Choki’s 
Terrace is a two-meter long terrace that we think 
probably functioned as the basal step of the last 

Figure 8.1. Map of all units excavated in 2013 on 
Structure 29. 
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terminal stairway construction 
(Terminal 1b) phase because it 
articulates with the next terminal 
stairstep in Unit F. We interpret the 
earlier stair underneath Choki’s 
Terrace to be part of terminal 
construction, but in an earlier phase 
(Terminal 1a) because the latest floor 
resurfacing (Pancake Floor, discussed 
below) lips up onto the basal step 
underneath Choki’s Terrace. The stairs 
were constructed primarily from river 
cobble and some limestone, though 
the limestone fragments were badly 
eroded, making it difficult to tell if 
they were clearly cut into blocks or 
not. Each step was constructed by two 
lines or braces of river cobbles at the 
front and back of each step, forming 
what resembled a small terrace, each approximately 2 m in length along a north-south axis. The stair 
treads contained smaller river cobbles as fill. Although the terminal stairway was badly eroded in many 
areas, the construction style of Choki’s Terrace suggests that the stair treads were likely covered in a 
thin layer of plaster. We did not excavate the entire horizontal extent of the stairway, but instead 
focused on moving vertically through the stair to identify the penultimate, and any earlier, construction 
phases. The terminal stairway extended downward into the fill of the mound approximately 10-15 cm in 
depth from the modern surface, though the depths undulated somewhat depending on collapse 
patterns along the trench.  
 
The terminal stair components in Unit M were the most poorly preserved (Figure 8.3). Collapse from 
above obscured the stair treads almost completely. Perhaps due to its location in the middle of the 
trench, Unit M lots were frequently mixed, even below the terminal construction stage. As was the case 
with excavations into the superstructure in Unit G, some of the staircase was accidentally excavated 
along with construction fill below it because the differences between fills were very difficult to see. As 
discussed below, Lot M5 (excavated as a single, large lot) is assigned a “mixed” analytical unit, and 
dating of the matrix within this lot should be done with extreme caution because it likely was not cleanly 
excavated by architectural elements/phases.  
 
The stair treads in Units F, O, N, and K were relatively uniform in sized, totaling five clearly visible stairs 
in Terminal Staircase 1b with approximately 2 m in between each step. The number of stairs is an 
approximation, because the collapse in Unit M obscured individual steps. Each single stair is counted as 
the front brace and fill between treads. Unit H contained evidence that the terminal staircase was built 
in two construction phases, the earlier of which is referred to as Terminal Staircase 1a, which was only 
visible in Unit H. Terminal Staircase 1b denotes the second minor construction phase. The entire 
stairway outside of Unit H appears to have been built as part of Terminal Staircase 1b.  In Unit H, a low 
stair tread made of cut-limestone blocks approximately 20-30 cm in length and 10-15 cm wide sits 
directly underneath the northern extent of Choki’s Terrace, and both are built on top of Pancake Floor. 
We interpret these two aspects of the staircase on Structure 29, which were built on the same floor 

Figure 8.2: Basal step below Choki’s Terrace on Structure 29. 
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surface, to indicate that they are two 
minor stages of the same terminal 
construction, rather than 
representing two different (terminal 
and penultimate) staircases.   
 
Pancake Floor is a plaster floor that 
was likely a plaza surface at the base 
of Structure 29. Pancake Floor runs 
approximately six meters in length, 
beginning 88 cm from the southern 
edge of Unit J. The floor runs 
underneath the basal step of the 
Terminal 1a stair construction, 
terminating roughly at the point 
where the building face appears to 
have been dismantled (just below the 
Unit O line). The resurfacing of Pancake Floor, which lips onto the basal step of the terminal 1a stair, 
only exists south of the basal step, and this resurfacing was probably completed after the basal step 
from the Terminal 1a stair was completed. We therefore interpret Pancake Floor to be part of both 
penultimate and Terminal 1a construction phases. 
 
At the base of terminal Staircase 1a, we found an emptied cache pit (Feature 1).  The cache pit, dug into 
Pancake Floor, measured approximately 75 cm in diameter and contained only a small number of lithics 
and ceramic sherds (Figure 8.4).  It had clearly been emptied and refilled with objects dating to Late 
Classic II.  The pit was covered with three large capstones and contained smaller, flat limestone blocks 
deeper in the pit. The relationship of Feature 1 to the terminal Staircase 1a is currently indeterminate, 
although we believe that the cache was emptied and covered as part of the resurfacing of the bottom 
stair tread into Choki’s Terrace for the construction of the terminal Staircase 1a. It is possible that the 
cache was constructed earlier than the terminal 1A Staircase during the occupation of the building, but 
nonetheless, it was emptied as part of the resurfacing of the terminal stair to create Choki’s Terrace. The 
ceramic dates from the four lots (H/6; H/7; H/8; H/9) excavated in this feature range, in stratigraphic 
order, from the Late Classic to Early Classic periods to Late Classic II phase. Although the LCII date 
supports the postulated time at which the cache was emptied, it is unclear as to when the cache was 
originally built or what it may have contained. The ceramic assemblage from Feature 1 and lots 
excavated in Choki’s Terrace indicate a terminus post quem of Terminal Classic period for Choki’s 
terrace. These ceramic dates support the interpretation that Feature 1 likely predates the construction 
of Choki’s terrace, and it was probably filled in as part of the renovation on the terminal architecture of 
Structure 29 that resulted in the construction of Choki’s Terrace. The ceramics from the analytical unit 
containing the terminal Stairway 1 (AU 6) have not yet been completely analyzed so I do not present a 
TPQ for these lots. The terminal stairway (Staircase 1) articulates with the top of mound by connecting 
to the medial terrace (Picante Terrace) as the final step of the stairway. 
 
On the top of the mound, the summit platform and medial terrace were excavated in Units G, L, P, and I, 
and part of Unit K. Units K, G and L were in line with the trench stairway excavations, and Units L and I 
each extended 2 m to the east from Units G and L. Excavations in Units K, G, and I revealed a medial 
terrace (Picante Terrace) sitting on top of what we later determined to be a construction pen built to 
support its weight. The Picante Terrace, like the summit platform, was poorly preserved, and the 

Figure 8.3.  Terminal Staircase 1a of Structure 29-1st. 
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boundary between it and fill layers 
below was difficult to understand. 
While excavating the upper lots of 
Unit G, we accidentally excavated 
part of the construction fill below 
the medial terrace with the 
terrace elements. Therefore, the 
upper lots in G and I should be 
interpreted with caution in terms 
of their construction date based 
on ceramic styles. Despite the 
confusing collapse patterns in Unit 
G, a small portion of stacked, cut 
limestone blocks were found that 
we believe to be either remnants 
of the Picante Terrace wall or the 
façade of the summit platform.  
They were preserved several 
centimeters into the unit from the 
northwest side of the profile. 
Large, cut-limestone blocks running east-west along the southern border of Unit G likely form a 
construction pen built below Picante Terrace. This construction pen was built on top of Structure 29-2nd 
and likely raised the height of Structure 29-1st significantly.  
  
The terminal layout of Structure 29’s summit was difficult to discern. Many small river cobbles were 
present in and just below the humus layer, and the summit platform appeared to have preserved poorly, 
likely because it was so close to the modern surface. We suspect, based on the rock types and sizes that 
there was a low-lying platform at the summit, but there were no clear, discernable lines or patterns in 
the way the rocks were distributed. Figure 3 is a schematic drawing of what we suspect the Picante 
Terrace and Structure 29 summit platform looked like.  
 
Structure 29 Penultimate Construction 
The penultimate construction phase of Structure 29 was, in some ways, much more difficult to discern 
than the terminal construction. This difficulty was due mostly to the fact that the front of the building 
appears to have been dismantled prior to terminal construction, which destroyed most of the 
architectural elements of Structure 29-2nd. Ultimately, the architectural elements we were able to 
recover from excavations in the penultimate construction phase were a low wall built underneath the 
terminal construction terrace and a series of what appear to be walls and floors of an earlier summit 
platform, an internal room demarcated by a low wall with both a front and back side, a plaza floor 
sequence, and an earlier version of the basal terrace. The platform and internal room underneath the 
medial terrace, part of Structure 29-1st, appear to have been the summit of Structure 29-2nd. These 
elements can be seen in the profiles of the units (Figures 8.5). 
 
 Pancake Floor. As we excavated vertically in Units H, F, M, we located a large, plaster floor 
below Choki’s Terrace, the basal terrace at the southern edge of the structure. We excavated in Units H, 
F, and M to follow the extent of this floor. This floor had two surfaces, a resurfaced one and an earlier 
version.  The later resurfacing of Pancake floor lipped up onto the terminal Staircase 1a in Unit H, but 
the earliest version of Pancake floor ran underneath the terminal construction and into Unit M. We  

Figure 8.4: Top of Feature 1 at Structure 29. 
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removed a resurfaced version of Pancake Floor and followed the earlier version of it into the core of the 
building. The fill in Unit M was markedly different from that in Units H and F, being comprised primarily 
of very large (>50 cm in some cases) stones. The floor terminated in Unit M near the northern edge of 
the unit in line with several large, cut-limestone blocks that appeared to have been part of an 
architectural element that had been dismantled. We did not locate any remnants of a penultimate 
stairway underneath the terminal stair construction, but we did discover that Pancake Floor extended 
almost 6 m through Units H, F, and M. We suspected that the penultimate stairway might have been 
dismantled when did not see any evidence of it in these units.  We searched the profiles for anything 
indicative of a stairway, but found no evidence for stairs there, either. Stones sitting at the northern 
extent of Pancake Floor do not appear to have been the base of a stairway, because the angle from the 
stones up to the other penultimate architectural elements higher up the trench was too steep for a 
staircase to have connected anything together. Ceramics from Pancake Floor indicate a construction 
date in the Late Preclassic period.  
 
 Amirto’s Floor A and B. After we removed the construction fill below the terminal stair 
construction, we located a plaster floor in the profile of Unit O. We followed the extent of this floor, 
Amirto’s Floor, into Units O and N and the southern half of Unit K, removing many large stones along the 
way, presumably used as fill and support for the terminal renovations on the building. Amirto’s Floor 
was constructed in a fashion similar to the Pancake floor, with two layers plastered directly on top of 
each other. We interpreted these layers to be an original flooring and a later resurfacing. We followed 
Amirto’s Floor A (the later resurfacing of Amirto’s Floor B) from Unit O to where it terminated at the 
base of DoSiDo Wall, and picked it up again once we removed the fill behind the DoSiDo Wall. Amirto’s 
Floor was constructed as a single layer behind DoSiDo Wall, but it is unclear whether or not the floor 
north of DoSiDo wall is the earlier or later resurfacing of Amirto’s Floor. Amirto’s Floor north (behind) of 
DoSiDo Wall is several centimeters higher than Amirto’s Floor A. Ceramic analysis from Amirto’s Floor 
indicates a probable construction date no later than the Early Classic period, with some lots containing 
ceramic assemblages indicating a terminus post quem of Terminal Late Preclassic period. The later 
resurfacing of the floor contained no diagnostic ceramics. Amirto’s Floor B terminated at the southern 
extent of Unit N. No other floors were located between Structure 29-2nd and Amirto’s Floors, which 
suggests that Amirto’s Floors were probably the floors to a building platform, possibly on the summit of 
Structure 29-2nd.  
  
 DoSiDo Wall.  Underneath Picante Terrace in Units G and K, we discovered a line of cut 
limestone blocks roughly in the middle of Unit K, running east-west. DoSiDo Wall is a low wall 50 cm 
wide  and approximately 60 cm high built in possibly two stages with the lower stage displaying the 
remnants of an apron molding front (Figure 8.6). We located DoSiDo Wall on top of Amirto’s Floor A, 
which lipped onto the base of the apron molding. DoSiDo Wall is two-sided and likely formed a room on 
what was probably Structure 29-2nd’s summit. We found no evidence of any architectural features 
higher than DoSiDo Wall in the excavation of Structure 29-2nd. Picante Terrace of Structure 29-1st was 
built almost directly on top of DoSiDo Wall. Emma Koenig directed the excavations around DoSiDo Wall. 
We began by removing the fill in front of the line of cut limestone stones to expose the front of it. The 
wall is constructed in an Early Classic style, with well-preserved apron molding at the base made of five 
courses of small cut-limestone blocks approximately 5-20 cm in length.  Many stones were uniform in 
width (approximately 3-10 cm), and the entire wall was about 60 cm tall, except for the eastern side of 
it, which slumped about 10 cm lower than the rest of the wall. The apron molding runs approximately 10 
to 15 cm above the level of Amirto’s Floor, at which point the wall starts.  DoSiDo wall dates fairly clearly 
to the Early Classic in architectural style, but we did not excavate the wall itself so there is no ceramic 
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date.  But the Early Classic stylistic 
date is supported by the Early Classic 
ceramic dates from Amirto’s Floors, on 
which DoSiDo was built.  
 
 Oatie’s Floor and Aborroto’s 
Wall. Directly underneath Amirto’s 
Floors A and B we located another 
plaster floor, Oatie’s Floor, which was 
excavated in Units O and N. These are 
probably earlier versions of the 
Structure 29-2nd building platform 
given their immediate 
superpositioning (Figure 8.7). 
Aborroto’s Wall is a line of four cut, 
rectangular limestone blocks sitting 
top of Oatie’s Floor near the southern 
extent of Unit O, and faced the same 
direction as DoSiDo Wall, although it 
was constructed of much different size stones and did not have any basal molding. We removed Oatie’s 
Floor and Aborroto’s Wall to look for earlier construction phases below these architectural features.  
The ceramics from Oatie’s Floor indicate a terminus post quem in the Early Classic period. We are unsure 
what function the Aborroto’s Wall served because the structure was badly dismantled. We found no 
evidence of a penultimate stairway, although it is probable that Aborroto’s Wall served some kind of 
architectural purpose on Structure 29-2nd’s summit platform. The profiles of Amirto’s Floors and Oatie’s 
Floor in the portion of Unit O angling into Unit M, where the upper and lower trench levels connected, 
seem to indicate that Structure 29-2nd’s building platform was cut into and dismantled as part of the 
terminal construction renovations. Underneath Oatie’s Floor and Aborroto’s Wall, we continued 
excavating to look for any earlier construction phases below the dismantled Structure 29-2nd. The fill 
changed to include hard mezcla patches below the Oatie’s Floor, which may be part of an earlier 
construction style or might just be support for the floors and walls built roughly on top of each other 
above the mezcla. This wet-laid fill is similar to that found by David Mixter (2011:80) at Structure 41, 
which dates to the Late Preclassic period.  This may indicate that an earlier construction phase, 
Structure 29-3rd, still lies buried under Structure 29-2nd. 
 
 Plaza Sequence. The plaza sequence at Structure 29 was excavated primarily in Unit J and shows 
three clear levels of plaza flooring at the base of the structure. Pancake Floor was present in the plaza 
sequence, as were two lower levels. The fill between Pancake Floor and the second plaza floor 
contained ceramics indicating a Terminal Late Preclassic date, but also contained a small number of 
Cunil ceramics. Neither of the plaza floor levels below Pancake Floor were well preserved; both were 
evident to excavators as ballast only. The second plaza level below Pancake Floor was excavated as a 
combination of ballast and fill. The lowest plaza floor was comprised of small (8-10 cm) flat, cut 
limestone fragments. This plaza floor showed no evidence of plastering, but it likely just eroded. The fill 
from the second and third plaza floors have not yet been analyzed for ceramic dates.  
  
Analytical Units 
 Humus: Analytical Unit 1. Lots excavated in 2013: F/1; G/1; H/1,2; I/1; J/1,2,3,4; L/1; M/1; N/1; 
O/1; P/1. AU1 is comprised of humus and disturbed topsoil, containing the first lot of all units excavated, 

Figure 8.6: DoSiDo Wall in penultimate construction phase 
of Structure 29. 
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and several deeper lots in units J and H.  
AU1 contains some ceramic and lithic 
artifacts, indicative of occupation but not 
construction, and several small tree (palm) 
inclusions throughout the trench. Rock 
inclusions were generally small to medium 
sized pieces of both chert cobble and 
limestone, though some portions of the 
terminal stair collapse protruded through 
AU1 to the surface. AU1 sits above 
terminal stair collapse (AU2) 
stratigraphically. Some terminal stair 
collapse construction is visible through 
AU1. The soil composition of AU1 is a dark, 
organic clay loam, and burning at the site 
prior to this season’s excavations left a thin 
residue of black ash on top of the humus 
layer of all excavated units. Lots excavated 
in AU1 typically had a Munsell reading 
between 10YR 2/1 and 10YR 4/1.  The Munsell readings from AU1 do not differ significantly from the 
Munsell readings of soil from lots in AU2. The AU changed because of a change in fill rather than soil 
color.  
 Terminal Stair Collapse: Analytical Unit 2. Lots excavated in 2013: F/2,3; H/3; M/2, 3, 4; N/2; 
O/2. This analytical unit is comprised of collapse debris from the southern aspect of Structure 29 along 
the terminal stair. It is below AU1 stratigraphically and directly adjacent to AU3. It sits above AU6, 
disturbed fill. The soil in this AU remains relatively organic, suggesting high levels of disturbance from 
organic activity (10YR 4/1, 10YR5/1, 10YR 3/2). Collapse at the terrace and summit levels of the building 
is treated separately in AU3 (see below). This AU contained a mixture of rock type and size, with both 
limestone and chert cobble present measuring between 5 and 50 centimeters. Excavation of this AU 
exposed the remnants of the terminal staircase, which appears to have been constructed as a series of 
small terraces between stair treads. The base of each step was braced with a line of large (25-50 cm) 
chert cobbles and the area between the base and the next level up was filled with smaller chert cobbles 
(6-25 cm). The steps at the edge of each terrace were predominantly chert cobble, but we occasionally 
encountered some cut, faced stones in excavating the terminal stair collapse. The terrace length 
between treads was generally uniform, measuring roughly one meter in length. The treads leading to 
the terrace tops were approximately 40 centimeters in height, though this measurement is less uniform 
due to the poor preservation and collapse pattern of the stairway. The staircase was present in the 
entirety of units H, F, M, N, and O, totaling 10 meters in length. North of unit O, the staircase ended and 
the terrace level of the structure began. We suspect this stair was built in two separate phases (terminal 
1A and terminal 1B), though this is visible only in Choki’s terrace, discussed in the description of AU4.  
 Terminal Collapse on Summit and Terrace Levels: Analytical Unit 3. Lots excavated in 2013: G/2; 
I/2; P/2; L/2. This analytical unit is comprised of collapse debris occurring on the terrace and summit 
levels of the structure, distinguishing this AU from AU2. Soils in these lots were relatively dark and 
organic, similar to Munsell readings from AU2. Rock inclusions in this AU were variable, ranging from 6 
to 50 centimeters, though large inclusions were predominant. These large inclusions were excavated as 
collapse but may also have comprised portions of the terminal summit and terrace construction. 
Collapse patterns in the terminal construction phase made it difficult to discern what was an intact 
architectural element and what was collapse during excavation, and this AU likely contains some 

Figure 8.7: Aborroto’s Wall and Oatie’s Floor, 
Structure 29. 
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amount of structure fill in addition to structure collapse. The terrace level began in unit G, just above 
where the staircase terminated, and extended for two meters through unit G and to the east in unit L. 
The summit was contained in Unit P.  
 Choki’s Terrace: Analytical Unit 4. Lots excavated in 2013: H/4; H/5. This analytical unit is the 
basal terrace of the later phase of terminal stair construction. It is stratigraphically below AU2, adjacent 
to but constructed after the basal steps of the terminal stair phase 1A (AU8), and related to AU5 in that 
we suspect the emptying and refilling of the cache prompted construction of this terrace (see below). 
Choki’s terrace is a low terrace that extends approximately 1.6 meters through unit H and was 
comprised of soil reading 10YR 5/2 and small to medium sized river cobbles (approximately 6 to 25 
centimeters). The cobbles were used as fill between the step at the north edge of unit H leading up the 
staircase and the line of stones at the south edge of the unit that terminated the stairway. The terrace 
extends in the opposite direction to the north edge of unit J. We located Choki’s terrace after closing 
H/3 when we encountered two lines of cut stone demarcating the length of the terrace step and 
remnants of plaster ballast on the surface. Locating Choki’s terrace precipitated the opening of Unit J, a 
1 x 2 m unit at the base of the stairway, so that we could locate a floor to follow in towards the stairway. 
Choki’s terrace forms the later construction phase of the terminal stair (1B). The relationship between 
the basal steps associated with terminal phase 1A (AU8), Choki’s terrace (1B), and Pancake floor 
demonstrate two clear terminal building phases. AU8 is an earlier version of the stair tread at the north 
end of unit H, marking the next step up the stairway from Choki’s terrace. It sits on top of a later version 
of Pancake Floor (see discussion of AU9).  
 Emptied Cache: Analytical Unit 5. Lots excavated in 2013: H/6; H/7; H/8; H/9, all of Feature 1. 
This analytical unit is an emptied cache that was located after excavating Choki’s terrace, which we think 
functioned to cover the cache rendering it invisible after the second construction phase of the terminal 
stairway. The cache was likely located directly in the center of the stairway, and was therefore not 
entirely accessible from unit H. We dug into the western profile to expose the entire circumference of 
the cache, which was cut into Pancake floor. The hole was covered with three large, cut-limestone 
(approximately 40 centimeters in length) that resembled capstones, leading us to initially suspect it was 
a burial. There was one large C-shaped limestone sitting diagonally across the top of the hole, supported 
by several smaller, triangular limestone pieces (approximately 15-30 centimeters). We removed the 
large capstones after cleaning some debris around the pit, and proceeded carefully in very small lots. 
We found nothing exceptional about the lithic and ceramic present artifacts in the fill surrounding the 
capstones. After removing the large capstone we found only smaller stones filling in the pit. Because we 
expected to find ritually charged items in this pit, we excavated slowly by a mixture of arbitrary and 
cultural levels. We dug approximately 75 centimeters down into the pit before stopping excavations and 
did not find anything except ceramic sherds, lithic debitage, and some small, flat stones. After digging 75 
cm down, we noted three triangular stones coming out of the western profile of the pit, which we now 
suspect may have been the base of the cache. If this is true, we dug through the entire cache and 
another 30 centimeters further without finding any evidence of a ritually charged deposit. We conclude 
the cache was emptied prior to the final terminal construction phase of Structure 29. The soils in this AU 
were clayey and grey, reading 10YR 6/2. We found a small piece of charred organic material, likely wood 
charcoal, at approximately 35 centimeters deep in the pit. There was a root inclusion running through 
the cache that may indicate this charcoal was not collected from its original place of deposition. Any 
results from dating this charcoal should be interpreted cautiously in light of this root inclusion.  
 Disturbed Fill: Analytical Unit 6. Lots excavated in 2013: N/3; F/4; O/3; O/4; K/2; G/3; I/3; G/4; 
K/3. This analytical unit contains the terminal stair construction of Structure 29 and the disturbed 
structure fill directly below it. It is stratigraphically below to AU2 and AU3 and above AU7 (less disturbed 
fill). Some ceramic sherds and lithic debitage were present, and rock inclusions measured between 6 
and 50 centimeters, and both chert cobble and limestone were present. The soils in the AU remain 
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relatively dark and organic looking, with Munsell readings of 10YR 5/2 and 10YR 3/2, primarily. This AU 
level undulates along the length of the stairway, with some portions of the stair containing thicker levels 
of disturbed fill than other, depending how collapse and other soil matrix was deposited along the slope 
of the stairway. In unit H, the fill graded straight from collapse to Choki’s terrace, but in units F, N, O, K, 
G, I, and probably M (see AU23) all have intermediate fill layers between the terminal stair construction 
and what appears to be less disturbed fill. Based on the Munsell readings and general disturbance level 
of this AU, I am making the judgment that this AU should be used with caution in dating.  
 Less-Disturbed Fill: Analytical Unit 7. Lots excavated in 2013: O/5; O/6; K/4; F/5. This analytical 
unit is comprised of structure fill stratigraphically below AU6, and is interpreted to be less disturbed 
than the fill in AU6 because the soil matrix shows less disturbance and organic content. We suspect that 
this AU is the lower level of fill between terminal construction of Structure 29 and the penultimate 
construction phase. Stone inclusions were mixed in this AU, containing both chert cobble and 
dressed/undressed limestone ranging from 5 cm to greater than 50 cm. Munsell readings from this 
analytical unit are 10YR6/2 in O/5 and O/6, 10YR6/3 in F/5, and 10YR7/1 in K/4. Ceramic, lithic, jute, and 
obsidian were recovered from lots excavated in this AU. This AU has an indeterminate relationship to 
AU8 (the basal steps of phase 1A of terminal stair construction). It sits above AU9, Pancake floor. In unit 
F, this is the lowest level of fill above AU9, but further up the trench in units M, N, O, and K, a hard-
packed mezcla fill separates this AU from lower levels, either AU9 or earlier construction phases of the 
building façade. Several architectural features were located, but not removed, during excavation of this 
AU. In K/4, the goal of excavation was to remove the less disturbed fill in front of what we suspected to 
be a wall to determine the relationship between Amirto’s Floor, located approximately one meter below 
terminal stair construction in units O and N, and the wall. Gilberto and Ándres excavated this AU above 
a series of walls and floors in the southern aspect of Unit O (Aborroto Wall on Oatie’s Floor, Gil’s Wall on 
Gil’s Floor). The Bugle’s Wall, which is not included in this AU because we did not excavate it, appears to 
mark a construction phase or even where mezcla appears as a construction material north of Bugle’s 
Wall in Unit M, near the south edge of Unit O. The lowest levels of excavated material in units south of 
Bugle’s Wall are AUs 6 and 7. It appears that the front of this structure was cut off during renovations 
causing fill levels to bleed together halfway through Unit M and continuing north up the trench. AU7 
contains much larger fill than AU6 and AU2, and we suspect that, as part of the terminal construction 
phase of this building, the penultimate stair was dismantled and used as fill. There were a number of 
square cut limestone blocks in the lower fill levels (AU7 and AU6), especially in unit M. Lot M5 is 
classified as mixed but likely contains aspects of AU6 and AU7.  
 Basal Step: Analytical Unit 8. Lots excavated in 2013: H/11. This analytical unit is comprised of a 
single lot. We removed the basal step of the first phase of terminal stair construction in this lot. This 
step is stratigraphically below AU4 (Choki’s Terrace), which was a later resurfacing of the terminal stair. 
This AU sits on top of Pancake Floor, which was resurfaced to lip up onto this stair step. Originally, the 
basal step was built on an earlier surface of the same floor (Pancake), and it seems evident that the 
Pancake resurfacing and the first phase of terminal stair construction are related and probably 
coincident construction events. We removed this step to locate the penultimate stair, which we did not 
find. We are unsure of the relationship between this AU and AU5 (emptied cache). The Harris Matrix 
drawing illustrates this uncertainty. The Munsell reading from this AU is 10YR 8/2, comprised primarily 
of clay loam and plaster. Ceramic, lithic, and jute artifacts were recovered from this lot, and stone 
inclusions were all limestone, both cut and uncut, ranging in size from 6 to 50 cm.  
 Floor (Pancake and Resurfacing): Analytical Unit 9. Lots excavated in 2013: J/5, H/10. This 
analytical unit is the Pancake Floor and the later resurfacing. Both versions of this floor were excavated 
in this AU because they are both part of the same architectural sequence. These two versions of 
Pancake floor, which separate underneath AU8 (Basal step), were dug as the same lot in units J and H. 
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This is the lowest plaster floor we excavated on this structure, with the exception of several lots in unit J, 
which yielded lower plaza floors at the base of the structure.  
 Mezcla Above Floors: Analytical Unit 10. Lots excavated in 2013: K/6,7. These lots contain what 
appears to be a wet-laid mezcla fill, comprised primarily of sascab-type material containing small to 
medium limestone flecks (between 1 and 25 cm). One of three mezcla AUs, this AU sits on top of 
Amirto’s floor. The wet-laid mezcla fill is present only in the southern portion of unit K, south of the 
DoSiDo Wall. This AU also contains a small, excavated portion of the DoSiDo wall that had similar 
sascab-like fill (K/7). We excavated this small portion of the wall, near the eastern edge, to investigate a 
slump in the construction. Munsell readings from this AU are between 10YR 6/2 and 10YR 8/2. This AU 
contains ceramic, lithic, and jute artifacts and both chert and limestone rock inclusions.  
 Amirto’s Floor Version A (South of DoSiDo Wall): Analytical Unit 11. Lots excavated in 2013: N/4. 
This AU is the upper resurfacing of Amirto’s Floor, which exists only south of the DoSiDo Wall. North of 
the wall, Amirto’s Floor appears to be a single construction phase. This lot was all plaster with a Munsell 
reading of 10YR 7/3, and contained a mixture of chert cobble (1-6 cm) and sandy limestone marl. 
Ceramics were recovered in low quantity, and none were diagnostic.  
 Amirto’s Floor Version B and Fill Below (South of DoSiDo Wall): Analytical Unit 12. Lots excavated 
in 2013: O/13, N/5. This AU is situated below AU11 (Amirto’s Floor version A) and above Oatie’s Floor 
(AU13). This AU is the earlier construction phase of Amirto’s Floor, appearing south of DoSiDo Wall only. 
The fill below Amirto’s Floor is also contained in this AU. Munsell readings for lots O/13 and N/5 are 
10YR 6/2, and both lots were comprised of ballast and plaster fill with small, river cobbles (1-6 cm, 6-25 
cm) present. Ceramic and lithic materials were recovered from both lots. Ceramic sherds are 
predominantly Late Classic styles, with a small number of Early Classic inclusions (2%, 3 sherds out of 
181). The prominence of Late Classic ceramic styles suggests that the construction of Amirto’s Floor 
dates to the Late Classic.  
 Oatie’s Floor: Analytical Unit 13. Lots excavated in 2013: O/14, N/6. We excavated Oatie’s floor 
not including the fill below it in this AU. We separated fill from floor layers in this AU for better 
chronological control in ceramic analysis. Munsell readings for this AU are 10YR 8/2. The matrix was 
comprised of plaster ballast and small chert cobble inclusions (1-6 cm, 6-25 cm). Ceramic and lithic 
artifacts were recovered, and the only diagnostic ceramic styles present were Early Classic, providing a 
relatively firm date for Oatie’s Floor.  
 Amirto’s Floor North of DoSiDo: Analytical Unit 14. Lots excavated in 2013: G/6,7, K/8. This AU is 
located below AU7 (less disturbed fill) and above AU15 (fill below Amirto’s Floor north of DoSiDo). AU14 
is adjacent to the AUs containing Amirto’s Floor south of DoSiDo Wall, but we are unsure which level of 
floor this AU connects to. Amirto’s Floor north of DoSiDo Wall appears to be done in a single 
construction phase, and if it was not there was no clear distinction between levels. Munsell readings 
from this AU are 10YR 7/1, and the matrix is comprised of plaster and small (0-1 cm) chert inclusions. 
Ceramics were recovered, but have not yet been dated.  
 Fill Below Amirto’s Floor North of DoSiDo: Analytical Unit 15. Lots excavated in 2013: K/9, G/8. 
This AU contains the fill below Amirto’s Floor north of DoSiDo Wall. AU15 is below AU14 (Amirto’s Floor 
north of DoSiDo Wall). We excavated the fill below Amirto’s Floor north of DoSiDo Wall, which 
contained primarily chert cobble (10-15 cm) and undressed limestone (6-25 cm). The soil matrix has a 
Munsell reading of 10YR 6/2, and ceramics were the only artifacts recovered from this context. These 
have not yet been analyzed to provide a date for this AU. Once we cleared the fill below the floor, we 
stopped excavating because of a change in fill. In Unit K, the fill below this AU changes to a more 
compact matrix, which may be more mezcla but we stopped excavated at this point. In Unit G, the fill 
below AU 15 remained loose and rocky. This AU marks the extent of our excavations in Units G and K.  
 Fill Below Oatie’s Floor: Analytical Unit 16. Lots excavated in 2013: O/15, N/7. This analytical unit 
is comprised of the fill below Oatie’s floor, excavated only south of DoSiDo Wall. We did not locate 
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Oatie’s Floor north of DoSiDo Wall. AU16 is located above AU17 (mezla below floors) and below AU13 
(Oatie’s Floor). This fill (10YR 6/2) is a combination of limestone and chert cobble fill of varying size (1-25 
cm), and yielded both ceramic and lithic artifacts. We stopped excavating when the fill changed from 
below-floor fill to large limestone inclusions. Ceramics for this AU have not yet been dated.  
 Mezcla Below Floors: Analytical Unit 17. Lots excavated in 2013: O/16, N/8. This AU contains all 
lots with mezcla fill (10YR 6/2), similar to AUs 22 and 10, below AU16 (Oatie’s Floor fill). These lots 
yielded ceramic, lithic, and jute artifacts and contained a mixture of chert and limestone (6-50 cm). This 
AU may relate to the mezcla exposed in Unit M and the lower levels of the southern portion of Unit O 
(closer to the level of Pancake Floor). There is a steep slope marking the division between the northern 
aspect of Unit M and the southern portion of Unit O, ostensibly showing a profile of mixed mezcla and 
large limestone inclusions, but this area was not excavated. We suspect this slope is where the building 
was chopped prior to terminal construction renovations.  
 Fill Below Pancake Floor in Plaza Sequence: Analytical Unit 18. Lots excavated in 2013: J/6. This 
AU, containing lot J/6, is below AU9 (Pancake Floor) and above AU19 (2nd plaza floor and fill). This AU is 
essentially just the layer of plaza fill (10YR 6/3) between AU9 and AU19. Ceramic, lithic, jute, and 
Nephronaias sp. shell were recovered from this AU. Excavations in this lot began in the southern 120 cm 
of Unit J, intending to concentrate on the area beyond the extent of Pancake Floor. The strata in this 
unit were generally difficult to see, and this lot may have contained some ballast, along with limestone 
inclusions of varying size (1-25 cm). We removed the layer below Pancake Floor in the north 80 cm of 
the unit looking for evidence of floor underneath AU9, but found no floor. This AU is likely mixed and 
should be used with caution in generating ceramic chronologies. Analyzed ceramics show a TPQ of 
Terminal Late Preclassic, but this AU also contained a small quantity of Cunil ceramics.  

2nd Plaza Floor and Fill Below: Analytical Unit 19. Lots excavated in 2013: J/9, 10. This AU 
contains the 2nd plaza surface and the fill below it, situated below AU18, the fill dividing AU9 from AU19. 
The fill was comprised of chert cobble and undressed limestone of varying size (1-25 cm), and may have 
contained some ballast. The two levels, plaza surface and plaza fill, were difficult to differentiate 
between during excavation because any plaster surface on the plaza fill was too badly eroded to see. 
This AU was excavated only in the north half of Unit J and yielded ceramic, lithic, and jute artifacts. The 
soils in Unit J were orange and clayey (10YR 6/3) and contained relatively high amounts of jute shell and 
Nephronaias sp. shell.  
 Fill Above 3rd Plaza Floor: Analytical Unit 20. Lots excavated in 2013: J/7. This AU divides the 
lowest plaza floor (AU21) from the 2nd plaza floor explored in AU19. J/7 was only excavated in the south 
80 cm of Unit J, because we wanted to excavate down in front of the area below Pancake Floor to look 
for a better stratigraphic sequence of plaza floor. The matrix in this AU was hard and clayey (10YR 6/3), 
and contained very few rock inclusions (both chert and limestone) or varying size (1-25 cm). Ceramic, 
lithic, jute, and Nephronaias sp. shell were recovered from excavations. We stopped excavating when 
we hit a fill of small, triangular limestone pieces forming what appeared to be a plaza surface. The 
ceramic sequence from this AU has an Early Classic TPQ, but also contains Cunil ceramics.  
 Lowest Plaza Surface: Analytical Unit 21. Lots excavated in 2013: J/8. This AU is the lowest plaza 
surface we located in excavations at structure 29. The surface was comprised of triangular, cut 
limestone and flat chert cobble (6-25 cm) forming a flat surface with an orange, clayey (10YR 5/4) soil 
underneath. We encountered no plastered surface on top of these stones. This AU yielded both ceramic 
and lithic material, but the ceramic analysis has not yet been completed for this AU.  

Mezcla Fill from Units O and M in Trench: Analytical Unit 22. Lots excavated in 2013: O/7, O/8, 
O/9, O/10, O/11, O/12, M/6, M/7. This AU is below AU 9 stratigraphically, and is not above anything 
excavated in 2013. This is the lowest layer of construction fill, beginning in M/6 and moving north up the 
trench into Unit O. This is a very light, gray mezcla (10YR 6/1) that feels almost like sascab or floor 
ballast, and not packed as hard as the mezcla below the floors (AU 17). This AU appears to be more 
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secure than levels closer to the surface. This AU may be related to AU 17, but we are unsure because the 
penultimate construction of the building was cut somewhere in between Units M and O.  
 Mixed: Analytical Unit 23. Lots excavated in 2013: M/5. This AU is one very large lot excavated in 
Unit M that should have been excavated in several lots. The fill was a sandy clay loam (10YR 6/3) 
containing a variety of rock sizes and types (chert cobble, dressed limestone, and undressed limestone). 
There was no obvious change in fill or soil color while excavating this lot down to the level of Pancake 
Floor, so we continued without making new lot distinctions. This AU should not be used for establishing 
ceramic chronologies at Structure 29 because, although it might be a large lot of fill from the same 
context, it is equally possible that it contains multiple different analytical units.  
 

Discussion 
 

Structure 29 excavations revealed a clear terminal construction phase stairway and a medial terrace just 
below the summit of the building. Architecture on the summit was not easily discernable. Once we 
removed the terminal architecture of Structure 29, the building sequences became more complicated 
because the penultimate architectural sequence was dismantled prior to the terminal construction 
renovations on the building. The terminal architecture contained two visible phases only in Unit H at the 
base of the stairway, which we suspect is related to the filling of the cache dug into Pancake Floor at the 
base of the stairway. The architectural elements from Structure 29-2nd, as well as ceramic analysis from 
related strata, indicate that Structure 29-2nd was probably constructed in the Early Classic period in at 
least two architectural stages. Dating fill levels between the relatively well-defined terminal and 
penultimate phases proved problematic because of mixing that occurred as a result of the building being 
dismantled. This made it difficult for our excavation team to see changes in fill that, had the building 
remained intact, would have been more clearly visible. The fill layers between penultimate construction 
and terminal construction date generally to the Terminal Late Preclassic period, but some fill levels in 
the upper trench excavations contain lower stratigraphic materials; therefore, the materials indicate 
later construction dates. Pancake Floor sits below both terminal and penultimate construction phases. 
The fill levels between the terminal and penultimate construction in the upper trench units (N, O, K) 
probably relate more specifically to either terminal or penultimate, therefore, they were less mixed. 
Ceramic dates suggest that some aspects of the terminal construction of Structure 29 likely occurred 
during the Terminal Classic period, such as the construction of Choki’s Terrace. Fill levels including and 
directly below the terminal stairway have not yet been analyzed, so they cannot contribute to 
establishing a chronology for terminal construction phases.  
 
The profiles of Structure 29 show no evidence of a penultimate stairway, but the “Mixed” analytical unit 
(M5) contained a large number of cut-limestone blocks. Because the building was so thoroughly 
dismantled, there are no remnants of staircase patterning left in the profiles. It is possible that if a 
stairway existed, the blocks were repurposed as fill or moved to construct a different building. DoSiDo 
Wall, sitting on top of Amirto’s Floors, may have formed a room at the structure summit of Structure 29-
2nd, but this is currently unclear. We found no evidence of any architectural elements between Structure 
29-1st’s meager summit platform and DoSiDo Wall, but we did not excavate down into the summit 
platform located in Unit P where this might have been. It is unclear whether or not Structure 29-1st was 
built in exactly the same footprint as Structure 29-2nd because we found no evidence of a stairway 
underneath the terminal staircase. But given the extent to which the ancient Maya chopped off the 
front of Structure 29-2nd for the building of Structure 29-1st, it is possible that the stairway of Structure 
29 2nd was entirely removed entirely prior to renovation.  It is also possible that the terminal stairway 
was part of a reorientation of this building towards Actuncan South, and the earlier staircase faced 
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another direction, possibly east (see LeCount and Blitz 2005 for a discussion of architecture in that 
direction).  
 
The terminal construction phase of Structure 29 likely added an impressive amount of height to the 
building. The size of the boulder fill laid to support the medial terrace just below the summit suggests 
that increasing the height of the structure may have been a construction concern. The dismantling of 
Early and Late Classic buildings occurred with some regularity at Actuncan and the nearby Xunantunich 
(LeCount et al. 2002). Dismantling buildings prior to renovating them is associated with a Terminal 
Classic resurgence and reorganization of political power at the site (Mixter 2011). Excavation of 
Structure 29 revealed occupation sequences spanning from the Terminal Late Preclassic to the Early 
Classic to the Terminal Classic periods. This building clearly represents a long span of shifting political 
histories, though the dismantling of the building has made it difficult for us to elaborate on the nature of 
these changes based on architecture and artifact sequences.  
 
 
 

Appendix 8A: Harris Matrix and Analytical Units 
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Terminus Post Quem of Operation 7 Analytical Units 

AU # Analytical Unit 
Name 

Location Associated Lots Terminus post quem 

1 Modern surface Str. 29 trench F/1; G/1; H/1,2; I/1; 
J/1,2,3,4; L/1; M/1; 
N/1; O/1; P/1 

Late Classic II 

2 Terminal stair 
collapse 

Str. 29 trench F/2,3; H/3; M/2, 3, 4; 
N/2; O/2 

Terminal Classic 

3 Terminal collapse Str. 29 terrace and 
summit 

G/2; I/2; P/2; L/2 Late Classic 

4 Choki's Terrace Str. 29 trench H/4; H/5 Terminal Classic 
5 Emptied cache Str. 29 trench H/6; H/7; H/8; H/9 Late Classic II 
6 Disturbed fill Str. 29 trench N/3; F/4; O/3; O/4; 

K/2; G/3; I/3; G/4; K/3 
Terminal Classic?/Late 
Classic 

7 Less disturbed fill Str. 29 trench O/5; O/6; K/4; F/5 Early Classic?/Terminal 
Late Preclassic 

8 Basal step Str. 29 trench H/11 Terminal Late 
Preclassic? 

9 Floor (Pancake 
and resurfacing) 

Str. 29 trench J/5, H/10 Terminal Late Preclassic 

10 Mezcla above 
floors 

Str. 29 trench K/6,7 Early Classic 

11 Amirto's Floor A Str. 29 trench N/4 no diagnostics 
12 Amirto's Floor B Str. 29 trench N/5; O/13 Late Classic 
13 Oatie's Floor Str. 29 trench N/6; O/14 Early Classic 
14 Amirto's Floor 

north of DoSiDo 
Str. 29 trench G/6, 7; K/8 ceramics not yet 

analyzed 
15 Fill below Amirto's 

Floor north of 
DoSiDo 

Str. 29 trench K/9; G/8 ceramics not yet 
analyzed 

16 Fill below Oatie's 
Floor 

Str. 29 trench N/7; O/15 ceramics not yet 
analyzed 

17 Mezcla below 
floors 

Str. 29 trench N/8; O/16 ceramics not yet 
analyzed 

18 Fill below Pancake 
floor in Plaza 
sequence 

Str. 29 plaza J/6 Terminal Late Preclassic 

19 2nd Plaza floor 
and fill below 

Str. 29 plaza J/9, 10 Late Preclassic 

20 Fill above 3rd 
plaza floor 

Str. 29 plaza J/7 Early Classic 

21 Lowest plaza 
surface 

Str. 29 plaza J/8 ceramics not yet 
analyzed 

22 Mezcla fill from 
Units O, M 

Str. 29 trench O/7, O/8, O/9, O/10, 
O/11, O/12, M/6, M/7 

Terminal Late Preclassic 

23 Mixed Str. 29 trench M/5 Early Classic 
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